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people spoke lot.w the mechanism and the resulting ACKNOW LEiVGEMENT

light modulation was cunverted back into souad by
the EIU. The response of the cell was such that The authors wish to thank
the individual voices were easily understandable Mr. Rollie McCollum and Mr. Thomas Conroy
and Identifiable. Tonal quality was 4 imilar to for their work on the mechanical and electronic
that of the conventional telephone set. interface designs and Mr. Scott Stewart for his

assistance In the fabrication and testing. The
The HEAR mechanism was fabricated and funding for the prog ram was from the U.S. Army.

initially tested by placing the absorption cell near CECOM at Fort Monmouth. New Jersey.
the ear and detecting the output. The laser diode.
biased at 10moW. was 100% modulated by the audio REFERENCES AND FOOTNOTES:

generator and the light signal was applied to the
Hear cell. The tone was easily audible. Final I. S. Edelman, U.S. Patent Pending.
HEAR horn testing its continuing. 2. D. Klelnman and D. Nelson. The Photo-

The Ring mechanism described in Section 4 phoe - An Optical Telephone Receiver,

was fabricated and tested with the ElU. After J. Acoust. Soc. Am. . Vol. 59. No. 6.

four seconds of a 16 mW cw light signal, the ring June 1976.

signal began and continued until the light pulse 3. S. Edelman. Private Communications.
turned off. The ring produced an audio output of Acoustic-Optic Workshop, Ft. Monmouth.
7SdS at a distance of I meter from the mechanism, March 31, 198Z.
as required. 4. 0. Nelson, K. Wecht and D. Kleinman.

CONCLUSIONS/FUTURE OF THE CONCEPT Photophone Performance. J. Acoust. Soc.
Am.. Vol. 60. No. I.. July 1976.

The results of the current study indicate that
an al optical telephone set is technical feasible.
The Implementatior methods and subsequent
designs were chosen after an intensive literature
survey of past research and brainstorming
sessions for new ideas. The techniques selected
were determined primarily on a risk/performance
basis where the lowest risk approach having the
greatest chance of success was chosen. It 1s
obvious that much work still eeds to be done both
in optimizing the performance and manufacturing
cost parameters of those functions investigated
Io this study aj well as other functions such as
hook switch. sidetone and dialing. The associated
technologies required already exist with low lose
optical fibers and high power laser diodes com-
mercially available. The authors are hopeful
that the all op.ical telephone first envisioned by
Alexander Graham Bell over 100 years ago, will
soon become a reality.
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case. bandwidth was not a major cincen and wjps rotates, causing a set of bells to be struck.
traded off for increased response over a narrow - producing a sound much like that of a con.
band. The RING horn is similar in design.to the ventional phone. Although the feasibility design
IIEAt horn but thu larger diameters arc slue tu impLementsald was constructed of metal, ringers
the different load impcdance. The input radius can be fabricated of plastics and ceramics. For
Is 0.05 cm and the output radius is 15. 0 cm. this program. it was decided to build and test the
The overall length is 17 cm. The cell volume ringer shown in Figure 4. Z. primarily because it
Is S. 0 a l0"4 cm 3 and the equalizer tube was easier and faster to build, as well as lower
diameter and.lengths are 0. 02 cm and 20cr risk than the RING horn described previously.
respectively. The predicted acoustic output is The experimental results are described in the
shown in Figure 4. 1. The predicted Reak following section.repneImeter from the horn is 75S with.

Z. S mW of light and increases to 92 dB with S. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
18MW of light.

An electronic interface unit (EIU) was con-
The second approach investigated utilized structed to test the three components. Three

the optical ring signal to trigger the release of Optical Information Systems, ZOmW laser diodes
mechanically stored energy which was then con- were incorporated in the EIU along with their
verted into acoustic energy to alert the user of associated signal circuitry and power suzolies.
an incoming call. The released mechanical The laser diodes were biased at Z0mW for the
energy Is restored at the conclusion of the call RING and 10mW for the TALK and HEAR. The
through the action of the rook switch which, optical telephone side tone feedback signal was
when depressed, can be used to compress a generated electronically. A J000cm. 4 liber
spring. twist a torsion bar, or displace a optical link was used for Interconnection iI
weight. etc. The actual production of sound testing the components.
can be accomplished with a bell type device.
a bellows/vibrating reed, etc. The TALK signal levels were measured as

a function of input frequency. The measurement
The initial investigation concentrated on breadboard is shown in Figure S. 1. A helium

the trigger mechanism. When irradiated, the neon laser was coupled to the input fiber through
trigger released a predetermined amount of a ZOX microscope objective. An optical power
meichanical energy into the sound producing meter was used to detect the light variations;
device. The designed mechanism incor- the output of the meter was fed to an oscilloscope
porated a bimetallic strip; when heated by for measurement. An audio oscillator provided
optical energy, the strip bends from its nor- the sound frequency input which was normalized
Mai position releasing the mechanical energy. t 904B at each frequency. Data was takes under
After the light pulse ends, only a few seconds three conditions- the cell placed flat on the
Is required for the strip to cool to ambient bench, placed over a 7 cubic inch volume. and

4 and return to its initial latching position, finally a mechanical voice filter Ia standard
Thus. each light pulse can trigger a ring cycle. telephone mouthpiece) was placed over the metr.

brans. The measured voltage as a function of
The Harris RING mechanism, incorporating input sound frequency is shown in Figures S. 2,

the bimetallic trigger, is shown in Figure 4. Z. 5. 3, and S. 4 for these three cases. These
Mechanical energy is stored by means of a spring experimental results are of the same form as
geared to a low torque governor. The bimetallic the theoretical prediction shown in Figure Z. 1.
trigger in its normal off position latches the The response, observed when the di.phragm was
governor. When a ring signal is sent. the light backed by a reasonable volume, has at Peries of
output from the fiber is focused by two lenses onto resonances with the primary peak at about
a blackened bimetal strip which deflects as it Z375 Ha. Tests were then run in whazh different
heats up. reltasing the governor. The drum
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Further manipulation yields the transfer fun-itioo %where:
Het $ ,880 gm/see cm 4 . a constant to

normaliea HW.

4 y specific heat ratio of gas.

(q. Ix 1 cm
4  opt' RMS optical power, mW.

riZ / e atmospheric pressure, dynes/cm

(31 ls 2 x 10 . 4 dynes/cra .

a expoh-rn/rl)
( " A computer predicted plot of the Harris
u(k)j (l-Ze'hcos * t e~ )  

HEAR mechanism response compared to the
K-N photophone appears in Figure 3, 4.

4, RING FUNCTION
where: Gm. figure of merit for the gas; air * I.

G.. dispersion function for a sphere As In the case of the HEAR function the
volume approximation of the cell. technical challenge of the RING implemen.ation

lies in the need to obtain a noticeable acoustic
Znf 4 6 - Z q output from the telephone set at a level of

a 5 g(k) approximately 75dB sound pressure level (SPL)
at I meter with only an optical input from the

Integration of Ie coo4 + ovr fiber link. However. the RING function, unlike

Zy In equation 3 (the term of which arises from the HEAR, does not convey detailed communi-
cations, but serves only to alert the telephone

oscillations due to resonances of travelling wv e user to an incoming call. There are two
in, the tubeD results in an average or a smoothed possible means for producing the required
response. < H1 5>: sound; direct conversion of the optical RING

signal to acoustical energy as in the HEAR
4 4) function and the use of the optical ring signal to

a - m trigger the release of stored mechanical energy
r Zr lto a predetermined acoustic signal, loaud and

Ioticeable enough to attract the attention of the
* telephone user. Both approaches were inveeti-

IV Z *-p j(-'./r)gj jGWj gated.

j-gk) 7 s11 - e " The direct conversion of optical to
acoustical energy can be obtained. as in the

Tis the product of HW HEAR function, by the photo-acoustic effect.
w th output intensity D p. The problem is the same as that of the HEAR
with the following funcon, Da. funct'on, excea " for the value of the load tm-

pedence. The HEAR, couples into a fixed Volumeload. whereas, to be useable In a manner con.

SI Z Iopt 4)Z  
Wprable to existing systems, the RL4G must

P-0 op couple into free space. Usir.g the HEAR com-
2{ (y*P_*_ 1Zputer prograns. a design for a RING horn which

optimized the sound output for a load impedance
of a nassless air piston was derived. in this

.
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expected perfurmance of thes Edeinn 3 and the wrg: gjk) -hik Iti 711
Kleinnean-Nelaten 4 a ppruac e indicatu4 that Owa Cc Ac
latter appruach had a 10dD higher conversion
efficiency. Because of this and the proven
nature of the Kleinan-Nelsun approach. it was '2 "

decided to incorporate this technique in the M
Harris design. se a.

The Harris HEAR mechanism design con- C Z cpb

sists of an exponential horn similar to that of characteristic impedance

Kleinman-Nelson approach. The Harris design oZ a o tube2

was computer optimized and resulted in a

mechanism with 10% less overall length and an mf t= Qjn, lossless solutions.
increase of approximately 3 d3 in output over
the desired bandwidth as compared to the t (In (r 2 1r1 |)/l, exponential taper constant.

-" Klelnman-Nelson approach. Air was chosen as 1. length of horn, cm.
the internal gaseous medium for ease of fabri-
cation, although it has been shown. that other P. pressure at ear-piece coupler, dynes/cm z .

Internal gases can increase sensitivity. How- z . acoustic impedance of ear coupler.
ever. this requires added complexity of a gm/sec cm

4
.

diaphragm fo gas cnfinement. c acoustic imredance of source volume.

It was decided to fabricate the horn by Ur/see cm
machining a two piece aluminum mandril on a *SL. velocity flow of photo-acoustic source-
lathe. electroplating copper on the outside of the cc/se..
mandril and, subsequently, etching the aluminum
in a hot sulphuric acid bath. The resulting form 6R, 2 equalizer impedances, gm/sec cm

4 .

is a rigid copper horn whose inside dimensions TVD, Lermoviscous damping, gm/sec cm 4 .
are the same as the outside dimensions of the
aluminum mandril. Inertance tube equalizers, 6. density of medium, gm/cc.

photo-acoustic cell and ear-piece coupler can c. velocity of sound, cr/sec.
then be attached.

r,*Z. input and output radii of the horn, cm.
Following the nomenclature of Kleinman- ro , boundary layer radius, cm.

Nelson (K-N) 3 , the equivalent circuit of the photo.
phos is shown in Figure 3. 3. The solution of n. complex term of propagatios constant.
the circuit shown reduces to: it a a/c. rad/cm

, A, frequency dependent functions for boun-

R 2 6cn 2 dary layer approximation.
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waves incident on the membrane cause it to voices their individuality.

vibrate resulting in changes in the coupling -J
efficiency between the two fibers. The amount The Harris design fnr the talk mechanism

of coupling, and therefore the manitude of the is shown in Figure Z.Z. A disk of I2. ? micron

intensity variations, depends on the amplitude thick mylar was stretched acrovi a 4cm ring and

of the diaphragm vibrations. fixed at the edges. The irnput f(bur was attached
to the mnianting ring ard tu the center of the mem.

The TALK mechanism model is a branc by a small drop of crxxy. The uu~put fiber

homogeneous circular membrane driven by a was mounted inside a hypodermic needle cut and

constant pressure across the surface with no polished flat at both ends. The 50um core input

damping forces. Solution of the wave equation and output fibers were aligned to maximize the

of this system for the amplitude of the mem. coupling efficiency of the light in the static mude.

brane displacement. y. results in: and then the needle attached to the ring mount by
epoxy to hold the fiber stationary.

13. HEAR FUNCTION
Y' Jo(kr I

hT Jo(ka) /The passive HEAR mechanism must
convert light into sound with a bandwidth of
300-3300 Hz and a sound pressure level at the ear

where: ofat least 81 dB. Two design approaches were
Bessel function of order zero. considered. In the first, the Edelman, approach

Jo(kr). eese, c n es/ sets shown in Figure 3. I, the optical energy is

T. membrane tensio . dynes/c
z  absorbed as heat in optical fibers having z high

Youngs modulus, low spec'fic h-at and a large
I c wv'sIT. rad/cm. coefficient of thermal expansion. The fibers
a. area density. gm/cm expand and contract under tension as a function
a. fell radius, cm . of the modulated optical input and drive a dia-

.frequncy, ratwic ds c t phragm element which is impedanced matched for
r. the radius at which the displacement is the desired voice bandwidth. Input modulated

measured. cm light is thus converted into sound pressure waves

This equationwas used to generate plots of mem- by the moving diaphragm.

brane displacement at the center of the cell. where The second approach, the Kleinman-Nelso 2

the fiber ends were placed, as a function of approach shown in Figure 3. Z. consists of a small
frequency. Since the fiber ends, one fixed and one photo-acoustic cell, which converts the ight

moving with the membrane, are at the center, the modulation into sound waves, and an acoustic
plots represent instantaneous fiber coupling mdlto nosudwvs n naosi

plot rereset istananeus fbercouping impedance matching system. The last impedance

and thus, light amplitude. A typical plot is shown matching element is an exponentially tapered horn

in Figure Z. I. As mentioned previously, in order which couples sound to the ear. The photo.

to reproduce ideally the individual voice charac- acoustic interaction occurs between the light and

teristics of tie'use:, the response of the TALK acutciertoncusbtwnthlgtad
echnism cslf e flat acoss the oihe band a small quantity of suspended carbonized cotton.

frmch&a 3300 H. b e a th vccomi baid As the input light intensity varies with the HEAR

trm 300 to set 00 Ha. One way to accompish th s signal, the cotcon and surrounding gas heat and

fis to set the membrane parameters such that the cool and thus expand and contract producing an

first resonance is above the band of interest. acoustic pressure wave. The impedance

The other option is to generate resoaances across matching system maximizes the acoustic energy

the frequency band, especially at the high

frequency end where overtones typically give transmitted to the ear. Calculations made of the

Absorptive Fibers
Diaphragm

Star Coupler

Optical Fiber

qi~~l i  
ri., , n .. ,.

.x., i. ,,,,,

Figure 3. I. EdeLrr . A-proach
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ALL OPTIC4AI, TE.EPIIONE DEVELOPMENT

B.G. Grossman. S. R. Adhav. . M. Ralston. and Rt. K. Morse.
Harris Corporation. N. Feldman. CECOM

I. INTRODUCTION to demonstrate feasibility. We realize these

efforts are primitive, but, fully expect thatthe
The optical fiber, as a medium for corn- refinement process and optimization will follow

munications. has been successfully replacing rapidly.
metallic cable trunks. It is presently serving the
communication industry in both high capacity and Z. TALK FUNCTION
low capacity links. Thus far. with few exceptions.
the highest volume users of transmissions lines, The function of the TALK mechanism is to
subscribers, have been neglected, convert spoken words into moduiated light. This

light is coupled by optical fiber to an electronic
When Mr. Feldman discussed his "All switchboard and then reconverted irto sound at a

Optical Telephone" at ICC-81 in Denver. Colorado HEAR mechanism. The frecuency response of
in June 1981. it was a step toward correcting this the TALK mechanism must be reasonably flat
neglect. He describcd an instrument served by over the voice band, 300 to 3300 Ht. and typical
optical fibers, simple, and inexpensive, requiring voice levels must generate sufficient optical
as electrical power. His conceptual system con- modulation to be deterted and reconverted to
tained six components. two of which, earphone and sound with a sufficient signal to noise ratio, as
ringer, seemed to present some measure of in a conventional telephone set.
barrier to successful implementation. A govern.
ment contract was awarded to Harris Corporation. Two basic nodulation methods. phase
Melbourne. Florida. in November 1981. to demon. modulation and amplitude modulation, were
strata the feasibility of the concept. The barrier considered for the talk mechanism. Phase
Items would get special attention in the execution rnodulation of light by pressure waves recently
of this contract. has been explored and optimiv.ed using optical

fibers for underwater sensor aoplica.ons. The
I this paper, we willdescribe the work major disadvantage of this r-,ethod is that com-

* pursued and accomplished by Harris. Three of the plicated ioterferometric techniques are usually
six components, hear (earphone), talk. and ring, required to demodulate the phase encoded in-
wll be addressed. The expended effort has con- formation. It was decided. thercfore. because of
sisted of a judicious mix of computer modeling, their easier implementation, to concentrate on
brainstorming, engineering, and model shop work. amplitude modulation techniques. There are
Our efforts will be described. our results docii. numerous passive amplitude modulation tech-
meotd, and our designs discussed. niques. including sound dependent fiber mis.

alignsmnt, frustrAted tot'l internal reflection.
It should be noted that one barrier com- microbending '.ss modulation, etc. The approach

poneat, the optical to sound converter, was selected by harris for tne TALK functioa was lte
addressed 100 years ago by Alexander Graham first represented as loss modu.atioo by variable
Bell. Though several experimenters have worked optical coupling between two end-to-end caxia' y
oan It since. we believe tat this is the first work aligned fibers. In thir-technique, one of the fibers
directed at its use in a complete telephone instru- is fixed in position, while the other is attached to
ment. What is reported here is a first cut effort the center of a thin membrane diaphragm. ,ound
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0 :'TRODU:6TON AND MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

i This Final Technical Report for the Opto-Acoustic Telephone

u,1, details work performed by the Optical SEstems Deoartment of

Harris Corporation, GCSD. under contract No. DAABO7-82-C-JO! i for

U. S. Army CECOM, Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey. The objective of the

study was to determine the technical feasibility of developing

and producing a telephone subset for voice, in which all

conversions at and within the subset are directly between optic

and acoustic energy. An addit znal objective was that the subset

contain no electronic or electrical interface circuits. The

scope included demonstration of the feasibility of three

teleph.::.e set functions; Hear, Talk and Rino. Harris has met

these objectives.

Key program tasks were:

1. Conduct a complete literature survey of applicable

Itechnology.
2. Perform engineering feasibility tradeoff and systems

analyses for possible Talk, Hear and Ring concepts.

3. Design, breadboard and fabricate an experimental

feasibility system with full duplex capability.

4. Test, optimize and characterize the resultant system.

5. Demonstrate the experimental breadboard system at CECOM.

6. Deliver final Engineering Report, including

recommendations for future work.
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el iverible items included:

i. Eicht monthly technical ind financial progress reporrs and

one encineering final report.

2. Residual breadboard components purchased on the program.

Following an intensive literature survey and performance

analysis tradeoff, a conceptual implementation was chosen for

each of the Hear, Talk and Ring functions. This was followed by

analytical modeling which culminated in computer programs written

to predict the theoretical performance' of the experimental

breadboard hardware. The devices were desianed and fabricated

and an Electronic Interface Unit (EIU) was built for evaluatina

the devices together with a full duplex fiber optic voice link.

The link and Electronic Interface Unit were desioned and built

specifically to interconnect a standard electrical telephone set

with its all-optical counterpart.

A link distance of one hundred feet was chosen for

convenience and to demonstrate the concept. The breadboard

components developed are shown in Figure I.I. Table

summarizes their measured performance and capabilities, and

compares them with a standard electrical telephone set.

The breadboard system provided adequate voice communication

over the test link with the standard electrical telephone set.

As shown in Table 1.1, however, the Hear and Talk performances

were lower than those of a standard telephone set. Analysis
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FIGURE 1.1 Photograph of Harris Optical Telephone Experimental Breadboard
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Table I.I. COMPARISON BETWEEEN HARRIS BREADBOARD OPTICAL

TELEPHONE SET AND STANDARD TELEPHONE SET

PARAMETER HARRIS BREADBOARD STANDARD
OPTICAL TELEPHONE SET TELEPHONE SET

Transducer Acoustic/Optical Acoustic/electrical
types Conversions conversions

Required None required, Requires electrical
electrical completely passive power for all
power at functions
telephone set

Construction Although breadboard Requires metal
Materials contains some metal parts particularly

parts, plastics and since electrical
ceramics can easily conductors are
be substituted. needed.

Compatibility Can connect directly Requires optoelec-
with Optical with fiber optic links, tronic interface
Links no interface unit for fiberoptic

required. useage

H*& Response Measured 300-1500 Hz Measured 300-3300Hz
with 75 dB output. with 81 dB output.
Output level and Exceeds
frequency response requirements for

sufficient for average user.
understandability.
Requires optimization.

Talk Response Measured 300-2000 Hz, Measured 300-3300Hz
sufficient modulation with sufficient
for acceptable signal modulation for
to noise ratio, acceptable signal
requires optimization to noise ratio.
for better quality Good quality.

Ring Response Measured 80 dB output Measured 75 dB at
at I meter distance 1 meter distance.
with mechanical

ring/horn implementation
feasi ble
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shows that performance levels comparable to a standard set are

achievable with further device optimization. This optimization

was not possible on the current study but could be accomplished

?.on future development efforts. the work done bu Ha r ris

demonstrates feasibility of the all-optical telephone and

provides a baseline for future work. A conceptual drawing of a

complete all-optical telephone set is shown in Figure 1.2.

The remainder of this report is organized in the following

manner. Section 2, Design Analysis, discusses basic theory

behind the design of each of the various telephone mechanisms,

*technical tradeoffs involved between different concepts,

theoretical/computer analyses of each function, and Electronic

Interface Unit (EIU) and system design. Experimental results are

presented in Section 3.0. Section 4.0 includes conclusions and

Srecommendations. Appendices A through E detail the results of

the literature survey, and contain the electronic interface unit

schematics, computer programs, and pertinent papers.

I,.>

A
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j FOLDED EXPONENTIAL HEAR HORN

ABSORPTION CELL

EFFICIENT MINIATURE
FIBER OPTIC
TALK MICROPHONE

FIBER OPTIC CORD

~FIBER OPTIC TRUNK

DIAL MECHANISM

COUPLER AND
HOOKSWITCH

EFFICIENT RING HORN
.. --TRANSDUCER

Figure 1.2 Engineering concept of the optical telephone of the
future. Cutaway view shows all plastic-ceramic construction
with no metal parts. Improvements incluae dichroic
coupler and hook switch utilizing two trunk fibers and a
completely passive Ring - feasible with present day
technology.
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.n this se,:t.:sn we discuss the component and s*istem desicn

tradeoffs and analyses.

2. 1 BASELITUE APPROACH

During the design phase of this study. a literature survey

was conducted and engineering tradeoffs made to select, for each

functional element to be demonstrated, the apcroach with the

hiahest likelihood of success. The results of the literature

search are listed in Appendix A.

4
Talk Function - The Talk function was the most straiaht

forward to implement. since there are a number of potential

methods for modulatina light in a fiber link. As discussed in

the introduction, a prime design consideration was that the

9'. system be passive, (i.e., contain no electronics) Two

fundamental alternatives, phase modulation and amplitude

modulation, were considered. Phase modulation has greater

sensitivity, but is more complex, since it invoives an

* interferometric fiber conficurztion. Amplitude modulation.

although less sensitive, is sufficient and easily implemented in

several ways. Some of these are outlined below:

"4.

1) Microbending loss modulation - light rays are directed

by microbendino of the fiber from the core to the

*lossier cladding where they are attenuated.

2) Fustrated Internal Reflection (FIR) - transmission loss

2-2
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~ is modulated by varying the evanescent field coupling

across a gap with a pressure wave.

3) Fiber coupling modulation - modulation is achieved by

varying the lateral, longitudinal or angular alignment

of the fiber link. Opticzl elements, such as lenses,

graded neutral density filters or gratings may be used

to enhance sensitivity, linearity or other performance

-. parameters.

The following table summarizes the various Talk function

amplitude modulation schemes.

TABLE 2. 1 TALK FUNCTION TRADEOFFS

MODULATION TYPE SENSITIVITY COMPLEXITY TECHNICAL RISK

Microbending loss low moderate moderate

Fiber Coupling low/medium low low

Frustrated Internal high medium/high medium/high
Ref lect ion

Fiber coupling loss modulation was chosen as the baseline

approach because it has lower risk and, within the scope and

effort allowed on this program, it represented the surest way to

demonstrate feasibility. To further reduce complexity and

increase reliability, a diaphragm coupled fiber sensor was

selected for implementation with no additional optical elements

Sensitivity is determined by parametric characteristics of the

diaphragm, such as tension, density and diameter, and by fiber

diameter, numerical aperture and fiber gap.
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Hear Function - The iiterature survey and the int a

invest ic:at i on identified two probable alternatives for the Hear

funr:ti n, both using the same fundamental energy :-onvers:cn

p4 :rocess .n a concept developed by EdeIman , la..t f:Co an

ootical fiber is coupled to an absorptive fiber network that

expands and contracts efficiently at audio frequencies in

. proportion to the energy absorbed. These absorptive fibers are

acoustically matched to a diaphragm to produce sound output and

must have a large Young's modulus, hich coefficent of thermal

I expansion and low specific heat. This enables modulated licht to

be absorbed in the fibers and converted to heat, causing the

fiber-diaphragm structure to expand and contract at audio

frequencies Figure 2.1 shows a representative implementation of
4.

this approach.

The second method, shown in Figure 2.2, first presented by

Kleinman and Nelson of Bell Labs", utilizes a small optically

S absorptive chamber filled with carbonized fiber in which sound is

.generated by the local gas/fiber expansion and contraction.

Sound is coupled from the small absorptive chamber to the ear by

an exponentially tapered horn acting as an impedance matching

transformer. Harris selected the Kleinman-Nelson approach,

be&cause it is theoretically and experimentaily more developed

Ring Function - For the Ring function two approaches were

. considered -The first nvolves coupling of a small absorptxve

2-4
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resonant champ to an impedance matched horn to produce the

required s ad output of 75 d9 at a 1 meter distance.

The second approach involves the release :f st:-red

- mechanical energy by a optically triggered bimetallic iatch which

then couples the mechanical energy to a sound producing device.

The energy storage can be effected by depressing the switch hook

to compress a spring, twist a torsion bar, displace a welcht, or

some other mechanism. and could be released to strike a beil,

blow air by a bellows to vibrate a reed. etc.

The latter ring approach was chosen because the required

design and fabrication effort was better accommodated within the

program cost and schedule constraints. The resonant horn

approach however, was analyzed and designed for future evaluation

and possible implementation.

System Configuration - The overall system configuration

was chosen for ease of layout, low complexity, operational

simplicity and functionality. It used a laser diode for each of

the three functional elements and incorporated a IGO foot, four

fiber link. A fiber was used for each functional element with

the extra fiber for the Talk return signal to the photodiode

electronics. The Electronic Interface Unit (EIU) , which serves

the function of the switchboard, generated an audio sidetone from

the ohotodiode and directed the signal to the Hear mechanism via

the optical link. The EIU also incorporated circuitry for laser

diode protect ron against electrical power transients. Inject ion
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Laser Diode (ILD) vendors were surveyed and the highest ivai iable

*ZW output power ILD's were used.

22 TALK DES IGN

The approach chosen by Harris for the Talk mechanism was

loss modulation by variable optical coupling between two

end-to-end axially aligned fibers. In this technique, one fiber

is attached to the center of a thin, taut diaphragm while an-

other fiber is mechanically fixed. Sound waves striking the

diaphragm cause it to vibrate, changing the optical coupling

between the two fiber ends. The degree of coupling, hence the

light intensity variations, is a function of acoustic pressure

variations.

Free Membrane - For a thin stretched membrane the equation
2h!

of motion without driving forces is:

2 2 2
(2.1) : C Vr y where:

, t 2

c = is the velocity of wave propagation
in the membrane, cm/s

T = tension, dyns/cm
2

" = area density, grams/cm
.,, 2: 82

2 0, 2 2
", r  - + _1_ 0_+ I a 2

"r 2  r 8r r2 a

IV 2, Laplacian operator in polar coordinates.
r

The circularly symmetric solutions for a membrane rigidly

4 .
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constrained at its diameter are of the aeneral form:

(2.2) y = AJ (kr), where:

A = amplitude determined by initial conditions

J = Bessel function of the first kind and zero order0

w = frequency, radians/sec

k = w/c, propogation constant, rad/cm.

r, radial coordinate, cm.

At the radius of the membrane kat r=a) , the deflection is

zero, therefore onl, those discrete k values offer solutions for

which ka is a null of the Bessel function.

Forced Vibrations - For a membrane driven by a

sinusoidally varying pressure, wt the particular part of the

equation must be included, namely:

(23) 2Y - 2 + jwtO t 2  , -j-

If we assume the steady state solution of the form

(2.4) y = Ye jwt

then

(2 .5) V2 Y + ky= p

r _

- T

The solution then becomes the sum of the general and the

particular solutions:

22, (2 .6) Y = AJ (kr)-/I(k T)

. Applying the boundary condition that Y=O when r=a gives:

" (2.7) A = P/(k2TJ (ka))

00

' i The amplitude of the vibrations, Y, becomes:

t_.
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S YJo(ka)

(28.T (. Jo(kr) -1

;:-h !e the t-me -,aryin; solution .s

= wt
y Ye

The freouencv resconse of the fiber micromhone was e',aiuted

us ing a Bessel function approximation algorithm to solve the

problem of a diaphragm driven by pressure waves. The amplitude

- at the center (r=o) was calculated by a computer program listed

in Appendix B using Equation 2.8. To cenerate a bro :and

response from 300 to 3300 Hz. two alternatives were inve: :5ated.

In one, the fundamental resonance of the diap- igm was increased

to above 3000 Hz; this resulted in red'::ed sensitivity. in the

other technique, selected for our treadboard, a number of inband

resonances were allowed for an overall hich averace response

across the bandwidth as shown in the computed response in Figure

2.3.

Coupling Loss Modulation - Critical alignment was

necessary to achieve optimum coupling loss and optical bias for

AM modulation. Proper optical biasing occurs when the modulation

* response is maximized by the appropriate vertical offset. while

low distortion is maintained. A large vertical offset will

induce too much loss, while insufficient offset will cause

*distortion in the mechanical to optical modulation transfer

function. Figure 2.4, a curve of the coupling efficiency vs.

: : fiber displacement, illustrates this tradeoff. In this idealized

model, uniform light distribution is assumed inside the 50

micrometerdiameter of the fiber. The curve shows a sharp break
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1.0

Cell Diameter 4 cm
Membrane Density 0.2 gm/cc
Membrane Thickness 12.7 m
Tension 550,000 dyne/cm

Relative
Amplitude

* 0.5

0.01I I It I
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

Frequency (KHz)

Figure 2.3 Computed response of the Talk mechanism
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COUPLING EFFICIENCY (M)
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LIGHT 1OUTPUTI I,
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I

°I 'I

. FIBER HOTION

Figure 2.4 Fiber coupling efficiency versus fiber
placement for the Talk mechanism.
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well as maximum slope near the center. Optimum bias. therefore

-
j is as close to the centered position as Possible without causing

the signal to cross the slope discontinuity at zero. and thus

creating undesirable distortions. A possible ooerating noint is

shown at 10 microns offset, with a 10 micron peak to peak fiber

oscillation resulting in a coupling efficiency modulation from 62

to 87%.

Offsets in the lateral and horizontal directions were

optimized carefully. Small shifts due to epoxy or diaphragm

aging made an occasional readjustment necessary. Initial tests

were performed with a 100 micron diameter fiber, but enhanced

sensitivity was achieved by reducing the Talk sensor fiber core

diameter to 50 microns.

2
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3 HEAR DESC.N

7 .he Hear Desian is . ref :nement of the ZhZt, C Cst I

technioue first conceived by Alexander 3raham Be, ' n

Fractcai theoretical development of the te:nnique, however, was

done nearly 100 years later by Kleinman and Nelson of Bell Labs

in 1977. Their concept was further optimized in the Harris

design and their oredicted resnonse will be compared with the

Harris Hear Design.

The photoacoustic effect oricinates when light interacts

with matter in an acoustically active medium. Light illuminating

a material is absorbed to some degree and raises the temperature

of the substance to a level which depends on its absorption

coefficient, and the thermal conduction, convection and radiation

processes present. In our case, the absorber was a matrix of

carbonized cotton fibers suspended in air. This combination may

be regarded as a .pseudo gas." To model the photo acoustic

U effect in the pseudogas, several essential simplifying

- assumptions were made:

) Under optical powers of 4 to 5 milliwatts, the average

temperatures f the gas and the solid absorber are

equivalent.

2' Gas absorption and desorption processes have higher time

constants compared to the highest frequency of interest.

3) The solid absorber and gas vibrate in phase,

The cotton absorber is housed in a ceil whose dimensions are
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small compared to the smallest acoustic waveiencth of interest so

that the acoustic pressure is constant throughouit *he v: Iume

aporc.ximately i0 cc). The sound output of the cell is coupled

to the small end of a long tapered acoustic tube. The output if

the tube is then connected to the chamber formed by the human ear

and the telephone earpiece. The tube converts sound from a hizh

pressure, low flow condition to a low pressure. hich flow

condition. The tube, therefore, acts as an acoustic impedance

transformer convertina the hich impedance of the small absorber

volume to the low impedance of the larger ear volume. The

K:eLnm&n-Nelson schematic representation is shown in ii,.ire 2.5.

Inertance equalizers are necessary to resontL= with the

r. c&paciti'e nature of the volumes for a br. -- .nd ressonse.

The foilowing variables are used in the design equations.

L Sound Flow Source, cc/sec'-"L 2
P Sound Pressure in the ear, dynes/cm
E

" 1.2,C,E Acousti5 impedance, see equations 2.25 and 2 32
gm/cm sec

Z 1.2 Acoustist impedance of equalizers, see equation 2.33
gm/cm sec

T Transfer matrix or temperature
I Intensity, '/cm 2

R Normalizing constant for H , 880 gm/sec cm4

G 0 Utilization factor for light absorption
m Figure of merit for gas; air = 1. xenon = 2

C w Dispersion function of cellpw
Pw Optical power input, ergs/sec
L Length of horn, cm
L Eoualizer inertance, gm/cm4
1,2

r 1 Input radius of horn, cm
r 2 Output radius of horn, cm

1 Horn flare constant
6 Density, gm/cc
c Velocity of sound, cm/sec
n Complex propagation constant
w Angular frequency. rad/sec
k Wave propagation constant, w/c, rad/cm
k(k) Frequency dependent solutions, See Equation 2.30
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SA~k) Frequency dependent solutions, See Equation 2.31.
*Phase Term. See Equation 2.39.

Phase of h-k)/g(k)

V Specific heat ratio
V C E Volfume. cc
r 0Eoundary layer radius of lossless tube. cm.

The matrix equation of the two port network mav be written

as:

! 2 0)lip 2 + T 2
( 10 = TII S2

2 1 1 S I T21 P2 + T 2 S -)

If we denote the equalizers by matrices [EQ(. and [EGZ] the

N overall coupling matrix. [C] is

(2 12 C.= [E QI] ] Q2]

The solution ai the c i rc u t i s

.2. 13 S L = C2I + C__ + C22 + 12

PE zc ZE ZCZE

Using the equalizer matrices of the form

.. (2.14) jQ

The solution of the circuit reduces to.

p ZE ZZC
-. 1 P zC  E) Z)EZ c  T2 1 + C ZE/zc

The intensity, I, has the general form

(16) 1=(R 02 C 2 (-Y-1 ) 2 /2(Y P0)2)PZHw
wherej 2
S(2. 17 )•

H contains all the acoustic properties of the absorbing

2-17
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* Lu :. e :,ume V- the coup! Ing matx . and a1i ce:en~ence

on f re 2.en v. -Th± erefore. 1 re u,:es t:

- . I= . x5 "G 

Hw 1.29 X 10- 6  2  1- 2 

? SL

tuo' t-e soeunJ pressure level L c In be expressed as

- " ref

=-i 6 ~ i @ -S 1 Co 0 o. H
w

assuming the ight ut i lizt i:n f at cr.
-4

an P is x dvnes cm4

Fizure 7.( shows the variation in the resistive and

reactive comoonents of the incut impedance for conica .

hvyerbolio and exoonential flare horns with the same cutoff

frequency The conical flare has the lowest distortion the

lowest cutoff slope indicatino insufficient band limi. -,a. 7he

hyperbolic horn has the fastest slope for the -est slope cutoff

but the hichest distortion due to nonlins zities when the air is

movinc in the reaion of lowest fl -e growth. For these reasons.

an exponential tamer is us=f widely in musical instruments and

was used in the Harri- optical telephone Hear mechanism as the

impedance matching transformer.

Utilizing the exponential horn solution which assumes the

boundary layer approximation for sound propagation (equivalent

tube radius for a lossless tube.,, and neclects thermoviscous

damping except in the exponents, results in.

2-18
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Figure 2.6 Comparison of resistive and reactive
components for conical , exponential and
hyperbolic horns of the same cut off
frequency.
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S L  rT 71 r 2 k  Ig(k) + h(k) exp (2jnL+ j A

(2 21) g (k)= + Zf-i +2 -kZ2--/--(2 22)

(2 241 g(k)=-h(k)*

(w2r I2+ = + jn

2 7 n(' C2 1/2 ~

2z 28) a=nr2/rl)/L

(2. 2) ro= 2 Y(.qC)l/2,7, Kirchhoff constant for air, 0.565 cm/secI/2

(2 230 ) 
f0

(k) (k / (2nk2 -c k2 - 2 q aci(an - 2n2)
2 31 1' (k 2 + 3n2)

(2.31) 
8n 1/") L (k) : o 8n2  k k2 . 2

.%: rI l+ 3+n

The impedances z E and za are given as:

S2.32) ZE = j , = yPn
WVE wVC

The ideal equalization inertances have an impedance of

12.33) z 2_jwL Z 2 =-jwL2
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where I and LZ  are the inertinces of a lossless tube

radius. a, of .

2 .34) LI, 2 = +a 42
7ra 2  4a

where the second term describes end effects.

The dispersion function, G , gives the frequency dependence

due to thermal conduction in the pseudogas. C is a function thatw

depends on the size and shape of the volume, V C -

(2 .35) Gw I - 3 (zcoP...1 ) 2=

where

2.36 (1-j) ( -r)1/2

and

2.37) 7" a 2

15 V

where Tis the thermal relaxation time for a sphere of

volume V C and radius a.

Existance of g(k) gives rise to oscillations due to

resonances of waves travelling back and forth in the horn. Since

the only damping in the horn model is the thermoviscous damping

in the tube, it follows that the reflection coefficient,

h(k)/g(k), must have a magnitude of unity and that the

oscillations must have the maximum possible peak to peak

variations. The following term describes the oscillations in Hw,

2-21
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3 -1

i1 + bA1 exp (2 jnL + j &-,) 2 ( - 2e - cos + e 24 -
I g(k)}j wn e r e

.3?) 2i 6 =2 C

(2 .40) p.

Now the frecue:. y response, H , an be exoressed as:

::_ G 2 G) 2 2 1.29X10_6 (6r )23 ( ) expI(- r. 1  jGwj 2

,60% r1
2 r2

2  -g(k)l 2 (1-2e-Acos +e-2A)

where the fact.r (6c/6 0 :s a cznvenient term used wh en
0 0

two different gases are in the horn.

Averaging the term -ZeA cos§ + e - 2 6 ovee ir as follows

results in the 'smoothed" or average frequency response.

(2 . 42) 1[ -244 -1 e_2 -1
2f2(-2ecos t + e ) di = (1 - e

0
. The outcome is the smoothed response,<H >

w

(2. 43) /Hw =G2 91X104 M 4) exp 1(-r./rl)~ jCwI 2
Hrw G m ?- 2  -fg (k )l 2 1 1 - -Z ZI

A BASIC computer program was '...:tten to calculate and plot

these functions. Full docu. .-..Ltion is given in Appendix C. The

plot of (H >, K not show the peak-to-peak variations in thew

respor.- but it significantly reduces the computation time. Air

was -::osen as the cas medium in the horn although other gases

potentially have better output response efficiency. Gases other

than air, however, require a more complicated horn design

incorporating- a diaphragm to prevent their leakaae to the

I.
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atmosphere. Their use. therefore would reduce the simalicity and

reh iability ,f the horn, althouch poSsibiv wcuid i.',.creaase the

output level. Horn desian was o.tmized with the c.:,mputer by

vary:ng the horn marametrica ,v to ,btain the re at ,ve res=,onses

shown in Ficure 2.7 Comparative equalized horn parameters are

shown in Table 2.2.

Utilizina another gas such as xenon could theoretically give

10 dB improvement mainly due to an increased ficure of merit. Sm.

for the absorbina medium and enhanced acoustic coupling of the

sound wave at the cas-air inter face. The f igure of merit, Gm may

be written as.

2. 44) Gm .jn 
T

where the partial derivative is unity for an ideal gas and I is

the specific heat ratio for the gas and V is that of air. A

diaphragm is required for gas confinement. The term (6e I&C/ )

in equation Z.41 further enhances Hw  by effecting a better

acoustic match when using a gas such as xenon with a higher

acoustic impedance, 6c. to that compared to air, 6 c . The0 0

comparison between the computed xenon horn response and air horn

response is shown in Figure 2.8.
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100

Computed Peak and Average Harris Hear Responses

90- Computed Average K-N Photophone Response

Sound

Pressure

Level, (dB) 80 -

70,

250 33o 440 580 760 1000 13 0 1140 2300 3030 4000

Log Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.7 Comparison of computer generated plots showing the
average response of the Kleinman-Nelson Photophone
and average and peak responses of the Harris Hear
horn with parameters shown in Table 2.2.
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TABLE z.

COMPARITIVE HORN PARAMETERS

Harris Desion Kleinman-Nelson Kleinman-1Ne"son

Air Horn Air Horn Xenon Horn

gas density (gm/cc) 1. 23x - .2 0 -  5 4x" 0 -

c (cm/sec) 3 .4xO 3.4x i00

G 1 1 2

L (cm) 70 85

r. (cm) 0.032 0.036 0.024

r 2 (cm) 0.77 0.85 '1.27

V (c 6 6 6E -

V c  (cc) 2.5xlO0
- 3  2.5xI0

- 3  6x10
- 4

Predicted Sound

Pressure Level

with 2.8mW (dB) 84 81 9

Bandwidth (Hz) 300 - 3300 200 - 3300 200 - 3300

2-25
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Sound
Pressure
Level

S (dB) Computed Average Harris Air Hear Horn Response

250 330 440 580 760 1000 1320 1740 2300 3030 4000

Log Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.8 Graph of predicted average responses of Xenon Hear horn
compared to Harris Air Hear horn with parameters shown
in Table 2.2.
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2.4 RING DESIGN

Two different design concepts were analyzed: a resonant Ring

horn coupled to an absorption cell., and a Rina mechanism

consisting of an optically triggered bimetal latch releasing

stored mechanical energy.

The first concept, the resonant horn. utilized an approach

similar to the Hear horn except that the acoustic coupling was

into a free space load rather than into the 6cc volume of the

ear. For free space coupling, the mouth of the horn was

considered to be an ideal massless air piston mounted in an

infinite baffle. This analogy is accurate, assuming neglible

phase variations across the air piston The acoustic impedance

of a rigid air piston is:

(2 .45) Z A=R 2Zk r jX2kr2

where
(2.46) R R1 (2kr2) and X =(2kr 2)

Impedance functions, R (2kr 2 ) and K1 (2kr 2, have been

* tabulated in tables 5 . By replacing the acoustic impedance zE by

ZA in equation 2.21, the SPL at the air piston load is calculated

for the horn by following the computation discussed in Section

2.3 to its completion.

RMS pressure can be expressed as

(2.47) Pload = Pref O SPL/20

Surface velocity amplitude at the mouth of the horn is given

as:
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~, o =P~od/6 c

being anaoous to I = VIR amps.

Pressure. as a fu,.cti on of distance. varies as

'.2. > P(Zj= kr2
2  PLoad

Z 12- Z

At a distance of I meter. the rin output level of an

average telephone is 75 dB. Tak.ng z, the distance. as 100 cm.

the SPL is then

(2. 50) SPL=IO1o@(P(<00)" /P

These equations were added to the Hear Horn compu:er

program, and a horn was optimized with an ideal. :ssless

equalizer tube. A representative plot of a horn capable of

producing 88 dB at 1900 Hz appears in Figure 2.9.

The second ring concept analyzed was the optically triggered

% - bimetal latch. The bimetal latch operates on the principle that

light illuminating a bimetal strip (two metals of dissimilar

thermal expansion coefficient bonded together) is absorbed

causing a temperature rise that generates a differential

expansion causing the strip to deflect.

There are several heat loss processes that must be

considered in any analysis: losses by radiation, conduction.

- convection and energy/work processes. The radiation and

conduction losses were calculated for the following assumed

parameters.

2
A surface area, 0.1 cm
T, steady state surface temperature, 310 Ki0

T, air temperature.300 K ° ,
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100

90

80 Peak Ring Response

70

60
Sound
Pressure
Level 50
(dB)

40 Parameters for Harris Air Ring Horn
Horn input radius is 0.05 cm
Horn output radius is 4 cm

30 Cell volume is 5 X 10" cc
Ear volume is 6 cc
Equalizer tube length is 20 cm and radius is 0.02 cm

20 Optical input power is 18 mW in cell
Horn length is 15 cm
Distance from mouth of horn is 1 meter

10

0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1500 1580 1660 1750 1840 1940 2040 2130 2260 2380 2500

Log Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.9 Predicted Harris Ring horn response
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E surface emissivity of aporoximately I
lioht absorotion ccefficient of 1
incident optical power of 20 mW

The equation f r radiative losses is•
~~~ .- 5: =( -T 4)A

where ,3/t is the watts of heat lostisec

= Stephan-Soltzman constant, 5.66?xI0 -  W " -°F

The radiative heat loss is then 0.64 mW which is sma'l

compared to the 20 mW expected input optical power.

Heat loss due to conduction of heat at the boundaries was

calculated using equation 2.52. We assumed the strip of bimetal

to be in a volume with the distance from the strip to the walls

being 1 cm and the parameters stown for equation 2.51

(2. 52) QKA(T -7 IX

whe r e

-4
K. thermal conductivity for air, 2.35x1 -  Joule/s-cm- K

X, bimetal to wall distance, I cm.

Heat loss for one side of the surface. G, was calculated to

be 0 .24 mW. We assumed negligible heat loss throuch the thin

edoes and through a well designed support; the heat lost by

conduction from both sides wav then 0.48 mW. Total heat lost by

conduction and radiation was approximately 1.1 mW. The remaining

power of 18.9 m%.. (assuming nearly all the 20 mW incident power is

absorbed) iv directed into energy/work conversion processes and

convection losses.
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.aThe maorit o the losses cccur in air .convection which i=

difficult to calculate Therefore the exnerimental set-up, sh.'wn

in Ficure 2 10, was used t : determine the character is: t c an

, oticalliv tr icaered bimetal>ic atch A 50 mW helium neon laser.

'.i th adjui table output :uL, cwer , supp i ed the optical energy A

laser beam expander and cylindrical lens were used to provide a

n line illumination on the bimetallic strip. The strio, 0.125 x

0 tZ! x 0 006 inch of Polymetallurgical Corporation PMC 721-575

'-,meta. (surveyed to have the highest Flexitivity constant. i.e.

most sensitive), was painted with a very thin coat of Kodak Photo

Black paint on the high expansion side of the bimetal for

greatest response speed. When the bimetal was illuminated with

20 mW of light, a deflection of 0.006 inches was reached in 20

seconds. A deflection of 0.004 inches was considered to be the

minimum distance to reliably trip a sensitive latch.

Because 20 seconds is a relatively long time to activate a

ring, a thinner bimetal was tested with dimensions of 0.040 x

0.625 x 0.006 inch. An optical system was designed using a 10 mm

plano-convex lens and a 22.2 mm cylinder lens to illuminate the

thinner bimetal with light from a 0.25 numerical aperture, 100

micrometer core fiber. The system was integrated with the

bimetal strip and a sensitive spring wound latch to drive a pair

of standard phone ring elements. The optical raytrace is shown

. in Figure 2.11 The speed of response was improved to 5 seconds

for 0.006 inch deflections.
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Ray Height (mm)

5.0

22.2 mm FL.

10 mm Fl cylinder lens

Planoconvex lens

2.5

. o

50

': 50 106

cone. Fiber source at origin with a numerical aperture of
0.25 (t 14.50). The vertical cross section of the amorphic
system focusing light 50 mm from the final lens resulting in
line illumination on the bimetal.
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2.5 SYSTEM AND ELECTRONIC INTERFACE UI4T DESIGN

The system for testing the opti.al telephone components was

chosen for optimum simplicity and functionality. The link used

four fibers in the configuration shown in Figure 2.12. One fiber

was used for each of the functions, Hear, Talk and Ring with the

fourth fiber used for the Talk return signal. The fiber

initially chosen was a Corning SOF-100 graded index fiber with a

0.33 numerical aperture (N.A.) and a 100 micrometer core diameter

with a 140 micrometer cladding diameter to mate with a similar

fiber pigtail supplied with the Injection Laser Diodes. However,

due to a long lead time of the Corning fiber, a simil ar Seicor

fiber with a 0.25 NA was used. Because most laser diode

manufacturers terminate their devices into large NA fibers to

increase the power captured by the fiber, a similar or larger NA

fiber used in the link will introduce negligible coupling loss

from the ILD fiber pigtail to the trunk. The specified loss of

the Siecor fiber was 4.5 dB/Km at 830 nm, the ILD wavelength.

Laser diodes selected for the link were Optical Information

'Systems OSP-562 capable of 20 mW cw out of a 100 micrometer 0.33

NA, one meter long fiber pigtail. The laser diode wavelength is

830 nm and the typical current threshold is 250 mA; operation at

350 mA yields. 20 mW optical output. Of the commercially

available devices, these had the highest power out of the fiber

pigtail. The ILD's had an internal photodiode which can be used

2-34
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for output power stabilization. Amp connectsrs. FC Series m:del

numoers 93c-ll0-5012 (maie'. and 905-iz0-5000 (female) were

selected because of their low cost and low loss ,I .5-2.0 dE.

5erv:ng as the electronic switchboard, the Ele:tronic

Interface Unit (EIU) enabled a standard electrical teleph.one to

interconnect to the optical telephone via optical fibers. The

EIU housed the laser diodes and associated circuits providing the

optical p~wer for the system. Three laser diode control circuits

supplied power for each of the individual functions. Additional

circuitry was developed to receive the Talk modulated signal.

The amplitude modulated Talk return light signal was detected and

amplified by a photodiode circuit an.d the signal then routed to

the electrical earpiece at the switchboard phone set. A fraction

of the signal also was used to drive the ILD control to

electrically generate the sidetone for the Hear mechanism as

shown in the block diagram of Figure 2.12

The Ring electronic circuit was designed to produce a 20 mW

cw optical level from the Ring laser diode. The Talk circuit was

LV biased such that the Talk ILD operated at 10 mW to enable

transmission of a maximum optical ac component to the Talk

photodetector without clipping. The Hear circuit was biased such

that the Hear ILD output power swung from threshold to 20 mW when

the ILD was modulated by an audio signal. The electrical

microphone signal of the EIU telephone is summed with the

received Talk signal and a portion was sent to the electrical

2-35
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ear piece.

The ILD control circuitry block diagram is shown in Figure

2.13. The ILD audio input signal was applied to a summing

amplifier which controlled a current source. The output of the

amplifier directed current to or away from the ILD as demanded by

the audio input signal. A current source limited the maximum

allowable ILD current. The ILD's integral feedback photodiode

monitored the output power and applied a subtractive voltage to

the summing amplifier. The output from the feedback amplifier

sensed any optical power overload and a temperature sensor

detected any temperature overload. These signals were sent to

the overload current source which incorporated a sensor to

monitor the ILD current for any over current conditions. The

overload current source shuts down the ILD by shunting current

away from the ILD and directing it to the limiting current sink.

A parts list and schematic appears in Appendix D. The EIU was

3aligned by adjusting the bias on the ILD's such that the

modulated light output would clip symmetrically when driven by a

sinusoidal current. A graph of ILD output power versus drive

current in Figure 2 14 shows that the slope of the output power

above threshold is slightly curved which increases the effective

gain of the current to light transfer at higher optical powers.

As a result, the bias point was aligned for 14 mW output rather

than 10 mW as would be expected for a device with 20 mW power

output and low spontaneous emission.
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I

24

ILD Manufacturer's curve I

Straight line for curve

comparison
18

Output
Power Typical Bias Point

(mW) 14
12

6

. . .. i , , II | I ,

100 200 265 300

rDrive Current (mA)

Figure 2.14 ILD manufacturer's supplied data on
output power versus drive current for
Optical Information Systems laser
diode Model No. OSP-562
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

i A breadboard was constructed to prove the feasibility of the

all-optical telephone. In this section we describe the

construction of the key subsystem, and experimental results,

including the Talk, Hear and Ring mechanisms. The experimental

results were obtained by directly interfacing the mechanisms to

the Electronic Interface Unit (EIU); the fiber optic link was

included only in system testing.

3.1 TALK MECHANISM

The Harris Talk mechanism is shown in Figure 3.1. The

diaphragm was made of 0.5 mil mylar held under tension by a pair

of aluminum rings. A rubber "0" ring was used as the contact

surface between the mylar and one aluminum ring to maintain

tension in the mylar. The structure was then clamped together by

screws on the side of the aluminum rings. Two fiber access holes

were provided in the top ring. One 50 micrometer core fiber

(with cleaved end) was inserted through one of the holes and

epoxied to the diaphragm about a millimeter above the surface of

the diaphragm. Another 50 micrometer core fiber was inserted and

epoxied into a small diameter, I inch long stainless steel tube.

The tube holds the sensing fiber rigid preventing unwanted

modulation of the fiber due to air currents. The tube assembly

& was then mounted on a XYZ translation stage, inserted into the

remaining hole iii the aluminum rings and the position was aligned

for optical coupling. As shown in the Talk experimental set-ip of

3-2
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METAL RING

DIAPHRAGM (MYLAR)

HYPODERMIC NEEDLE
EPOXY

INPUTEPOXY

FIBER OUTPUT
FIBER

Figure 3.1 Harris Talk mechanism
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F:cure 3.2, coupling was monitored by focussing a I mU HeNe laser

into the modulating fiber and detecting the sensing fiber o'jtput

on a Coherent 212 power meter. Upon optimization, the two

sensing fiber ends were fusion spliced to 100 micrometer core

iber s

The response of a standard telephone earpiece, driven by a

sweot tracking oscillator, was recorded on a Hewlett Packard

audio spectrum analyzer using a sound pressure level meter with a

6cc coupling volume. As shown in Fioure 3.3, the response is

flat within 2 dS from 400 to 3300 Hz and is 3 dB lower at 300 Hz.

The earpiece was then used to drive the optical microphone at low

sianal levels. A coupling volume of 6cc ensured that the

earpiece driving response would remain unchanged. The response

of the Talk mechanism driven by the electrical earpiece, is shown

is Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 shows low frequency improvement of 2

dB when a 7.5 cu in. volume was coupled below the mechanism.

S Optimum response, as shown in Figure 3.6, was produced when a

mouthpiece filter of a standard telephone mouthpiece was added.

The fundamental resonance of the diaphragm generated a 15 dB peak

at 1200 Hz. Average response extended from 300 Hz to 2 KHz with

a small 5dB peak at 300 Hz due to the low frequency resonance

added by the 7.5 cu inch volume. The fundamental resonance can

be attenuated by making the diaphragm lossier. This can be

* accomplished by constructing the diaphragm with other materials

or a composite material such as mylar with a film of rubber for

damping. Other materials were tried, such as Cronar, which had
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Figure 3.3 Frequency response of standard electrical earpiece in a
6cc volume as used in experiments to drive Talk mechanism.

I'.'

Ix

Figure 3.4 Erequency response of Talk mechanism driven by electrical
earpiece.
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Figure 3.5 Frequency response of Talk mechanism with a 7.5 cu in.
volume coupled below.

Figure 3.6 Frequency response of Harris Talk function with a standard
handset mouthpiece filter and a 7.5 cu in. volume coupled below.
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mun :wer sa!ns itw-.7 i .2 airWn Wra which ha.d a tem.eratz.:re

dependen per f ir r Z nce nd o or d1men ona sEbi-z n'. ,

4 LQ a vev i d.:.s r iz.:n measurements o t-e mr.cr r.. ne ,ere

t1-:e :n :tz -1 4, nz and .3 H: . F zures C 7 .r:'cn -

:ompare t-e dIst ortion procuced by the Talk me:hanLsm to hec

i n ut res iual dis tor t i on of earciece s eak er :Tredomi--n ) and

tne SF meter Z nd GR :scl 1 lat or ,secondarv s t istort 1., n

measurements are summarized in Table 3 . 7otal harmoni .-

d:stort ion measured is the square root of the sum of the squares

a, of the harmonic amolitudes.

TABLE 3.1

TOTAL HAR.OI C D:STORTION

PRODUCED EY TALK MECHANISM.

Freuency Input Residual Tak Cutput Actual

S Hz Di stort ion O,%) Distort ion (% Distort ion "N

S. 0 0 '.3 j 0 4 7

:300 013 0.3

t" 200 ,3 0 00325 0 10 0 .10.

Ihe dt a shows that the output has very low distortion if

driven at levels below cl 1pipn , ,.hich is the aver ae voice level

that most people would ta.k with into the mouthpiece.
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Distortion of Electrical Earpiece Speaker Driven at 500 Hz.

Combined Distortion of Talk Mechanism and Earpiece Speaker with Speaker
Driven at 500 Hz.

Figure 3.7 Single tone distortion measurements at 500 Hz
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Distortion of Electrical Earpiece Speaker Driven at 1000 Hz.

Combined Distortion of Talk Mechanism and Earpiece Speaker with
ISpeaker 

Driven at 1000 Hz.

Figure 3.8 Single tone distortion of measurements at 1000 Hz
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- Distortion of Electrical Earpiece Speaker Driven at 2000 Hz

A

Combined Distortion of Talk Mechanism and Earpiece Speaker 
with Speaker

Driven at 2000 Hz

Figure 3.9 Single tone distortion measurements at 2000 Hz
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3. 2 HEAR MECHAISM

I The Harris Hear mech- 4sm was fabricated by machining an

aluminum mandril w,;h a circular crcss-secticn and the prescribed

exponential tar discussed in Section 2 3. The aluminum mandr:l

was chemically cleaned and 0.125 inch thick copper was

electroformed over the surface of the aluminum. The aluminum was

then etched away to form the horn cavity. Due to the very slow

etching rate experienced, the horn was cut into several pieces

near the source end. The finished horn pieces had slightly

flared ends internally because of the nature of the etching

process. When the horn was assembled, therefore, there were

small discontinuities in the exponential curve at the joints

which may affect the ideal horn performance.

Cotton fiber was carbonized in a ceramic crucible in a 5000 C

oven in an atmosphere of flowing nitrogen for 5 minutes. The

cotton was placed in absorption cells with volumes ranging from

-3
0.5 to 2.5 x 1.0 cc. The cleaved end of a 100 micrometer core

optical fiber was inserted into a small diameter stainless steel

tube and placed into the fiber access hole in the absorption

Schamber. Position of the fiber/tube assembly was optimized with

the horn in place and epoxied to an inertance equalizer tube and

cell. The equalizer tube increases the horn response at high

frequencies and thereby flattens the band response. Optimization

was necessary to obtain the best light utilization factor.

Because of the high cell impedance, epoxy was used to prevent
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minute leaks In the assembly which coull produce shunt icoustic

capacitance across the source and diminish the output.

The cell/equalizer tube combination which .ave the best

-4
response was a 5 x 10 cc cell coupled to a 02035cm diameter.

1.6cm long input equalizer tube. As seen in Figure 3.10, the

peak response of the horn was 78 to 79 dB at 500 and 700 Hz while

the average response is 75 dB from 300 to 1500 Hz for an input

optical signal level of 4.77 mW rms. Design calculations

indicate that a drive level of 2.8 mW would Cive an average

output of 83 dB. This suggests that an improvement of 8 dB may

be possible. The notch response at 7 KHz is probably an anomaly

of the exponential horn fabrication. Such a response could

result from a volume in series with a tube (series capacitance

and inductance) in series with the sound path. The small

enclosed volume coupled between the first and second horn

segments due to flared ends of the segments may form such a

series network. The notch has sufficient depth and amplitude to

degrade the response near the 3300 Hz cutoff by rapid roll off.

With further effort and experience, we are confident that the

experimental response can be improved to nearly the same output

as the theoretical calculations predict.

Single tone low and high level harmonic distortion was

measured for the EIU and horn combination at several frequencies.

Results are shown in Figures 3.11 to 3.15. Total harmonic

distortion, shown in Table 3.2. includes distortion products

enerated by the osciilator and the SF. meter noniifnear 'Y
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Figure 3.10 Frequency response of Hear function with 1.6 cm ong
and 0.035 cm diameter equalizer tube and 5 X 10- cc
cell volume

S.:'
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Low Level Hear Horn Distortion at 300 Hz

AHigh Level Hear Horn Distortion at 300 Hz

Figure 3.11 Low and high level Hear horn single tone distortion
measurements at 300 Hz
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Low Level Hear Horn Distortion at 500 Hz

High Level Hear Horn Distortion at 500 Hz

Figure 3.12 -Low and high level Hear horn single tone distortion
measurements at 500 Hz.
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Low Level Hear Horn Distortion at 1000 Hz

I

4.'.

1.'

40 .

I* '"+

.i- High Level Hear Horn Distortion at 1000 Hz

Figure 3.13 Low and high level Hear horn single tone distortion
measurements at 1000 Hz
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Low Level Hear Horn Distortion at 2000 Hz

High Level Hear Horn Distortion at 2000 Hz

Figure 3.14 Low and high level Hear horn single tone distortion
measurements at 2000 Hz
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Low Level Hear Horn Distortion at 3300 Hz

High Level Hear Horn Distortion at 3300 Hz

Figure 3.15 Low and high level Hear horn single tone distortion
measurements at 3300 Hz
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TABLE 3.2

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION

PRODUCED BY HEAR MECHANISM

Frequency "Hz) Hiah Level Low Level

Distortion (%) Distortion (N)

300 5.04 0.007

500 1.00 0.001

1000 0.3 0 003

2.00 0.02 0.006

3300 0.01 0.003

A computer generated horn response using a cell volu=>

0 5 x 10 -  cc, and equalizer of 0.035cm diameteir and 1.6cm lona,

as used in the experiment, is shown in Figure 3.16. The graph

shows that the output with the breidboard components would be 2

dB lower than the ideal resoonse at low frequencies and has a 3

dE bandwidth of 300 to 1700 Hz. While the predicted response

with the breadboard components is poorer than the predicted

response with the optimum components as in the Harris design, the

experimental frequency response, was increased by 2 dB at 3000 Hz

over the response produced with the optimum components.

Comparative efficiencies between the opto-acoust i: hcrn

output and that of a standard military phone were made MIL

.2
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100

90

Sound Computed Response with Ideal Components
Pressure
Level Computed Response with Experimental

dB Components

80

70
250 330 440 570 760 1000 1320 1740 2300 3030 4000

Log Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.16 Computed response with experimental
components compared with computed
response with ideal design components
for the Hear horn.
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Standard 188 indicates that a military earpjece coupled to a Acc

ear volume with an electrical input level of -32 d-m produces an

C.utput level of 80 d3. The ootical telenhone ,roduces 75 dR

acoustic power output with 6 8 dEm input optical power The

total difference in efficiency of 43.8 dB means that the oot t Ica

Hear is 24,000 times less efficient than the standard

electrical/acoustic conversion. Another comparison can be made

to a photodiode transformer coupled speaker approach by

YKle6nman-Nelson6 This generated an 80 dE output from -: 6. 7 dEm

optical input (17 microwatts for 81 dB) which is 31.6 times less

efficient than the military phone.

The absolute efficiency (to a good approximation) may be

calculated by finding the intensity of sound at 75 dB as:

<3.1) !=P(75 dB) 21(6c)

=3.036 nw/cm

where

6=I .225x10 gm/cc

.4
c=3.403x10 cm/sec

P(75 dr )=0.0002x10
7 5 / 2 0

=1.1:5 dynes/cm
2

2
Multiplying the intensity by Xr , (r,=0.77 cm), results in

* - 2

, a source strength of 5.6 nW or -52.5 dBm, indicating an

e f f ici en y of 1'. 17 x 10 - 6  with an input of 6.8 dEm.

The Hear and Talk mechanisms were tested with the EIU/link

Li for subjectivd listening response. The Hear horn had a low, but
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adequate cutout level when the iistener pa:ed his or hzer ear

close t: the cutout of the horn The sound aualitv of the vo::e

cutnut was Cood but sl iaht i nasal, 0osSI.v d.e t: the

* resonances in the horn. The oscil'atinc response of the horn d:d

not seem to degrade vocal transmission. The Talk microphone with

ElIU was highly sensitive. The sound quality had a slight bass

Icharacter due to the low frequency peaks at 300 Hz and 1203 Hz.

Despite the peaks, both male and female voices were recognizable

and intelligible.

i3-24
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3.3 RING MECHANISM

A diagram of the assembled Ring mechanism is shown in Figure

3.17. A bimetal latch triggered ringer was designed, fabricated

and tested for .ound output level at I meter distance from the

ringer. Average sound output was 80 dB. This was greater than

the 75 dB output level for a standard dial telephone set although

the bells employed were the same. This difference was due to the

lack of an enclosure covering the bells as there is in the

standard phone set. Optical power required for activating the

bimetal latch was 15 mW with a response time of 4 seconds. The

mechanical energy storage required 4.5 turns of the spring windup

to allow the mechanism to ring down in 150 seconds. The

sustaining force required to latch the mechanism was measured to

be less than 0.1 gm, below the resolution of the spring testing

gauge used.

The present Ring mechanism requires mechanical energy to be

stored by actions of the user of the phone such as depressing the

hookswitch when the telephone is raised or lowered on its cradle.

A more desirable concept for the Ring would be the

photo-acoustically generated ring as described in Section 2.4 of

this report.
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I

3 4 SYSTEM TESTING

System layout and power bud;et is shown in F:gure 3 I8.

photographs of the individual components in Figures 3 19 to 3 Z:.

The system was integrated with the 100 foot optical link and

tested Losses 'averaged 1.6 dB per connector and 6 dB at the

Talk mechanism due to 50 vs. 100 micrometer fiber mismatch. The

fusion splioes introduced negligible loss (approximately 0,1 dS).

The available power was 15.2 mW at the Ringer, 0.95 mW at the

input to the photodiode and 3.2 mW rms into the absorption cell.

The system is operated by turning the EIU on, connecting the

100 meter link, if necessary, plugging in the EIU phone set,

raising- the phone receiver and depressing the Ring ILD button.

When the receiving user answers, the Ring ILD is shut off by

depressing the EIU phone set hookswitch once. Next. the Talk and

Hear ILD's should be turned on by depressing the iLD buttons.

Conversation is terminated by placing the phone receiver on its

Phookswitch.
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4 0 SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE

DEVELOPMENT

The results of this study verify the technical feasiblity of

the opto-acoustic telephone concept. After an intensive

literature survey of mast research and brainstorming sessions for

:) new ideas, those desian and implementation techniques were

selected, that provided the lowest risk for this program.

Although system performance was slightly below the theoretically

predicted level, significant improvement is possible in all three

functions with some additional effort. The associated technology

required for the desired capabilities and performance already

exist, including low loss optical fibers and high power laser

diodes.

' . Clearly, much work remains to be done in optimizing the

performance parameters and manufacturability of the Talk, Hear.

and Ring functions, and in implementing other functions such as

hookswitch, optically generated sidetone at the receiver and

dialing. Development and refinement for possible military

applications is required in the areas of:

1) Device optimization

2) Link improvement

3) Switchboard functions and interfacing.

Device optimization - For device optimization, the

individual opto-acoustic transducers should be optimized with

increased emphasis on performance, manufacturability and low

L. 4-2



:cst. Other requirements, particularly for militarv

applications, such as security, rua edness and reliability must

also be optimized. improvements in the device operat:ng features

can be implemented such as:

A.- Refine Hear and Talk transducers to increase their

frequency response and output levels.

B' improve Ring transducers by the implementation of the

Harris Ring Horn design.

C) Reduce the physical volume of the optical telephone

kcomponents and incorporate them within the size

constraints of the standard telephone handset.

D) Implement dialing pulse generation by

modulating light with a chopping wheel to send the

required number of dial pulses or touch tone

generation of the proper pairs of tones by vibrating

reeds or grooves coupled by a suitable mechanical

ppickup.
E) Add passive side tone generation by .using a low loss

optical splitter directing light from Talk mechanism

to the Hear mechanism.

Further improvements can reduce the number of link fibers

required from 4 to 2. This can be accomplished using wavelength

division multiplexing optical coupler technology developed by

Harris on other fiber optic programs. Dual window fiber for 1.3

and 0.83 micrometer wavelengths and the corresponding high power

laser diodes Cre commercially available. In this approach, one

4-3



wavelength could be used for the Talk and a different wavelength

for the Hear. A dichroic solitter will direct the two

wavelenoths (travelina on a sinale fiber . to the Talt- and Hear

Functions when the hookswitch is raised and combine the two for

increased power to the Ring mechanism when it is lowered. A Talk

return fiber would be used to complete this 2 fiber link. An

engineering conception drawing of a complete optical telephone

is shown in Figure 4.1.

Switchboard functions and interfacing of t.. optical

telephone is required for functional demonstration of the system.

it should be possible to hook the interface to any node in the

present military or Bell phone network. Some of the switchboard

functions the interface unit should provide are off hook, on hook

acknowledge, line busy monitoring, misdialing, receiver in

permanent off hook position and touch tone or dial recognition.

The wide bandwidth of the optical transmission line allows some

of these supervisory signals, now operating in the voice band in

some cases. to operate in the more desireable out of voice b&nd

frequencies. implementation of the interfacing signal

requirements will result in intelligent two way communication

between the optical phone and existing telephone networks.

The optical telephone can form an integral part of a

reliable communication system in a military environment.

Although more work is required to fulfill the necessary

performance requirements, Harris has demonstrated that the
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FOLDED EXPONENTIAL HEAR HORN

ABSORPTION CELL

EFFICIENT MINIATURE
FIBER OPTIC

4TALK MICROPHONE

FIBER OPTIC CORD

FIBER OPTIC TRUNKCABLE

DIAL MECHANISM~LOW LOSS
' .' OICHROIC

COUPLER AND
HOOKSWITCH

EFFICIENT RING HORN

Figure 4.1 Engineering concept of the optical telephone of the

future. Cutaway view shows all plastic-ceramic
.construction with no metal parts - feasible with
present day technology.
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APPENDIX B

ELECTRONIC INTERFACE UNIT PARTS LIST

All capacitors are in juf unless otherwise noted.

All resistors are in K ohm 1/4 watt unless otherwise noted.

Component No Value Quantity (each)

Rl, R2 750 ohm I
R3 620 ohm 1
R4, Rll, R13 Pot 20 1
R5, R6 4.99 1
R7, R18 2.49 1
R8 30.1 1
R9 2.32 1
RIO 15.0 1
R12, R15, R17 49.9 1
R14 11 1
Ri9 680 ohm 1

R33, R31 301 ohm 3
R32, R60 Pot 53
R36, R37, R48, R50 10 3
R34, R47 3.01 3
R42, R43, R44, R35, Pot 20 3

R38,

R39 100 ohm, 5 W 3
R49 6.98 3

R51 33 ohm, 1 W 3
R40 1 ohm, 1 W 3
R41 8.2 3
R66 Pot 500 ohm 3
R64, R65, R58 2 3
R52 100 ohm 3
R53, R56 1 3
R54 499 3
R55 30, 10 W 3
R59 10 3
R57 1.5 3
R60, R63 49.9 3
R62, R61 1.5 3
R70 1M ohm 3
R71 68 ohm Handset Con. Diag.1
R64 50 ohm 3

Cl, C2 6.8 1
C3, C9 62 pf 1
C4 .1 1
C5 .01 1
C6 .05 1
C7 120, 30 V 1
C8 18, 30 V 1
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Component No. Value Quantity (each)

C31, C56 62 p~f 3
C 32 200 pf 3
C33. 1 3
C34, C35, C36, C41, C42, 0.01 3
C43, C45-C49, C51-C55

C37, C38, C39, C40, C44, C50 6.8, 30 V 3

SEMICONDUCTORS AND HARDWARE

Component No. Part No. Quantity

AR 1 LM 747 1
AR 2 LM 308 1
AR 3 LM 380 1
ITT Microphone 1
ITT Earphone 1
Photodetector SD-172-11-11-021 1
CR 1, CR 2 IN5524 1
AR 11, AR 12, AR 15 747 CF 3
AR 13, AR 16, AR 15 LM 311 P 3
CR 38, CR 36, CR 37 1N4003 3
CR 34, CR 35 1N5519, 3.6 V 3
Qil, Q 15 2N6420 3
Q1 2 2N2905 3
Q13, Q14 2N3053 3
CR 31 1N4742, 12 V 3
Q1 6 2N3585 3
Meter 0-500 MA 3
ILD OSP 562 3
SWI (Switch) 3
Relay 3
PIP-SW 3
CR 33 1N4106, 12 V 3
Power Supply 15 V, 1 A 3
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Appeidix C continued,

BESSEL ROUTINE
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APPENDIX C

TALK FUNCTION COMPUTER PROGRAM VARIABLES SET

In order of Appearance:

Dl - cell membrane diameter (cm)
D2 - membrane density (gm/cc)
TI - membrane thickness (mil)
T2 - membrane tension (dynes/cm2 )
P - drive pressure (dynes/cm2 )
N - Bessel function order
R - radius of membrane amplitude position (cm)
Nl - step counter
Fl - minimum frequency (hz)
Ll - log Fl
F2 - maximum frequency (hz)
L2 - log F2
S - area density (gm/cm2 )
C - acoustic velocity (cm/sec)
I - counter
F3 - linear frequency step
L3 - log frequency step
Y(200)- amplitude array
F(200)- frequency array
L - counter
W - angular frequency (rad/sec)
K - propagation constant
X5 - Ka
X6 - Kr
Z - arguement for Bessel function program
Ji - J* (Ka)
J2 - J: (Kr)
F6 - frequency at minimum amplitude
Y6 - minimum amplitude
F7 - frequency at maximum amplitude
Y7 - maximum amplitude
Xl - min X axis
X2 - max X axis
X3 - X axis scale factor
X4 - min X scale
X5 - max X scale
Y2 - min Y axis
Y2 - max Y axis
Y3 - Y axis scale factor
Y4 - min Y scale
Y5 - max Y scale
F9 - plotting frequency
I - counter

FND(X) Bessel approximation routine
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APPENDIX D

HEAR AND RING COMPUJTER PROGRAM

AND VARIABLES SET
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Appendix D continued,
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APPENDIX D

HEAR AND RING HORN COMPUTER PROGRAM VARIABLES SET

In order of Appearance:

A$(50) - Dimension of alphanumeric in DATA statements
C(0O) - Dimension of scratph pad variables
Z3 - Plotting Routine Variable
K5 - User Input for DATA selection
X(161) - Dimension of complex impedance of circular piston DATA
R(161) - Dimension of real impedance of circular piston DATA
Rl - horn input radius, R (cm)
R2 - horn output radius, 2  (cm)
L - horn length, L (cm)
V2 - ear volume, VF (cc)
Vl - cell volume, vc  (cc)'
Fl - plotting f min (Hz)
F2 - plotting f max (Hz)
L4 - length of input equalizer tube, (cm)
R4 - radius of input equalizer tube (cm)
17 - complex part ouput equlization (gm/sec-cm4 )
P5 - optical power input (ergs/sec)
K9 - READ variable (2KR) for X(161) + R (161)
Ll - inertance of input equalizer
A5 - flare constant
Q - q, a gas constant
Gl(Z3) - Define function calling variable
FNG - plotting routine
Po - Atmosphere pressure (dyne/cm 2)
Z5 - Average or peak plotting variable
D4 - plotting step variable

C, P1, 2 - log Fl,F2
F5 - log frequency variable
F3  - linear frequency variable (Hz)
W - linear angular frequency, (rad/sec)
K - acoustic wave propagation constant, (rad/m)
N - complex part of lossless propogation solution, n
R6,7,8,9 " Real + Imaginary part of impedance for input equalizer, output equalizer,

cell volume, output load (ear volume or free space)

Xl - Operating argument for piston reactance function data
FNRO - Piston reactance data handling subroutine
El - I
R5 - radius of boundary layer approximation, ro
D9 -
AtjB - complex number (dividend) routine.

N CtjD - complex number (divisor) for dividing & multiplying routine.
FNDO - complex number dividing subroutine
FNMO - complex number multiplying subroutine
D5 + jD6 - returned complex number from complex dividing subroutine
M5 + jM6 - returned complex number from complex multiplying subroutine
M7 - lg(k)1 2

i" FNP0 - phase of g(k) computation subroutine
P7 - Phase of g(k)
R3 - radius of sphere volume, VE
TI - Thermal relaxation time constant for volume VE
E +jF - ?
N5 - Gw

D-7



N7 2
A9 1 -2e~ cos i+ e2
H5 - HW
H6 - <Hw>
15 - Intensity, I
Si - SPL (dB)
P9 - pressure at output of horn (dynes/cm2), PE
U0 volume flow of piston output - Uo
Z4 - measurement distance from months of horn (metres)
P6 - pressure P (100), pressure at 1 meter 'normal to source
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The photophone- an optical telephone receiver
D. A. Kleinman and 0. F. Nelson
Bell Labrui,,ries. Mur~ray Hlit. M'cw Jersey 07974
(Receisecd 15 Dteember 197%* resised 28 Fcbruary 1976)

A theoretical discussion is gisen of optical telephone receivers employing the optoacoustic effect, which are
here called photophonecs. for use in an optical-fiber telephone subscriber loop. The basic receiver consists of
an absorption cell, a response-equalizing device such as 3 gas column or diaphragm, a tapered ac~oustic tube
acting as a transformer, and in ear-piece somilar to a conventional telephone earp~ece including a response.
equalizing desicc. These pliotophones are designed to give a flat (3.dBl reaponse to intenaity modulated
light ov-er the telephorte voice band 300-3300 Hr. The optoacoaustic effect is treated on the basis of a
pseudo-gas, model for solid 3tbsorbers in the form of a fine meah disbusrsed in a gas. We find that the
sensitivtty (the optical power modulation required to produce a sound presaure level SPL = 8 do in a
closed volume of 6 cm . reptreseting ihe earpiece prc&%ed against the ear) is 2.8 and 0.9 mW for the air-

~: Iriled and xienon-filled photophones. respectively.
Subject Classification: 143185 't,.143185.40.143185.60.(43135.65.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a radius (cell, gas column, tubes, dia- T absolute temperature (K), transformer
phragm) Tat,. ,Tu transformer matrix, see Eq. (139)

A area U, v see Eqs. (137)
blength (gas column, tubes); radius of load V volume (cm')

ring IV as subscript denotes ceU wall
C sound speed 10 wall reflectivity
C as subscript denotes ceU X distance along tube

Cp . specific heats at constant pressure, con- X reactance (g sec" cm)
stant volume see Eq. (50)

Ca,...,CU, matrix [Csee Eq. (3) y Wx distributed admittance (cmrn sec g-')
dsee Eq. (38) Z =p/s impedance (g seect cm-4)

E as subscript denotes earpiece Zecharacteristic impedance of tube, see Eq.
frequency (Hz); resonant frequency (1310)

g(k) see Eq. (19) zip ZZ characteristic impedances, see Eq. (20)

GA. Gm, G,. sce Eqs. (38), (55), (54) ZWx distributed impedance (g sec's can'$)
h(k) see Eq. (19) Z impedance
H. response function, see Eq. (8) a exponential taper, see Eq. (B16)
(H.> smoothed response function, see Eq. (31) 8 optical absorption coefficient; acoustic
I sound intensity, see Eq. (5) propagation constant
k y/ =C,IC. (yo refers to air)

~ 1length (ACOUStic tube, port) Kirchhoff's constant Eq. (13I5)
L inertance (g cm'4 ), see Appendix A Asee Eq. (B22)

man see Eqs. (B19) 71viscosity coefficient (dyn sec cm 2z)
p pressure (dyn cm's) Ix thermal conductivity (erg sec" cni 'K-'

'I ~ ~ P 1.- 013 x l. le~ (dyn cn3- 1) atm pressure i.=77/p (CM1 sec-)
P., P,, optical power (erg sec-'), see Eq. (1) =Yuc/PC, (cm 2 sec' )

q =jtI/2-/' see Eq. (B21)

rosee Eq. (Bl8) p density (g CM-3)
?I x), r,, T2  see Eq. (B3l6) T relaxation time (sec)

Rresistance (g sec" cm-4) 41 fl.
S n fow (cm' sec-t) 0see Eq. (28)

SL sound flow source, see Eq. (37) X see Eq. (44)
S entropy 4' see Eq. (28)

Itime, thickmess &0, =2rf angular frequency (rad sec-')

INTRODUCTION scriber loop. This paper is concerned with only uric of
these functions, receiving, and with only one tyje- of

An optical telephone capable of performing the nor- optical receiver which we call thc pliofophoin" a -mll

nial funtitons of it-Arinm 111g, receiving , d iul itiV, anid o riginallv cam ncd by AlexaindcriC Gralia11 i1n, i:ii IWrt-
* ~~riniging , using only poiwe r suppl ted th rough optical fi- Alt hough old arn concept. owIc iivoopline lUs ii, vi

biers firom the central off ice, would be useful in order developed for commiunicationi puli,,ses, anid oiII

Lto reduce the usc of coppir wires i the t('l-ph.i... sub- E1the p~erformanlce And desigi t u i v of thus "iWIi' 'ii

%E-%
l~o-s .. Ni-
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had to be worked out from basic principles, .and are called the "thierrnophone" ini which stiund is produced
presented ht-re for the first time. The photophone can when a modulated electric current is iassed through a

0 !be equalized to give a flat (within 3-dB) frequency re- thin conducting foil or wire. They proposed that the
sponse to pu.xr-inudulated light over the telephone acoustic output of the thermophone call be calculated
band 300-3300 Hz. It can provide the avera.e sound from first principles to high accuracy and therefore it
pressure level at the ear of 81 dB above the thresholo could be used as a precision absolute sound source.
of hearing with very small input optical jx?.vers of a few WVente' has performed careful measurements on the
milliwatts or less. Recent telephone net'.%ork surveys thermophone and obtained close agreement with theory.

have sho\vi that the sound pressure level At the ear has In the case of absorption of light in a gas the mecha-
a normal distribution with an average of 81 dB and a nism of sound production is clear and can be accurately

stardeph aton o ri n es ocalculated from first principles just as in the thermo-

The photophone has its origins in experiments of phone. In the case of a solid absorber, however, more
1 Alexander Graham Belli in collaboration with Sumner complicated mechanisms could be involved including,

Tainter on the production of sound when interrupted as suggested by BeU, adsorption and desorption of gas
beams of sun light fall upon matter. Bell concluded in the solid. RosencwaigG has recently concluded from
that "sonorousness" under such circumstances is a gen- his experiments that the adsorbed gas plays no major
eral property of all matter whatever its physical state: role. Fortunately our discussion does not require de-
solid, liquid, or gas. He also succeeded in demon- tailed knowledge of the mechanisms involved, and we

I strating the "articulating photophone" which could audi- believe it applies quite well to both gaseous absorbers
bly reproduce words and sentences spoken into his light and tenuous solid absorbers disbursed in a gas. In any
modulating "photophonic transmitter. " The greatest case the acoustic principles presented here do not de-

4 sonorousness was found to be produced by dark-colored pend on the absolute strength of the optoacoustic effect.
solids in a loose, porous, spongy condition, in particu-lar amplac. Oigiall theter "potohon" mant The photophone is presented descriptively in Sec. 1,
lar lampblack. Originally the term "photophone" meant which explains the nature and function of all of the es-
Bell's whole system of optical telephony, but here we sential parts and outlines the analytical theory on the
shall apply it just to receivers employing the "sono-
rousness" effect directly to produce sound (i. e., with- basis of a general equivalent circuit, leading to the def-

,~~nto rosnss eaec resectse futon Thuc preenttid be-ewih

out intermediate electrical means). Bell also demon- iiition of a response function. The presentation be-
strated an instrument for spectrum analysis in which comes analytical in Sec. , where the simplest e~uw"-

the lampblack photophone was substituted for the eye- lent circuit, necessarily somewhat hypothetical, is
piece of a prism spectroscope. This device, which he solved and optimized, leading to calculations of the re-

said was particularly suited for infrared analysis, he sponse as a function of frequency. The presentatonscaid was pticulrlypsuied f r will become technical in a second paper where the hy-
called the "spectrophone. pothetical aspects of the equivalent circuit are removed

Today the "sonorousness" of matter in a modulated in favor of the actual properties of real inateri.als and
beam of light is called the optoacoustic (or photoacous- devices, leading to realistic calculations of the re-
tic) effect and is widely used in the spectral analysis of sponse and specific physical designs. The optoacoustic
gases, vapors, and solids.. The modern spectrophone' effect is treated in Sec. II1. The main text is sup-
differs from Bell's in that the gas or solid to be ana- ported by tour appendixes containing resource material

lyzed is the working substance of the photophone where- essential to this work. A summary of results is pre-
".* Ias Bell employed lampblack in his photophone and sented in Sec. IV.

placed the gas sample in a separate absorption cell.
Also, the sound produced in the photophone is detected Our purpose in this discussion and that of the second

by a microphone and electronically amplified. Recently paper' will not be to advocate the photophone, but only
'A Kreuzer 4 has estimated that fractional concentrations to give a sound technical appraisal of its capabilities.

as low as 10"1 may be measurable with the optoacous- I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PHOTOPHONE
tic effect when higher-power tunable infrared sources
become available. llarshbarger and Robins have ap- The basic parts of the photophone receiver arL. shownt

plied the spectrophone to the study of several phpto- in Fig. 1. The input signal is an intensit) modulated

chemical processes, and Rosencwaiga has reported light beam conducted by an optical fiber into the absorp-

spectrophone studies of various inorganic and organic tion cell. For simplicity the fiber is shown as simply

solids including biological materials, terminating inside the cell. This will result is 4igrtifi-

cant reflection back down the fiber, so it would be ad-
All of the relaxation mechanisms which transfer en- vantageous to provide an optical termination for the ,I-

. ergy from the excited electronic and vibrational states ber (not shown) to reduce this reflection to a niumnum.
of molecules to the translational motion are fast corn- The light is absorbed in the cell either by a special
pared with audio frequencies. Therefore at audio fre- gaseous absorber or by a special solid absorber in
quencies a modulated light beam is equivalent to ,1 mod- thermal contact with an imimersi,!; gas; the al.,,,rh'r
ulated cource of heat, a fact fully Appreciatcd by Bell at in either case must be stronglv Absori4 .it f,"'
the time eif lis early expe iimntts. Ob"iousl. a nodu- I-ngth of li-ht being used. Soun, is proitucd ;il " , t

lated heat source can be obtainvd by means tither than by the optoacoustic effect and ia .,s out ni thii -L 1;11-,

[d, the absoi piul of light, and we imention one such device the small end of a tapered acustic tube. Tb. ,I h..,
here. Arnold And Crandall' have discussed a device A very small volume V, (if th, 'odr Iorti'a W-' 11  t .

E-2
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i. ,F in Fig. I as the transformer-coupled (rc) piutopluiie.Ac: - .. ; " %AcOk.s I '
'E LL "L'- The DC photophone will he discussed in the succeeding

ASO14.8., F paper.' It allows a useful comparison with the TC
VOLUMED1 F photophone.

VOLUM Ev

- 5OUNI The equivalent circuit of the TC photophone is shown
i Fig. 2. The optoacoustic effect is equivalent to a

,I_ ".current generator sL in parallel with the acoustic im-
; .pedance zc of the cell. Acoustic impedances needed ;r,

LGT .this paper are summarized in Appendix A. The quan-
FIBER I4 G T tities p and s in Fig. 2 are complex amplitudes for sig-

j . nals of pressure and flow having the time dependence
e."t. The instantaneous optical power delivered to the
cell is

P(t) =P0 + Re(P. e-u 1 )()

,,L where P 0 is the average power and P., is the complex

TUBE, ,amplitude at angular frequency u) = 21f. We call I P..
the power modulation. Equation (1) is the model for the

RAOUS r2 ,definition of all signal quantities in this paper. The
--OuNO VOLE sound source sL is proportional to P,., according to Eq.

VE v(37). The tapered acoustic tube is shown as a step-
down transformer, but it is not an ideal transformer.

EAR In particular it is lossy due to thermoviscous damping
(TVD) in the small end of the tube, Acoustic trans-

E, [APCCE formers are summarized in Appendix B. At this point

Ft rhowe treat it as an unspecified two-port network repre-• -FIG. 1. The transforme r-cou pled photophone consisting of

the absorption cell. tapered acoustic tube, and earpiece. Not sented by a matrix [T] in the equations

showo are the equalizers at the Input and output of the tube. p,= TtiP2 + T12s2  (2)p, = T11,pa T12 sil,.2

so, TZIPze-Tussa.

fore a very high acoustic impedance. Between the cell Similarly the equalizers are represented by matrices
and the tube there must be some device (not shown) pro- [EQI] and [EQ2]. The overall coupling matrix is the
viding acoustic inertance for the purpose of equalizing matrix product
the response across the desired band 300-3300 Hz. As C][EQ] T]. [EQ2] (3)
sound is transmitted from the small end to the large
end of the tapered acoustic tube it undergoes an imped- and the solution of the circuit is
ance transformation from high (i. e., high pressure, s!A= CS+ Ct+-Cu+ C1 (4)
low flow) to low impedance (i. e., low pressure, high PZ ZC za ZcZZ
flow). Thus the tube acts as a transformer. Typical We regard the sound intensity in the earpiece
values for its small radius, large radius, and length
are 0.04. 0.9, and 85 cm, respectively. The tube (=(p(t)'5)t1 ,,=jfpJ' (5)
coula De cotlea or otard so as to fit inside the handset.
The sound is delivered to the eariece at an impedance asv the output of the photophone. It is customary and
close to that of the volume V, formed when the earplece convenient to express this in sound-pressure-level
is pressed against the ear. The earpiece is very sizni- decibelsit SPL(dB)

lar in shape and size to a conventional telephone re- SPL(dB)= 10 log0[/(2 x 10-4 dyn cm.5 )] , (6)
ceiver. 10 Since it is customary to test telephone re-
ceivers i" with a clo.jed volume of 6 cm', we adopt the
value V, 5 6 cin s throughout the present work. The ear--------------------- --------

piece may ,.iclude a device (not shown) to provide ...... S2 , r SE
acoustic itertance to aid in frequency-response equal-

'EQI. TEDZE02
,zation. The nature ut these equalizers will be thor- , , I1I

oughly discuss.d in a succeeding pxper.9 The cell with P '
-C - Z, z

equalizer, tapered acoustic tube. and earpiece with ISLI -' , '
equalizer are the basic parts of the photophone. This PI
design can b,, optimized to provide the desired sound I, *-' - -
level in the earpiece equalized across the banud. with the..... ....................... L

• % mimn~in optica.l iX~wer inim ! to the c:ell. At Ohe cost
' Uof c'Ofl. idc'i'a.tJv tiln 'eat:+e opjticlc ilj,,v r the, clIl and CE LL AAu t &41 At (t

earpl'e (I (n le direct ly cwq:i|led in stc.d of coupled FIG. 2. Equi ilA, nt circuit f,r the trans', r:irr-(,uplv,!
thruult .i tI.s nsturnler; we shal! refer to this case as photophone. The unsapwfit'd 2-vort nlt,,,. i t i I.- ,

the Orf I I -,raup (DC) phoI; Iphmlin' .nd !hr' case' shownE- equalji i n-cie, I., ,C l I eut rr,c jt .pon .-,
11 E- 3

J Arjs-qq4 .n A-. %I..I Ca A-.
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where 2 10.4 dyn/cm z is the nominil r:ins pressure at Eol E02
the threshold of hearing. The present average lev- Z*N , S2 -2

el in the telephone network 2 is SPLzbM dB, which-W
we will use in this study to make numerical compari- TvO
sons. Another requirement, cAlled equ.Alization, is P2

later) within 3 dB over the destred band 300-3300 Hz.

It follows from Eq. (37) th.At I has the general form

Sl=[Ri(( 0 - /2('o, )2 jIP,;'H, , (7) FIG. 3. Equivalent circuit analyzed In See. 11 having hypo-

wher th repone fricia"11.thetical pure-Inertance equalizers.

J1. = Il>,s (IS) 11 ',I/ Q)b I =

contains all dependence on frequency, the properties increases monotonically with frequency.

of the coupling matrix [C], the acoustic properties of Equations (7) and (8) reduce to
the absorbing medium, and the cell volume Vc. The =3 laxlO"G IP.IRH , (11)
constant R o having the dimensions of an acoustic im-
pedance is included to make H, dimensionless. The H .- 1.29x10"-G6 IG.I2 1(P/Ls,)I, (12)
value adopted here, to normalize H to a convenient when use Is made of Eqs. (9) and (10) and cgs units are
magnitude, is used throughout. For the presentation of our results

R = 880 g/sec cm' . (9) we find it convenient to define a standard optical-signal
T qtpower input to the absorbing medium
T(h 0-)/2(yp)=4.04x10' (cm5 /dYn)2  (10) standard GAIP.I =2.8 mW=2. 8x10' erg/sec . (13)

is a constant (approximately) of the atmosphere. Im- Referred to the standard input, H. can be expressed in
" SPL(dB)

portant acoustic properties of air and xenon are listed
in Table I. The utilization factor for light absorption SPL(dB)= 10logoH,,+ 87.9 . (14)
CA is given by Eq. (38); it represents the fraction of Our discussion will now proceed in two phases: (a) in

light incident in the fiber which is actually absorbed in the first phase (contained in this paper and which we
the interior of the cell. In a properly designed cel it call analysis) we determine the simplest analytical
should be very close to unity. The figure of nerit for models for the equalizers EQI, EQ2 which can provide
the absorbing medium is Gm defined by Eq. (55); it is a equalization, (b) in the second phase (contained in the
thermodynamic property of the absorbing medium which succeeding papert and which we call realization) we de-
reduces to unity for a medium equivalent to air. The termine the speciications for actual physical devices
dispersion function G,, defined by Eq. (54) and given for of simple structure which approximate the analytical
amodels determined in (a). In this paper it is estab-

dependence due to thermal conduction in the cell. For lished what the optimum level of response is after
VC > 1lX 10-1 cm3, I G. Is alies in the range 0. 5- 1. 0 andliequalization. In the succeeding paper' the important

result is established that simple devices, such as a
column of air or a diaphragm of plastic, are capable of

TABLE I. Acoustic properties of air and xenon at 1 atm pres- providing both equalization and optimum level of re-
sure po- 1.013x 10 dyn/cml. sponse.

A~rA Xese.(28. 14 'K. (298,K

Property Unit 1 ,'u, II. ANALYSIS OF THE PHOTOPHONE
densityular-elZ 1e.223- irl .310 We consider the circuit of Fig. 3 in which EQI and

sound apved c ci'3Sc .403 .0' 1.76-1 10' EQ2 are series impedances. The equalizer matrices
specific he'l C, ergfs K 1.004-10' 1.s82" 10" have the general form

epttle heat ratio " 1.403 1.6i67
viscosity 'I dy .ec/cm' 1.79. 1 04 2.246.- r,' 1,
thermalcondctty a erl seec m K 2.533'101 5.62-10o' [EQ) J [ (15)
KlrchhAt consLant -' cmi sec'1

1  
0.565 0.370

• ~ ~ C effl • ( m/sec 0. 2"@84 0. t0981''

I-7. cmu/sec 0.1461 4.162-10 0 The solution of the circuit Eq. (4) reduces to

;Data for air refer to the standard atmosphere at sea level I&= I. ru T
from L. Beranek, "Acoustic Properties of Gases," in Amen- P5  0 Zc IZ, ZsZc
c rt Institmte of Physic.s Handbook, 2nd ed. (1cGraw-Hill,

New York. 1963), Chap. 3, pp. 3-59 to 3-70.
"'It. S. Toulouklan and T. Makito. Therpropksical Properties (/6c

of tatfmr. Vol. 6 ('lenatn. Nvw York, 1970). Numerical
Data 5a. The trasformer coefficients T.,, are iiven tam

'1Handbook of Chenistrv and Physics (CUC Press. Cleveland, by Eqs. (B9). We specialize to an exlmunetiallv-ta-
1974), rSth ed.. edited by It. C. W\east. p. F-59. pcred tube described by Eqs. (B 16) and (H19) o;,I U,-

t 4Rcf.,rjn" 4. p. E-16. off frequency
I E-4

-~~ ~ -esa e~ a-. . ii, cA r - a i_.. tova ... ....



f9 ' ac/2-r = 200 Hz . (17) where V', V' are effectfve volumes defined by

This value was chosen to be well below the lower limit VC = (y/yc)(u lnp/8 inP)r Vc

300 Hz of our desired passband. We next introduce (23)

two approximations which are reasonably well justified: V'S = (y/Y 0 )V, ,

(a) the boundary layer approximation Eq. (B17) for the and Yc, Y, and yo refer to the gases (possibly different)

sound propagation, and (b) the neglect of TVD except in the cell, tube, and earpiece (air) respectively. For

in exponents. generality we include in Vf a thermodynamic factor

With these assumptions Eq. (16) gives from Eq. (56) to take account of possible nonideal be-
Whavior of the cell gas; otherwise zc, z, are just the or-

IpA(2= prri i )exp(-A(rpr,)1(k)1 (8) dinary approximation, Eq. (AlO), for the adiabatic im-

L IF k ipedance of a closed volume. The important effects of

with thermal conduction are contained in the factor I G,. I" in
Eq. (21). It now follows from Eqs. (19) that

zc ZC\ m. zz k(k)-g(W

Z (19)
.1

Here n and m, given by Eqs. (Big) describe propaga- '+(kV'\'/ 2cV" '

tion in the lossless exponential tube, and the character- x S ) I +1l 1 &L(l
istic impedances zl, za are just those of a lossless tube X (24)

((24
(i/m*) (.,//wr ), I = 1, 2 . (20) This can be further simplified in appearance by defin-

TVD is represented in Eq. (18) by r0 , (k), and A(k) ing resonant frequencies

given by Eqs. (B18), (B21), and.(B22), respectively. - =(yPO/VcL,)"2 , Z=(yPo/V'1 , (25)

The constants p, c, and r 0 refer to the gas in the tube

which could be air, but it will be shown later than xenon so that

gives considerably higher response. The most impor- 1+ z = 1 - (c/')(

tant effect of TVD is the attenuation factor in the nu- (26)

merator of Eq. (18). The squared magnitude in the 1 +Za/zS = 1-(w/- .

denominator of Eq. (18) represents the interference of The only dissipation in this model is TVD in the trans-
waves traveling in opposite directions in the tube. former. It follows that the reflection coefficient t(k)/
This interference sets up standing waves in the tube and g(k) has magnitude unity and the oscillations in re-

causes oscillations in the response as a function of fre- sponse must have the maximum possible peak-to-valley
quency. The peak-to-valley ratio of these oscillations ratio. The oscillations in H, in Eq. (21) are described
depends on the round-trip attenuation e due to TVD; by the function

if eA<< 1, the oscillations are damped out. The oscil-

lations also depend on the round-trip reflection coef- I + (h1g) exp(2inl+ iA - A) = (I - 2e A cos, +e

ficient (one reflection off each end) h(k)/g(k). Equa- (27)

tions (12) and (18) now give Where

___ =g Ig2e")
,=2nl+A-2,. (28). expi- (rolr,)4,(k)]I l'

xg(k)+h(k)exp(Zinl+iA-A)1
5 " (21) Peaks correspond to cos4,= 1, valleys to cos= - 1; the

PT spacing of peaks is mainly determined by the rapidly

u. No assumption has yet been made as to the form of z c ,  varying function of frequency 2nl. The average value

Z1 , st, or Za. of Eq. (27) over one cycle of 4, treating A as constant,
is

We base our analysis on the model in which zc, zz,

Z%, and Z2 are all pure imaginary (2)'j d-( 1- 2e' cos + e'")' =(1 - e'a&)"t . (29)

s V(22) We can now write the response 11, and the smoothed re-

Z, -iwL,, ZI-iL, sponse (H.) in the forms used for computation:

-4 - ",-,-p' --,/r,)0)(.Ge 19. 1,o"\ c' , 'pl() (10(31)

J . A u rt S c. A m V o l .5 9 . N ., 6 . J n e 19 7 6E

E-5 . ...

. . , -. .. . ,. -. - - ,.-.,, . . .. '.,.. ... . ... .','. .. ,-,-. . . .',,,',, ? * .% _R n ,
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0 -- r '-r , ,.,. , , Ing Eq. (13) as the standard input. Note that equaliza-
tion brings up the high-frequency response withouL sac-

ld) rificing low-frequency response.
90Figure 4 curve (d) shows I, and (I1,) calculated for

an optimized, equalized xenon photophone (xenon in cell
and tube, air in earpiece) with specifications:

so G2=2, G.I a for xenon in sphere,

fa = 200, 7 1 =f5 = 3100 Hz,0(c)' (33)

a0 Vs6, Vc= 6.0xl0" cm',TO '

tioT r=0.024, r&il. 27, 1=56 cm.

- 300-3300.- We do.not know how close G =2 can be achieved in
60 practice. The improvement over the air photophone is

10 -s . . I...... . .'10 dB across the band; reduced TVD and increased im-
150 500 63o00 lo 000 4000 pedance pc both contribute to this improvement, as well

FREQUENCv (zl as an increased material figure of merit GN resulting
FIG. 4. Response versus frequency for optimized equalized from the largest specific-heat ratio y possible. The
photophone having pure-inertance equalizers. Curve (a) gives xenon in the tube and cell could be retained by a thin
H,. (scale on left) Eq. (30); (b) gives smoothed response Eq. plastic diaphragm at the junction of the tube and ear-
(31); (c) gives smoothed response for no equalization, assuming piece at the location shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1.

, parameters of Eq. (32); curve (d) gives response for same i p-
put power of xenon photophone with parameters Eq. (33). SPL It will be shown in the succeeding paper' that this dia-
scale refers to an input optical power modulation 2.8 mW. phragm could also serve as the earpiece equalizer EQ2.

For the xenon photophone an 81-dB-SPL output at 1000
Hz-could be achieved with an optical input

Figure 4 curve (a) shows H. calculated for an opti- GIP.I =0.89 mW (xenon) . (34)
mized, equalized air photophone (cell, tube, and ear- This is the sensitivity of the xenon photophone; the air

| piece gases all air or equivalent to air) with the follow- phih hs the sensitivity Eq (13).

ing specifications: photophonehasthesensitivityEq. (13).

G. for air in sphere, In arriving at the specifications Eqs. (32) and (33) we
regarded. Vs a 6 cm3 and fo = 200 Hz as initially pre-

f,= 200, 1s 0 Hz10 cm2, scribed. Then r,, rg were determined so as to maxi-
" - 6 -2mize (H.)Nc Q at a specific frequency f. = 2000 Hz.Finally VC andf71 ,f- were determined to achieve equal-

r, =0.036, r=a0.85, 1= 85 cm. ization in (H,,) within 3 dB over the band. We believe

We do not know a priori how close Cam= I can be the resulting design is very nearly optimum with regard
achieved for an absorbing gas or a solid suspended in to response level for equalized responses. However, a

air (see Sec. I1). The oscillations in H, are seen to be somewhat higher value off 0 , which would reduce TVD,
J very similar to those of a stethoscope. Is The smoothed would appear to be possible without giving up adequate

response (H.) is shown in curve (b). Our criterion of response down to 300 Hz, and a somewhat lower choice
equalization is that (H.) should be flat within 3 dB over of optimization frequency , might give a little higher

the band 300-3300 Hz; this requirement is satisfied as level while still permitting equalization in the present
shown by curve (b). We do not know if the oscillations model. In optimizing r,, ra we ignore the factor (1

in H. would give the TC photophone an objectionable - elA)1 in Eq. (31) which arises from the oscillations.

tone quality. The peak-to-valley ratio of these oscilla- If this factor were included in the optimization pro-

tions can be reduced by making r, smaller, which would cedure, a larger value of r 1 would result. This would
increase A; we have not studied how far this can be enhance the oscillations. Since we do not want to "en-

carried before it becomes impossible to equalize the courage" these oscillations, which we regard as uide-
high-frequency end of the band in the present model. In sirable, by giving them weight in determining r1 , rz, we

this paper we assume it is sufficient just to equalize omit the factor. It then follows from Eq. (31) that P- is

(H). With no equalization the smoothed response determined by minimizing the quantity rIg(k)iZ; from

(H.,)N& is shown in curve (c) of Fig. 4; this case cor- Eq. (24) we obtain, with Z&=-0,
responds to/f,! 2 - .- in Eqs. (32). Much use will be r z = (k. V /r)" 5 (2f. Vs/C) 1 1  

. (35)
made of (H,. )E in the realization of equalizer devices
using the method of equalization factors described in Similarly r, is obtained by maximizing rlg()V ":

the succeeding paper. 9 The need for equalization is xexp[-(r 0 /rl)QJ; in practice this is almost independent

very appai IU t from curve (c) since (11.) NEQ is down At of Vc so r t is actually determined by TVD

3300 Hz I)v nearly 11 dB. The SPL(d3) scale in Fig. 4 (36)
is based un the standard input Eq. (13) and the reLtion
Eq. (14). We see that curve (b) gives 81 dB at 1000 Hz, Finally Vc and/ 1 =/f=f were determned by tri.kl using

the required output, which is the reason for our chons- the complete expression Eq. (31) %intl curve (b) L) Fig.

.J. Acoust. Soc. Am.. Vol. 59. No 6. June 1976 E-6
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4 was obtained and the procedure terminated. The sink which is maintained at the constant temper.ature

same procedure wasfollowedforthe xenon case, curve (d). T,.. Within the cell T(F, t) varies with position 7 and
time t, but the pressure p(t) is spatially constant be-

Because of the way of choosing T 2., earpiece equaliza- cause the cell is much smaller than the wavelength of
tion was not as important as cell equalization; in fact, sound over the frequency range of interest. lmagine a
equalization can be achieved with Z, alone, setting Z2 massless piston at the opening of the cell into the tube

a 0 in Fig. 3. Thus EQ2 is optional in the model being which defines a time-dependent cell volume V(1). the
analyzed, but this is not necessarily true when realistic conservation of matter in i) gives the relation
physical models of EQ are considered.

III. PRODUCTION OF SOUND MjPi,~d~.(2

In this section it will be shown that the sound source The equation for thermal diffusion 3 with a uniform heat
s, in Fig. 2 has the general form source is

sL(w)= [(o - 1)/Vopo] GAG#G;.P, , (37) -',cV 2 T+ pC = (GAVc)P(t) Y (3

where GA is a utilization factor for the input light, GA, (T= T. = constant on wall)
is a material figure of merit depending on the thermo- where
dynamic properties of the absorbing medium, and G.
is a dispersion function depending on the dissipation in x = - (a Inp/8 inT), (44)

Pthe cell, has the value X = I for an ideal gas. Equation (43) is

To estimate GA assume that all the light incident in discussed and justified In Appendix C.
the fiber is coupled out of the fiber into the interior of
the cell by means of a suitable optical termination (not gasWe belieVe iithe model is realistic for the case of a

shown in Fig. 1); then the useful fraction of this light volbe dissociation or other type of chemical reaction.
for the production of sound is In this case Eq. (41) would be the ideal gas law. How-

GA = (eU - 1) (e" - vo)-" , (38) ever, we believe the model may also apply to a wider

where is the absorption coefficient of the absorbing range of situations to which the ideal gas law would not
apply including gaseous absorbers that involv'e chemi-

medium, tv is the wall reflectivity, and d is the mean al recin aeous absorbers isbuse in

distance between reflections off the wall. For practical cal aior eaml en abes o ibrs
purposes we take d =(6 Vc/r)l 1 3 , the diameter of a a gas. For example, when a fine mesh of cotton fibers-
spure we takue (Vc/If -1, wie iamer of a Ibutthe is carbonized and used as the absorber, the conibina-
sphere of volume Vt. If id> 1, we have GA-i1 but the tion of cottom charcoal and the air in which it is im-
thermal relaxation time becomes very short, as will be mersed may be regarded as a pseudo-gas. It is clear,

shown later, which causes G. to be small at low fre- m

quencies. Therefore ad >I is an undesirable condition, that an equilibrium equation of state like Eq. (41) exists

If 3d< 1, it is essential at the same time to have high for this pseudo-gas. It Is also reasonable that this
rflectivi 1, -is essenia 1; the Eq. e ( re to pseudo-gas has an effective thermal conductivity K in
reflectivity I - w << 1; then Eq. (38) reduces to the presence of a small temperature gradient. In ap-

GA,%V{l + [(I - r~l,/]Y' . (39) plying the pseudo-gas model to a solid, three essential

By proper design it should be possible to achieve GA, . physical assumptions are involved: (a) under illumina-

From Eq. (39), which should hold in any practical case,* tion by light (at levels of a few mllliwatts) there is a

we obtain a lower limit on h sufficiently small difference between the average tem-
perature of the gas and the temperature of the solid that

0>(Q- XAd (40) the departure from local equilibrium is neglhgibl, (b

by requiring GA> 0. 5. The restriction, Eq. (40), is all important gas adsorption-desorption processes are

difficult to satisfy with gaseous absorbers in the visible rapid compared to the highest frequency of interest.

region of the spectrum, but presents no problem for a and (c) the solid and gas move together at zhe frequn-

solid absorber suspended in .re1en proble spa cies of interest. These assumptions represent in ideal

toliasrbsuti ndofted e air. When d , the sp which should be closely realizable in practice th;'-,i:h~tial distribution of the heat source in the cel is approxi-

sarely uniform. the process of optimizing the absorbing nedium The
breakdown of any of these a.ssumptions will lead !o a

We proceed with a general analysis of the optoacoustic reduction of sound production. The fine-mesh solid we
process in the absorption cell on the basis of a simpli- are considering here is similar to %tool-like ,advouic

fled model and obtain expressions for the sound source insulating materials that have been cxtensivel' studied

SL and acoustic impedance zc of the cell. In this model theoretically and experimentally. i. Our model varre-
the absorbing medium is assumed to be a gas obeying sponds to the low-frequency donain in which tlr so|(i
some general equation of state is strongly coupled to the gas. As tho decouphi-_ 1it,-

(41) quency is approached from belo'.' t re will be .,.h-Ppo(p, T) (1
tional dissip.tion due to viscositv ',hwh is not in Itin

For generality we do not assume here that Eq. (41) is model. lh owever, we Ijelit, ve Ih- vi- -'1 I lii i-)

the idhal gas la'., although for simplicity all of the nu- lem in _'tiii. the %ecoullin. frqoi., . v.11 vi),0, 3300
merical calculations presented in this paper are based Hz. i The assunip ion ot a uniform h, -i ourcr 1, lo!t A
on that assumption. The walls of the coll are a heat serious limuitatioi b.cause it ,ill Ie -,-'t I lt( I fr f-

J. Acoust. Soc An. Vol 59. No. 6. June 1976 E-7
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quencies high compared to the thermal rclAxzt ion rate pedance
(the frequency range of interest), the details of the 'ta .. .. (56)
heat-source distribution as well as the ge-omctry of the z¢ [- G- ) ---'- 7 .
cell become unimportant. )W( ) (56

Write V(t) in the form of Eq. (1): The partial derivative is unity for an ideal gas; in this
case Eq. (56) agrees with Eq. (AI2). No assumption

V() = V€ + Re( Ve") , has been made about the shape of the wall, but it has
(45) been assumed that the heat source is spatially uniform.With this assumption the same function G. appears in

where Sc is the flow out of the cell as shown in the cir- sL and zc. For further discussion of G., see Appendixcut in Fig. 2. From Eqs. (42) and (43) we can coM- A. In general G,, depends on the wall shape and cell

pute Sc with and without P(t); the general solution can volume but always has the high- and low-frequency lim-
be written in the form: its given by Eqs. (A13) and (A14), respectively. The

S L Pc/Zc function of interest here is I G.I' which is shown in Fig.Sc - (46) 5 for a sphere as a function of wr, where r is the re-where SL is proportional to P,,, which defines both sL laxation time in Eq. (Al6). For an air-filled sphere,

and zc . Because the variation of V(i) takes place at the I G. 12> 0. 5 at all frequencies f2 300 Hz for a volume
wall where p( , t) = p., it follows from Eq. (42) to first Vc m 1. lx 10'3 cm 3 .
order in sound amplitudes that We consider qualitatively the case in which the heat-

4 Sc a iWo fc p.(r) d; source distribution is highly nonuniform due to largec optical absorption Od> 1. We have already noted that

'( 1 8' Tthis is an undesirable situation because it causes G. toiw -' f +" r -').d; (47) be small at low frequencies. Physically this is due to

" c  jkm iT 'the rapid escape of the optically generated heat to the
where the integral is over the cell volume Vc . We ne- wall. The thermal relaxation time 7 for this case can
glect the spatial variation of the partial derivatives in be estimated from that for a sphere of radius a, Eq.
Eq. (47) to obtain (AI8), by replacing 2a-#'I to obtain

acQV~ am 48 pC/60,cO' (Od-.1). (57)_ Po W \cr - T If we require wr > 2 for the lowest frequency of interest
where the partial derivatives are taken at pa, T,. This (300 Hz), we obtain an upper limit for 0; combining
approximation is valid if the fractional rise in absolute this with Eq. (40) gives the range
temperature from the wall to the hottest spot in the in- (I-w)d< <(5) 1 (PCV/K) . (58)
terior is small compared with unity

7, tFor air the value of the right side is 8. 7 cm'; for wLeT(,)- T, T-. () 0. 98, Vc - 2.5 X 10'3 cm$ the left side is 0. 12 cm " .

Let us write . Iobr a sphere of radius a the static temperature To(r)

IfWPp~r"(50)

4 T. - (GAP,/WPCVC) + ()PC/PCd) G() (51)

The thermal diffusion equation, Eq. (43), then becomes 0.6 (6",.rV
simply 0.6

VG+ G,1, G-O on walls. (52) 0.4

j It now follows from Eqs. (46), (48), and (51) that the
sound source is

s (X/pC,,T.) GAWP (53)
where the dispersion function 30.-

G008
G V- It C(7) d (5) 0.06

gives the frequency dependence due to thermal conduc- 004
tion. From the thermodynamic relation, Eq. (C5), the

source can be written in the alternative form Eq. (37) 0.02withoo

o=, O.O(55)' . . . . .0.0,
o- /li ' 01 02 04 06 06' 2 4 6 a 10

the material figure of merit. For an ideal gas the par- wr
tial derivative in Eq. (55) is unity. For air GM= 1. FIG. 6. Diperson function IC. ippearing lo Eq. ft, for a

Setting P. = 0 in Eqs. (46), (48), and (51) gives the im- sphere according to Eq. (AiI).
tqE-8
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determined by Eq. (43) is whether suitable gaseous abosrbers exist for use with

T,(r)= T,+ (GAPo 5 /6,cVc)(1 -(r/a)1 .(59) visible light. A brief discussion of this is given in Ap-

It follows that the temperature rise AT is pendix D.

AT=SO.064GAPo/ocVV' (60) IV. SUMMARY

with equality holding for a sphere. For Vc =2. 5 X I0 We have described the functional parts and basic
cm 3, Eq. (60) gives a rise of I. 9OK/mW, which corn- principles of operation of optical telephone receivers
pletely justifies the assumption Eq. (49). employing the optoacoustic effect. The general theory

of sound production by this effect has been presented on
The absorption cell must contain some material which the basis of a model In which a dispersed solid absorb-

will absorb the incident light energy, transform the ea- er is treated as a pseudo-gas. This model avoids the
ergy to heat, and transfer the heat to an immersing gas. need for detailed knowledge of the optoacoustic process
The absorbing material can be the immersing gas itself, in solid absorbers.

.or a solid substance suspended in the gas volume, or a
solid substance on the cell walls. In this section we There are five functional parts of the transformer-
have given a general theory for the optoacoustic effect coupled (TC) photophone, three of which are shown in
on the assumption that the absorbing medium is a gas, Fig. 1: an absorption cell where sound is produced at
or may be thought of as a gas, which is specified by its high impedance by the absorption of intensity-modulated

* local pressure and temperature throughout the cell and light, a tapered acoustic tube which transforms the
has certain constant thermal properties. For example, sound to the impedance of the earpiece volume, and an
a fine mesh of carbonized cotton immersed in air may earpiece which when pressed against the ear encloses a
be regarded as a pseudo-gas whose equation of state volume 6 cm 3. The parts not shown are devices, called
includes gas adsorption-desorption processes. When equalizers, at the input and output of the tube to equal-
the amount of solid is very small, its only function is to ize the frequency response across the telephone band

provide optical absorption and the pseudo-gas is then 300-3300 Hz. An important result of the analysis to be
acoustically very similar to the pure immersing gas. presented in a second papers is that equalization can be
This justifies assuming G, = 1 In Eq. (32) (air) and Gm achieved by simple means. Figure 4(a) shows the re-

S2 *in Eq. (33) (xenon). The pseudo-gas concept en- sponse for optimized cell, tube, and purely inertialithout i eta e (3) nowledg fThe psic-al cn tinoen- I=28m.Fgue4d hwsteipoe
ables us to treat formally one type of solid absorber equalizers; the SPL scale refers to an optical modula-
without detailed knowledge of the physical mechanisms tion of I[P. I =f 2. 8 roW. Figure 4(d) shows the improved
involved. Several observers" agree that the solids response for a xenon-filled cell and tube.

producing the largest optoacoustic signals are car- A convenient measure of sensitivity for equalized op-
bonaceous materials (lampblack, soot, charcoal) in a tical receivers is the optical power modulation required
loose, porous, spongy condition. An important advan- to produce SPLf81 d1 in the earpiece volume of 6 cm'.
tage of these materials is their broadband absorption (When this quantity is small, the receiver is very sen-
with consequent usefulness for a large number of laser sitive.) We find the sensitivities 2.8 and 0.89 mW for
wavelength&, the air and xenon photophones, respectively. These

We do not know whether the best gaseous abosrber are independent of the average optical power. At pres-
.to t o wethn the bet aneous aborber. ent laser diodes" can emit as much as 25 mW of con-is better or worse than the best carbonaceous absorber. tinuous optical power into an optical fiber and so qualify
If we assume that in either case 0 can be made to satis- as sources of the optical carrier wave if a reasonable
fy Eq. (58), the comparison comes down to the figure percentage modulation can be achieved. The tapered
of merit G, defined in Eq. (55). Taking (8 InT/a lnp)v acoustic tube performs an essential function in bringing

I I we obtain the following illustrative values for sev- the photophone sensitivity within the capability of diode
eral gases: thepil

G w 1. 0, air, We believe the xenon photophone represents the best
'", 2. 0, Xe, Ar, etc., receiver that can be achieved using the optoacoustic ef-

P*0.67, CO%, (61) fect. Its use will require gas-tight construction in-
cluding a diaphragm equalizer in the earpiece which

w 0. 12, CCIF2. will thus serve a dual function. When bought in quan-

It is clear that gases having complex molecules (many tities the xenon required for one photophone (whose gas

atoms) tend to have small Ga because V- I as the mo- volume is 32 cm3) presently costs about $ 0. 25. Thus,

lecular size increases. Therefore it seems probable the higher performance of the xenon photophone may be

that a small amount of caribo'naceous matter suspended obtained at only a modest increase in cost.

In air, or preferably a monatomic gas, is a better ab-
sorbing medium than any gaseous absorber as compli- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
cated as CCIFI. This is only a tentative conclusion be- We wish to thank J. K. Galt for stimulating our con-
cause wJ do not know how closely the pseudo-gas ap- sideration of this problei.. For helpful conversations
proaches the immersing gas in its acoustic properties we also acknowledge with thanks A. Rosccw-ig, N1. B.
or even how well the pseudo-gas model applies. Dr- Robin, J. L. Peterson, C. D. Thurmond, R. I.. Wal-
spite the above considerati)ns it is of interest to learn lace, G. M. Sessler, and J. E. West.
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APPENDIX A: ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCES where G. depends on the size and shape of V. The ef-
feet of a nonideal gas is shown in Eq. (56). It is shown

It is convenient to employ the analogyA t in which in Appendix C that
acoustic volume flow (s, cm' sec " ) is analogous to elec-
tric current, acoustic pressure (p, dyn cm'z) is analo- - (AI3)
gous to electric potential, and acoustic impedance (z in agreement with Eq. (A0). The low-frequency re-
p1s, g sec't cm) is analogous to electrical imped- sponse can be used to define the thermal relaxation

ance. In this Appendix we present a concise resumo time 7
of the impedance formulas required in this work. te o
Throughout we assume the time dependence et ' for all G,,-- i rr. (AI4)
signals so that impedances have the general form Z -R For a sphere of radius a
+ (i/wC) - iwL for lumped resistance R, capacitance C,
and inertance L. G, - I - 3[((p cotho - 1)/ip l  (AI5)

A circular tube (duct, conduit) of radius a at low fre- qi =- (15r/2)1l/
quency ka<< I is a transmission line with series dis-
tributed impedance Z(x) and shunt distributed admit- with
tance Y(x), whereAt "=PCld3/15i:=a2/15v. (AI6)

-= icap I ( e" /4) e Mt/4)]. (I The limiting forms of Eq. (Al5) are
/ k---;-aJeI , ( - (3/9) + (3/) +... (A17)

Y - i alr 2y- l) l(ri ed" / 4) e

' -L - , J" '/' , 1G. (q"/15) - (2f4l/315) +... (Ai8)

with (A2) I Gj-"I, - (6/5w-)' 1 + (3/Sw) +... (A19)

r1 =w/)''a /a a. (A3) When the first two terms of Eq. (Al?) give an adequate

The Bessel functions arise from the viscous and ther- approximation, it is valid to write r for any shape in
mal boundary layers at the duct wall. In the boundary the form
layer approximation, r., r, >> 1 . (9/5)(/)(volume/area) . (A20)

Z - I W 1  -- e , (A4) The three-term approxination Eq. (A19) is shown in
Fig. 5 along with the exact I G.I for a sphere. The

S- -iwwaiff2(I- ) el. (A5) impedance Eq. (A12) in the high-frequency limit re-
\p'c X1 r, Jduces to

In Eqs. (A5) and (A) we may replace Z -rT(iypo/ V) ( - i8)

a - 2(area)/(perimeter) (A6) 8 = 3(y - 1) (30w7rt /  (A21)

for tubes of noncircular cross section. For a finite
tube there is a contribution to the inertance L from the APPENDIX B: ACOUSTIC TRANSFORMERS

I r spreading of the flow at each end; for a tube of length I
and area A with wide flanges (flow spreads into 2wr solid An acoustic transformer is a duct whose cross sec-
angle to infinite)A3 tional area A varies with distance x along the duct

(tapered tube, horn). Such a tube can be treated as a
L -(pl/A) . 2(p/4a), (A?) transmission line with variable impedance Z(x) and ad-

where the second term is for 2 flanges. In the narrow mittance Yjx) per unit length
tube limit, r, r,<< 1 p dpldx=-Zs ,

Z - (wpltall[(/r!)i- (i/3) .(AS) s's dsldx= - YP . (Bt)
Y- (Wva'/pc'){- iv- [(y- l)r,/8] +.,. (A9) Thermoviscous damping (TVD) is included in Z and Y.

valid only for circular tubes. Eliminating s or p gives the horn equation

For a large enclosed volume V the impedance is ap- p" - (linZ)'P' - Z Yp = 0 , (B2)
proximately s" - (in Y)'s' - Z Ys = 0 .(B3)

i iyp/w V (A10) We shall assume that Eqs. (Al) and (A2) remain v;did

corresponding to the adiabatic compression of the gas. for a varying radius a = ;r). This is confirmed bv: re-
In the limit c -0 Eq. (Al0) breaks down and cent theoretical investigations of thermoviscous damp-

ing in tapered tubes. 5, The lossless case (thermovis-'-I. 'Po/ '.(Al 1) cous efft n,_ : t- , 1 L'ti'-, Cor;'r - Ai'dS ' t 01( fil'it rzl:

corresponig t0 inotlerm'l compression. In general of Fqs. (h) .d (A5). 0ili 41e 0t0 US1l .1r i ofh
£ for a volunie V filled with ideal gas horn equation

z (i, .V) i,-(V - )€, I . (A 12) P,".(h.l)'p' k 2p 0 (B4)

J. Aoout. ir. Am.. Vol 59, No. 6,i Jine 197r. E-10
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where k w/c. y,'= gls1  (y- l)(v/) 1 3  (B1S)

In general a transformer may be specified Iy . 2w2 is called Kirchhoff's constant. Recent calculations
a s

matrix [TI in the equation have shown that the fractional error in the -' correc-

[>' [: Ill [pa] tion term in Eq. (B314) is about equal to the magnitude

T5 () of the correction term. Although Eq. (B314) was long
Ls1 J L T u JLS considered in substamial disagreement with experiment,

with sign conventions snow in Fig. 2. It can be recent experiments55-61 have adequately confirmed it.
eWestonin s has carried the asymptotic expansion of up

showna1 from Eq. (Bl) that [T] satisfies the reciprocity ai ofu
% relation " to order (av r' and verified it experimentally8 ' for

r i tubes as small as a=0.0127 cm.
deT] = T, ,Tu - T, 1=T =l , (1S)*I For the exponentially tapered tube

for arbitrary Z(x), Y(x). Let us take x= 0 at the input

(pI, sl), x=l at the output (ps, s.); let p(x), denote a r(X)frie', r3 =rie* , (B1)
linearly independent pair of solutions of Eq. (12); de- a solution of Eq. (B2) is availableal only in the boundary

fin 'e layer approximation [order (rv')'Jl; for this solution

u- (lnp.)', v=(lnp.)' (137) Eqs. (B7) become

and define the characteristic impedance u(r)) m ( )\a\1 1 ' (k 2 + 2 atqm) e.,rei,/4 +...
h~) r,+ k~J\' ai 2jn

ANx)=Z(x)/u(x) . (Bs) (BW7
(B 17)

Then T, can be expressed as followsal: where

T - M2'( c)" (B 18)

1 42 xexp(- d(x) characterizes the boundary layer, m, characterize the

Tl N/z ' lossless solutions
s

T&I= (I -N)(z/z 1) (B) m,=- a*r, n=(kl-a) 1 1 ' , (19)

\ 1o..) and q,- 1 /2y'. For the case of interest here k a,

alexp ~ (-di) -I (u - v)' >> r, we can write

N- t ua(ti/i) exp(f' (u- v)dx) - (_) 2Re(fo U(x) dx) : - 2l- (ro/r) 4(k)

We assume p(x). has been so chosen that Re[z(x)])>O; 1 (u(v)dx AA,20)

then if an impedance zg is put across the output, the in- S0
put impedance wiU be pills, zj .  where

For the uniform tube of constant radius a Eqs. (37) . 2a \/sr nks - ak' - 2ja(ax - a - )
and (BS) reduce to t(k) "- _k I L -,U) (121)

i-t!,u--i!(1310) A(k) .r/alL'l' (B22)

.. (-Zy)'/, z(x).sG=(Z/)"'. k ak L-3

For the lossless case this further reduces to A discussion of the exponentially tapered electric line
has been given by Burrows. 

1 0

is-k, a -pc/bo . (BI)

In general 0 and z are complex; for the case of air the
real and imaginary parts can be read from the graphs OPTOACOUSTIC EFFECT
given by Benade. 11 If the tube has length b, Eqs. (39) We give here a thermodynamic discussion which con-

reduce to firms the correctness of Eqs. (43) and (55). A detailed

I [  cosob , -/..sln b " derivation of Eq. (43) is given in Ref. 13. We ofter tne
rx • B2) following simpler derivation based on three simple spe-

N(-i/a,)sin/b cs ' cial cases: (a) For a reversible adiabatic compression,

This is equivalent to the pi circuit (series impedance Z Eq. (43) reduces to
shunted fore and aft by impedance X) with3 4  PC(BTIP)s = X (Cl)

iZ-x, sinob, X-izacot zb. (B13) (VsT-O, P(t)=0),

In the boundary layer (or 'wide tube") approximation which may be regarded as the definition of '; (b) for a
(., r, -1 ) Eqs. (A4) and (AS) give the asymptotic ex- reversible constant-pressure heating Eq. (42) reducet to
pansion

0 - A{ 1 I. ) e'  (B 14) PC, = Vi(A/),,( 2

where (V'T=0, h=0, GAP(1)=dQ/,lt)

J i. Awoust. Soc. Am.. Vol. 59. No. S. Juno 1976 E-1 1
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I

which is the dillnition of C,; (c) for constant pressure oscillator strength vibration.il-rotational transitions
N! Eq. (43) reduc.'s to the standard equation for thermal fall typically above 20000 A wAvelength. Resonant ab-

diffusion. " From the formulas" sorptions between these limits are not common in gases
(a TI/ap)s = (a V/as), and those occurring usually have low oscillator

pC,=(T1'V)(aS/6T), 
(C3) strengths.

Although we have not been able, as yet, to find a gas

A. r it follows that X can be written satisfying all the requirements, one gas which comes

)x =pC,(aV/aS),= - (TIp)(ap/,T),. (C4) close is trifluoronitrosomethane (CFNO), a blue gas
with a boiling point of - 31 'C. This gas has a broad,

These arguments confirm Eqs. (43) and (44). Other fairly strong absorption band extending from 5000 A to
usefulformulas involving are 7600 A with a peak absorption near 6900 A. The molar

p(C, - C) =X(ap/3T)r (C5) absorptivity c is 15.9, 17.4, and 22.4 1 mol" cm" at

(C6) the wavelengths 6328 A (HeNe laser line), 6471 A (Kr

(ap/8p)r=x/[T(C-C.)] , ) laser line), and 6764 A (Kr laser line).D' These values

which follow from Eq. (C4) and the formulasci correspond to absorption coefficients On ln(lo/I)/l of

p(C;- C 1.4, 1. 5, and 1. 9 cmi, respectively, for atmospheric
(C7) pressure and 300 K, values that fall within Eq. (D),

(eT/aP), (aV/aT),+ (8 Vap)r = 0. A problem with CF3 NO is its tendency by an excited-
molecule mechanism, following light absorption in the

If thermal transport can be neglected, the sound band mentioned, to deposit on the walls of the vessel a
source and cell impedance can be calculated thermody- decomposition product. Since the energy absorbed in
: namically. The quantity sL/GA P. in Eq. (37) orre- this band is insufficient to cause dissociation of the

sponds to (8V/6Q),. From Eqs. (C3), (C4), and (C5) molecule,D' it seems possible that a second gas couldwe have be found to use in a mixture with CFNO that would

* (8V/l8Q),= (VpC,)"(8V/aT),= (pC,)'(X/T) quench the excitation at a rate fast compared to the ex-
T(C) cited-molecule reaction rate. The quenching would, of

,,.course, convert the excitation energy to heat as de-

which agrees with Eqs. (37) and (55) in the limit G, = 1. sired. The related perfluoroalkanes have similar

The quantity (iwzc)"i corresponds to (aV/8p)s which can properties to CF 3 NO.

be transformed as follows
A second gas worth consideration is nitrogen dioxide

(8 V/8p)8 =- (as/aP)v(a V/aS), (NOg) which has strong absorption o " from - 3200 to

- - (C,/C)(8T/8p)y (a V/aT), - 5000 A giving it a red-brown color. However, it

forms an equilibrium concentration of N20 4 whose ab-
= - (V/9p)(inp/a InP)r . (C9) sorption exists at wavelengths shorter than - 3700 A.

This agrees with Eq. (56) in the limit G. = 1, which con- Further, NOx has its boiling point at 21 'C and its melt-

firms the high-frequency limit Eq. (A14). ing point at - 9C. In spite of these disadvantages the
absorption of the saturated NO% vapor comes close to

remaining in the range Eq. (Dl) throughout the ten-
APPENDIX D: GASEOUS ABSORBERS perature range of - 30" to + 40°C. For the wavelengthN' 4580 A (cw Ar ion laser line) 0 =g. 9 cm "  for T = 40TC

"., A gaseous absorber must have an optical absorption 4580 Ar fo er l 309c; for th 40
acoefficient nd in the range given by Eq. (58); for con-A

coeffienss e ritn the rangergive by teq.(58; form c(cw Ar ion laser line) p= 5.3 cm "1 at T= 400C and 0
creteness we write this In the approximate form - 0.048 cm'i at T= - 30"C. The absorption measure-

0. 12 cm " < 0< 8.7 cm "t  (DI) ments 0 ' that these strengths are based on were made
I1o cm, and with a resolution of about 4 A. Spectral measurements

obtained by assuming w= 0.98, VI. = 2. xnsideratons at high resolutionD3 (reciprocal dispersion of 0. 1 A/
pC,,/sm for air from Table I. Practical considerations m) show the absorption throughout the "band" dis-
also require the gas to be chemically stable, noncor- cussed above is actually a dense forest of very sharp

c drosive, and nonpoisonous. Aiy temperature dependence
oslte anopionous A eymteperaturedependene lines. Thus the absorption on some of these lines must" , of the absorption strength must be mild enough to leave b eea ie h ausgvnaoewiea te

0 intherang Eq (D ) fom 30 C t + 4 Tthebe several times the values given above while at other
rage in the range Eq. (Dl) from - 30 Th to + 40uC, the wavelengths the absorption will vanish. Thus It is nec-
range encountered by telephone sets. This will usually, essary to establish that the laser line chosen for use
but not always, rule out vapors in equilibrium with a coincides with an absorption line. Other cw laser line

condensed phase and gases whose boiling points fall wavelengths in this region which may fall in coincidence
within the above range. Thus the boiling point should with an gbsorption line of NO are 4545 A, 4658 ,

preferably be below - 30C (- 22'F). In a general way 4727 A, 4765 a , 4965 A, 5017 A (all i Ar ion lasers),

this requires low-molecular-weight compounds. The 476 , 4825 A (bot in r ion lasers),

range Eq. (Dl) lies rather high for gases at standard 4762 4825 (both in Kr ion lasers), and 4416 A (Ut

temperature and pressure and for absorption in the visi- the 11cCd laser).

. ble or near infrared. The reason for this is that the Since at present only lasers whose emission cat, he,
strong oscillator strength electronic absorption bands transmitted at ultralow loss in glass-fiber wavcLiii'Ios
fall typically below 3000 A wavelength while the strong would seem to be of Interest, wc will nut give dt.,,t(d

J. Aoust. Soc Am. Vol. 59. No. 6. June 1976 E-1 2
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The photophone-physical design
D. A. Kleinman and D. F. Nelson

Bell Laboratories. Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974
(Received 15 September 1975; revised 28 February 1976)

The physical design of the response-equalizing components of the acoustic transformer-coupled photophone
is presented. Two possible equalizers for the absorption cell-a gas column and a loaded diaphragm-are

N#. discussed; one equalizer for the earpicce, consisting of a diaphragm and screen, is also discussed. The
optimization, equalization, and physical realization of a direct-coupled photophone (one not containing an
exponentially tapered tube acting as an acoustic transformer) is also presented. It is found that its response
is poorer than the transformer-coupled photophone by 25 dB.

* . Subject Classification: 1431 85.76. 143185.40, (431 85.60.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
a radius (cell, gas column, tubes, dia- s flow (cm' sect)

phragm) SL sound flow source, see Eq. (37), KN: I
A area S entropy
b length (gas column, tubes); radius of load t time, thickness

ring T absolute temperature (K), transformer
B =E 0 /12(1 - a3 ), E0 = Young's modulus, T11, .. . T22 transformer matrix, see Eq. kB9), KN: I

a=Poisson's ratio u, v see Eq. (B), KN: I

c sound speed V volume (cm')
C as subscript denotes cell w as subscript denotes cell wall
c, C. specific heats at constant pressure, con- w wall reflectivity

stant volume w(r) diaphragm displacement
C1 1, . . ., Cza matrix [C], see Eq. (3), KN: I x distance along tube
d see Eq. (38), KN:I X reactance (g sec-' cm 4 )
E as subscript denotes earpiece X,(W) diaphragm reactance

f,f frequency (Hz); resonant frequency y see Eq. (50), KN: I
F diaphragm reactance function, see Eq. Y(x) distributed admittance (cm3 sec g-')

(B6) 2 =p/s impedance (g sec-' cm "4)
g(k) see Eq. (19), KN: I z characteristic impedance of tube, see Eq.
GA, GM, G. see Eqs. (38), (55), (54), KN:I (B10), KN:I
G,(w), G2 (w) equalization factors, see Appendix A z 1 ,z2 characteristic impedances, see Eq. (20),
h porosity, see Eq. (44) YON :I
h(k) see Eq. (19), KN: I Z(x) distributed impedance (g sec-" cm "4 )

H. response function, see Eq. (8), KN: I Z impedance

(H.) smoothed response function, see Eq. (31), a exponential taper, see Eq. (B1e), iC4 : I
KN:I optical absorption coefficient; acoustic

I sound intensity, see Eq. (5), KN: I propagation constant
diaphragm stress function, see Eq. (B12) y =C,/C(y, refers to air)

k = W/C y Kirchhoff's constant Eq. (B15), KN: 1
I length (acoustic tube, port) A see Eq. (B22), tN: I
L inertance (g cm-4 ), see Appendix A, E see Eq. (45)

-KN: Iviscosity coefficient (dyn sec cm "2 )

m diaphragm loading mass K thermal conductivity (erg sec-' cm-i K-')

m,,,n see Eqs. (B19), KN: I A =n/p (cml sec ')

n number of tubes in porous leak ' = YK/pC,(cm, sec')

P pressure (dyn cm "1) see Eq. (B21), KN:i
P= 1. 013)< 106(dyn cm-2) atmospheric pres- P density (g cm *3 )

sure PA diaphragm density
P, P., Po optical power (erg sec'), see Eq. (1), a Poisson's ratio in Appendix B

KN:l T relaxation time (sec)
q = t/A/ 2 y' =1/f
Q diaphragm loading parameter see Eq. see Eq. (28), KN: I

(118); heat in AppendL C, KN: Ix see Eq. (44), KN:I

r. see Eq. (1318), KN:I see Eq. (281, ,N:I
r(x), ri, P- see E-I. (B16), KN: I '. = 2nf angular frequeicy (sec')
R resistance (g sec " cm' ) al see Eq. (137)
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INTRODUCTION

In the preceding paper, I which will be referred to as
KN: I, we presented the design principles of the photo-

( phone, a telephone receiver which produces voice-band
5 sound in an earpiece directly from a power-modulated

light wave from an optical fiber via the optoacoustic ef- 1--.
fect. The optimization of the response of the photo- (

K phone for a given optical input was also presented.
This led to the absorption cell, that produces the sound, a.0

being very small ( 10 . cm3 ) and being coupled to the
earpiece volume by an acoustic transformer in the
form of an exponentially tapered tube. The resulting 1O-2
design is referred to as a transformer-coupled (TC)

photophone. Consideration was also given to equaliza-
tion of the response, that is, making it flat versus fre-
quency to within 3 dBover the voice band 300-3300 Hz.
This was accomplished by adding equalizers between 31
the absorption cell and acoustic tube (EQI) and between 200 300 400 600 BO 1000 1500 2000 Y0 4000
the acoustic tube and the earpiece volume (EQ2). The FREQUENCY (HZ)
equalizers were represented in the analysis of KN: I by FIG. 2. Response of the air-column-equalized photophone with
impedances of simple form-no specific physical real- no carptece equalization. Curve (a) gives response for a pure

izations for equalizers were considered there. We as- inertance equalizer, curve (b) gives Eq. (1) for the air column
sume the reader is acquainted with at least the Sum- and cell Eq. (6), curve (c) gives the smoothed response for no

mary Section of KN: 1. equalization [see curve (c) of Fig. 4 of KN :Ij.

v jIn this paper we go on to consider two further as-

V. pects of the photophone. First, in Sec. U we present phone without the tapered tube acoustic transformer.design criteria for specific physical equalizers that In Sec. III we present the optimization, the equalization,
approximate the performance of the idealized equal- and the physical design of the DC photophone. This
izers assumed-in the previous analysis. For EQI both device, though simpler than the TC-photophone. has a

a gas column and a loaded diaphragm will be consid- poorer sensitivity than the latter by 25 dB. This dem-
ered; for EQ2 a combination of a diaphragm and a onstrates the importance of the tapered tube.
screen will be considered. Two Appendixes support the

r: physical design discussion.
dsgdsu nI. REALIZATION OF EQUALIZERS

The second aspect to be considered is a comparison The simplest physical model of an equalizer between
to a direct-coupled (DC) photophone, that is, a photo- the cell and the input to the tapered tube (EQl) is a col-

umn of gas as shown in Fig. 1. The matrix for a gas
column was developed in Eq. (M12) of 1q : 1. It is equiv-

ABSORBING CELalent to that of the pi-circuit shown in Fig. 1 with X, Z
MEDIUMN TUBE given by Eq. (B13) of KN: I. The general equivalent

circuit of the photophone is given in Fig. 2 of KN: I.
'/,E t W shall treat the effect of equalizers on the basis of aE i simplified circuit as shown in Fi. I in which the incur

COL"M

SOUND to the taperd tube is regarded as the characteristic
5:" ×/RADIUS a .impedar. ,. z,. We call this the method of cqualizition

S factors; a full discussion is given in Appendix A. The
response of the photophone has been defined in Eqs. (7)
and (8) of KN: I; the frequency response function H.
contains structure due to standing wave resonances in

LIGHT the tube which is of no interest here, so we shall work

C SIwith the smoothed response function (H) introduced in
Eq. (31) of KN:1. According to our method the effect of

z V EQ1 ozi the frequency response function (H)' is givcn by

c 4 x x' P I zwhere (H,)mrQ is the response function with no equaliza-

CELL ~ -~tion, ctrve (c of Fig. 4 of K:,: I, and

CELL rBE is the cuai,.i:,: f,. ,,, calculated f'oin the ciit oil L.,

FIG. 1. The cell with gas-Polumn equalizer and equivalnit 'Fig. 1. Iu Eq. (2) the volume flow ,1 EQI is c.lc-tati'd
circuit, for the zircuit shwn, s,1 F'EQ) is calcuaied for 0

J. Acoust. Sou. An., Vol 63. No. 1. July 197.6 E-1 5
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EQI N from Eq. (A17) of KN: I for a sphere of air of volume
DIAPHRAGM Z VOLUME V' Vc . This includes dissipation in the cell and therefore

TUBE Is more general than Eq. (22) of KN: I used in the analyt-
ical model. However, it turned out that the effects of

ABSORBING ~the dissipation to be expected from air are unimportant.

MEDIUM \ The possibility exists that the presence of the solid ab-
' \sorber in the cell would significantly reduce the relaxa-

tion time T and make the dissipation more important.
Setting Z=O, X=, Vc=2.5x10 "

-cm
3 andusingEq.

SI -(3) we obtain from Eq. (4)
--. , SOUND

(sl/s,)xzQ = 1 + 1. 28 x10 / , f in hertz. (5)

K, We have computed G,(w) from Eqs. (2), (4), and (5)

VOLUME VC  for an optimized air column. The best equalization we
were able to obtain is shown in Fig. 2(b) corresponding
to the following specifications:

LOAING
RING a =0.02, b=1.80 cm, Vc=7.5xl104cm'. (6)

SC r-- i S
1 

?Comparing curves (a) and (b) we see that the air column

falls well short of the performance of an hypothetical
PC pure inertance in providing equalization. Nevertheless,

it does provide a worthwhile improvement in the highSL [ z I. 4Z end of the band, and can provide equalization (flatness'T VT within 3 dB) with the aid of about 1. 5 dB from the ear-
piece equalizer, an amount easily realized. Curve (c)
of Fig. 2 is ()IzQ, identical with curve (c) of Fig.

CELL Eat TUBE 4 of KN: 1. Comparing curves (b) and (c) shows

[A : FIG. 3. The cell with loaded-diaphragm equalizer and equiva- that the air column gives 6-dB improvement at 3300
lent circuit. Proportions agree with Eqs. (15) and (16). Hz.

A diaphragm can give a higher performance than an
air column, and in addition can serve the second func-

k = , and an air-filled ceii of volume Vc .: 2.5 × 10"3 cm 3  tion of sealing the cell to keep out dirt and moisture or
as called for in Eq. (32) of KN: I. Here we shall as- retain a special gas in the cell. Figure 3 shows a pos-
sume an air-filled cell of volumeof theorder 1 x 10 "3cm 3, sible physical configuration for a cell with EQ1 provided
the exact value to be determined so as to achieve equal- by a diaphragm (clamped plate). The acoustic Impe-

ization. The optoacoustic effect produces the volume dance Z = iX,(w) of a flat-loaded diaphragm is reviewed
flow source sL in Fig. 1 given in general by Eq. (37) of in Appendix B. The reactance X 5 (w) of a flat-loaded
KN: I. Although sL depends on Vc through the disper- diaphragm is given by Eq. (B6). The structure of such
sion function IG, II (which results from the finite ther- a diaphragm and our notation is shown in Fig. 4. The
mal relaxation time of the absorption cell), the change dimensionless reactance function F appearing in Eq.
in IG, I" over the range of Vc we need to consider is un- (B6) is plotted in Fig. 5 for the case we have found to
important and will be neglected. Then sL is the same as be optimum.
that in (H,)EQ and cancels out of G,(M). Thus the sim-
ple circuit is only used to compute ratios, the absolute The solution of the circuit of Fig. 3 is
response being determined by (HW)NE . In practice we
further simplify the circuit by replacing zj- Iz, 1,
where from Eq. (20) of KN: I DIAPHRAGM

z, zj=pv2l0x0 / C4. LOAD RING MASS rna 7 ,- 1z, c/ir=101 4 g/sec cm. (3)

It is shown in Appendix A that the error in using Eq. (3) PRESSURE
is unimportant. p 0 GOLD

The solution of the circuit of Fig. 1 is " "A t I .2L .... , _ , -- ---- -
(. St)= (1 /W DISPLACEMENT

cos6b- sindnb- i ! sinkib + i coso) , (4) / t THICKNESS

where jJ, zo are the propagation constant and character-
istic impedance of the gzas column given by Eqs. (Bt0) POLYSTYRENE
of KN: I. The real and imaginary partb of 3 and z. are FIG. 4. Det.iils of the ring-lmded diiphragm of Fig. 3. Ai.s
given for air in Figs. 6-9 of Rl. 2. For zc we hive shown is the dlsplacemunt for frequencies greater LI..n 10000
asrunrd the form Eq. (A22) of KN: I using T calculated liz whcr the diaphragm r.:ac:5 iucrtlatly.
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lF () /0 ,, (nf) Xl104
,oo- / '-''

0 10-
1370 1-

0 %

10-2a7

300- 3300HZ.- 00- 3300

- I I , I .I , I I

200 400 So 1 500 3000

FrE OUENCY (MZ 1
FIG. 6. Response of diaphragm-equalized photophone. Curve

(a) gives Eq. (1) (left scale) for eell diaphragm Eq. (15) and no
-2000 earpiece equalization. Curves (b). (c) are the same as curves

(b) and (c) in Fig. 4 of KN :I. Curve (d) shows Eq. (23) for
cell diaphragm and earpiece diaphragm specified by Eq. (37).

0 1 2 3 SPL scale refers to 2. 8-mW input.
a

FIG. 5. Reactance function F defined in Eq. (B6) for loaded F Ty. G- )E
diaphragm with Q = 35, b/a = 0.47. Also shown (dashed) is - = cc* i (10)
104xj(11) where J(D2) Is the stress function appearing in

Eq. (B12) and Eq. (17). where F and 5 are evaluated at w = ,. From Eqs. (7)

and ( )

(,&)Xo( k VA ( S1 - W T12+12fc A2)11)

where V' has been neglected, Eq. (All) of KN: I and

Eq. (3) have been used, and the cell has been assumed
to be air filled. We define the resonant frequency i by G,(,) can now be computed from Eqs. (2), (5), and (11)

the relation and a computer program which gives F(fn, Q, b/a). Thef+1  1 a , general nature of F Is discussed in Appendix B. We re-
gardf 1 

= 3100 Hz and rl =0.036 cm as prescribed ac-
[In the design that we shall obtain Eq. (8) has only a cording to Eq. (32) of KN: I; still to be determined are

single solution in the desired band. I It follows from Vc, fi, Q, b/a, and the diaphragm material.

Eqs. (8), (13), and (B7) that
Table i.llsts selected values of pj, B, and cc for var-

- = i(B /¢) (9) ious materials that might be considered for the dia-

t WEi phragm, assuming n cc the volume Vc = 2.5 x 10- cml

and as used n Eq. (32) of KN: I. The order of magnitude
of cc immediately rules out the unloaded diaphragm,

which, if made of any ordinary material, could not pro-
L Ivide the required inertance without being too stuf.j . TABLE I. Density p , flexural modulus B=Eo/12(1-o9), and Doming the diaphragm would increase the stiffness.

fatigue limit stress T, for various materials. Here B has

been calculated from Young's modulus E0 using a= 0.33. Thus the domed diaphragm used in telephone receivers

Values of T. in parenthesis have been estimated by taking * for many years' to avoid the antiresonances (Z- -) of
the rupture stress, the flat diaphragm is inappropriate here. Thus it isiig/cnIl) _________________ clear that heavy loading Q - I is required, which dic-

(g/cm() 5(dyn/cm') T'dynem') '" " tates choosing a light material for the diaphragm, poly-

Petie .2 3.48Lxto' (2.8911)Z .4 .0,10"1 styrene, and aheavy material for the loading ring, gold.S;. PHMO 1.2 2.4, EQ' 1.4-106 9.0 3.?7x 
1

Al 7075-TG 2.r 6.7o"' t 1.4x1o" 14.0 s.9)(o" For polystyrene Eqs. (9)-(1l) become
" Ststt1ss 446 7.S" 1.581011 3.2- 4.7 2.0 10"

" Phos. bronze8%1 8. 8 9. 2 Xll0 1.S 0 9 .8 1. Z At0
"
' a /t =2. 8 52 (12)

P o ly sty re ne ' .1 3 .3 10 ' (1. 5S 1 ol ) 12 .0 5 . 0 0 -. 0

tD. F. Miner and J. B. Seastone, Handbook of Engineering

ed.f a,, p.~l 3-198. S, 1  1. 98 1o, cm,4V (14)
•Ref. a, p. 2-233.

'Ref. a, p. 2-237. and Eq. (5) remans valid.
'llef. a, p. 2-140.
'Refa. p. 2-132. The best equalization we could achieve by trial caicu-
'Ref. a, p. 2-334. lations and adjustments of the parameters Q, . b If is

6 tevf. a, p. 3--I. shown ill Fig. 6 curve la), which corresponds te the
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E2 values of a and Vc . The volume V , neglected in Eq.
DIAPHRAGM Z SCREEN CL') (7), in the design shown is about 1 x10 " cm3 curre-

VOLUMEsponding to an impedance z'-7x g/sec cm about

seven times greater than Iz, J given by Eq. (3) at the
highest frequency of interest 3300 Hz. This justifies

TUBE "neglecting V'.

RWe have considered the concentration of tensile
stress in the diaphragm at the loading ring. The theory

SOUND of this stress is given in Appendix B. The maximum
-Vpermissible flow s.(w) is given by Eq. (B12) in terms

of a computer calculated function J and the fatigue limit

EAR tensile stress T., of the material. The function 104 Xj
for the diaphragm Eq. (15) is plotted in Fig. 5. Table I
lists values of T., some of which are measured values
from fatigue tests and others are estimated as one-
quarter the rupture stress. The fatigue stress relevant
here is that for completely reversed stress indefinitely
cycled. We use Eq. (B12) to estimate the maximum op-

I E tical power GA IP, i which can safely be applied to the, zdiaphragm. In making this estimate we take sc - sL in
PL P2 " Fig. 3, G'~1, lG.-1 in Eq. (37)of KN:I, and obtain

TGA1IP. < p,;2' J(n, Q, b/a)

PL,.i .... ___j 6( PI <8 - 1) (pB)' Jan , /),

TUBE E02 EARPIECE =(7xlO? erg/sec)J • (17)

FIG. 7. Earpiece with diaphragm and screen, and equivalent We see from Fig. 5 that the smallest values of J occur
circuit. at the low and high ends of the band where J - 0.07; thus

s i g a htG, IP.1 < 5xl05 erg/se =50 omW. (18)
F(fl) shown in Fig. 5, and the specifications Figure 7 shows the earpiece with both a diaphragm

5=2.40, Q=35, b/a=0.47, and screen (or grid). If a diaphragm is used either to
seal the end of the tube or to act as EQ2, the screen

V c=2.64x10-1 cm', (15) would be needed to protect it from damage. If no dia-
phragm is used, the screen alone can act as EQ2. The

al/t = 16. 1 cm .small volume V' between diaphragm and screen can be
The frequency band 300-3300 Hz is indicated in Fig. 5; neglected. Consider first the screen alone; the re-
it will be seen that this band is approximately centered quired value of L' is given by Eq. (25) of KN: I
between n =0 and 11=3. 387 where IFI- -. Curves (b) L'=La= P0 /V,0=6.23x10-' gcm' (19)
and (c) of Fig. 6 are taken from Fig. 4 of KN: I; they
represent, respectively, the response with the optimum for a resonant frequency/, = 3100 Hz. If the screen has
pure inertance equalization and with no equalization, radius rz, thickness t, and porosity h (ratio of open to
Note that although equalization has been achieved in total area), the inertance according to Eq. (A8) of KN: I
curves (a), the level lie.s below curve (c) at low fre- is approximntely given by
quencies less than 1000 Hz. This is because, as Fig.
5 shows, the diaphragm ceases to act like an inertance ( t/rrh)+ ( /4r2 ) (20)
(F < 0) for f < 1000 Hz and becomes stiffness controlled where the first term is the inertance of the air in the
like a capacitance, pores of the screen and the second term corrects for

Attlthe spreading of the flow into the volume Vs. One pos-
A possible set of specifications for the loaded dia- sible design satisfying Eqs. (19) and (20) isphragm is the following:

a=0.127, t=1.00xl0 " cm (polystyrene) h=0.21, t=0.1 cm . (21)

t' -t" =0.0109, b =0.060cm (gold) (16) The realization in this case is perfect, which is tu say
that it corresponds exactly to that assumed in the ana-

m = 8.6 x 10"6 g (gold). lytical model of Fig. 3 and Eq. (22) both in KN: I.

Figure 4 shows the structure approximately to propor- Now assume that EQ2 is to be realized by a dia-
tion. Also shown is the displacement w(-) for frequen- phragm, the screen L' being negligible; this is easy to
cies in the inertial range 1000 < f < 3300 Hz. The ring arrange, e.g.. by taking h = 0.8. 1 =0.05 cm. W take
is segnent.d to avoid stiffening tlh diaphragni. Figure V, = 6 cm' and r, =0. 85 cn" f rom Eq. (32) of KN : i. Vi
3 shows approxixmately 'o proportion this iaiphragn in- the circuit of Fig. 7 the sound truisiitted down thc tube
stalled at the base of a coaiical absorption cell of volume is replaced by an equivalent pressure source pt ii se-
Vc = .6 Y0 "' c m . The conical shape is dictated by the ries with the iznpedance z'. Thi' prucedure is ju..te(i

J. Acoust. Soc. Am.. Vol. 60, No. 1, July 1976 E-18
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200 For no equalization Z- 0,

96 133I 1.kI = 1 - I" 1 (2. 38 x 10 sec)5/  (33)

G,(w) can now be calculated from Eqs. (30) and (33) and

15.55 computer evaluations of F(fl, Q, b/a).

a- 48.67 The values of (s for various materials are listed in
00 -8200 Table I assumingf = 3100 Hz, V.=6 cm3. The orderg.190 "" , phragm. The reactance function 'o(f ) for the unloaded

5885 1 of magnitude of ca is consistent with an unloaded dia-

diaphragm is given by Eq. (B9) and plotted in Fig. 8.
-400 4240 The dashed curve is F0) given by Eq. (B10) repre-

'-300-3300HZ il• senting a freely moving piston of the same area and
mass (i.e., a pure inertance). We see that the dia-

-phragm is similar to a piston only over certain narrow
-600 o ranges of 0 near the intersections of F,(fl) and Fo(rZ).Therefore we choose one of these intersections to cor-

respond to the desired resonant frequency7, near 3100
FIG. 8. Reactance function Eq. (B9) for unloaded diaphragm. Hz
and pure lnertance function Eq. (1310).

0=13.33, F0 =-178, ca=5.64x10 "3 (34)

in Appendix A. The equalization factor is defined by Again we choose polystyrene for the diaphragm; it fol-
lows from Eqs. (29) and (32) that

G.(w)= :i P(EQ)/ps(NEQ) , (22) f=2058 Hz, r = 1.44, (35)
and the overall smoothed response is given by and Eq. (28) becomes

(H.) = (HW) zQ Gl(,() G,(w) , (23) a2/ 519 cm. (36)

where (/, )NQ is curve (c) of Fig. 6. We do not need
the value of PL to compute G2(W). As in Eq. (3) we shall Since the diaphragm is mounted at the end of the tube,
replace ar=fi0.85, tfI.39x10"3cm (polystyrene). (37)

Sz - Izj =cp/wrz=18.4 g/sec cm 4  (24) Curve (d) of Fig. 6 shows the overall smoothed re-
q which is justified in Appendix A. Thus sponse Eq. (23) for the two diaphragms characterizcd

by Eqs. (16) and (37). The three antiresonances in Fig.
' +Z + IZ I (25) 8 lying below 0=z13.33 show up in (H,) as very shArp

W" ' holes in the response at frequencies 579, 1411, and

where zE is given by Eq. (All) of KN: 1. For Z we 2569 Hz. These holes go to zero if there is no leak
write for generality (X- -) in the diaphragm; the case plotted corresponds

to X = 10. Equalization is achieved apart from these
Z 1 fR' + (iXd)" , (26) holes, and the earpiece diaphragm significantly raises

where R is the resistance of an optional small leak in the level of response in the range 1000 > f < 3300 Hz.
the center of the diaphragm, and Z = iX, is the diaphragm We do not know if the holes would give the photophone
impedance without a lkak. We define tie resonant fre- an objectionable tone quality, but we note that the fftcct

quency -2 just as in Eq. (8) of such holes is probably inversely proportional to the
number of holes, and for many years the standard telec-

1 +(VB/Yp o ) ZOXd( ) = 0 ; (27) phone receiver s had a single antiresonance in the band.

it follows that II. DIRECT-COUPLED PHOTOPHONE
Sa3 - ii(B/p )"' (28) In order to determine the efficacy of the exponentially

- -'tapered tube in the optimized transformer-coupied (TC)
J -1; w,/1B 1/2 photophone it is necessary to consider what is the bestfr (2S(29) '/ response from an cqalzed photopiione that does nut

e l acontain such a tube. which we call a direct-coupled (DC)exactly as in Eqs. (9) and (10). The equation analogous photophone. 8 The optimized DC-photophone structure,to Eq. (11) can be written which n ill now be discussed, is shown in Fig. 9 along

I.b I'=b W ][ 1  x 1 with its equivalent circuit.
• QPl (/xro,)' s  I++ (,\'ij') ' In our consideration of this circuit we will ignore I"

where (30) since this is not helpful for equaliztion. Since V'.
whe r we also ignore Vc; thus .c s The solution o th: c '-

S=w/ =(rz/ )' , tV( )=qF , (31) cuit is then

)tfR/!zul , r =2 7, Vco rZ  (32) (P,,z =(Z'z')' , (36)
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PORT (L") phone is down from the equalized TC photophone by
about 25 dB; this means that the sound level of 81 dB

POROUS SPL [see defining Eq. (6) in KN: 11 can be produced with
LEAK the o~tical input (the sensitivity)

6C(,L)G,,l P" I = 51 mW 1 (43)

SCREEN (C") Rt should be possible to achieve a utilization factor GA

ABSORBING a=1. This sensitivity of the DC photophone (51 mW) is
MEDIUM I Eto be compared to the 2.8-mW sensitivity of the TC

photophone (filled with air). This comparison proves
the importance of the acoustic tube transformer.

The question remains as to the actual physical nature
of the porous leak, its dimensions, the dimensions of
the port, and the feasibility of incorporationg these into

LIGT,, a telephone receiver. Consider a bundle of n parallel
FIBER LIGHIT EQ tubes of length b -«k" and radius a «<b; neglecting end

effects we obtain for the impedance R - iwL' of the bun-
die, according to Eq. (Ag) of KN:l1,

-cL r S L' = (4/Sn) (p/wra2) b , (4

It follows that

SL VCf Ea(jL,~'f1

:. =(v/)(L;iRpnc (45)

c =L/IL

L - - -5The tubes are holes drilled in a plate of thickness b and

FIG. 9. The direct-coupled photophone Including the equalizer area A; define the porosily (cavity factor)
EQ. h =nva'/A ,(6

0 < h< /2 r3 =O. 907 . (6

where z, is given by Eq. (All) of KN: I and The upper limit v/2 'f3 corresponds to the close packing
VNZ=R-iL=R-iw(L' + LP) .of circles. Now assume that the port has area A and

Z = -(3L R) length 1; neglecting end effects we obtain from Eq. (AS)
is the impedance of the porous leak and port. We de-

byJ

(40)1

The response may be expressed in terms of H. accord- -
ing to Eq. (12) of KN: Iwith

_ _L_ _& 
(b ) 70

'I 10-2-.
I W vz,) '+ (l -

(J~U~AD/~. (41) a oo3ooi

The case of no equalization corresponds to 6 - ~.The 60
cell is large so we can safely assume I G. 1 1; it is ic3 (a)
also reasonable as in Eq. (32) of KN: I to set G2 a I forj
an air photophone. We have found the best equalized
response for the case (using V,, =6 cm 3)

T -3705 Hz, = 1. 73 , .(2 .1 IIj150

R -17.6 /se c', = . 6 x104 gCM, (2) 50 300 G00 1000 ?000 4000
W R=7.6 /seccm' L:436x1'gcm .FREQUENCY (Hz)

The resulting H., is plotted as curve (a) of Figy. 10. The FIG. 10. flespnde (If EPC PoWt~phoie. Curve t:i) sno'vt, the

unequalized response is shown in curve (b), which var- ciai~dV r(tpnercfe y ,.0)addpO
ies like/K", We regard such .ui unL'quAiized rsonse in Fa'z. 9. cutrfw 0) s1hoA s the uneiualitze'd rcsponsc of thv DC

pnotop'tune, cur~e tc) ~!:stls -u~ ittrtat.'c cqiuali~.cU rc.-
curve as completely unsatisfactury for ust'. Comparing LIo'te (if tht. TC photopheiie for comnparison (sime as curve

curves (a) arid (c) b11,W3 that the equalized DC p~- (a) ir. 2).
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of KN: 1 A =4.72x 10"P cm. (53)

L"=PI/A . (47) Again choosing 1=2.2 cm as in Eq. (50) gives the spec-

It follows that ffications

- lf(6ir/h)(LM/Rp)nt (Il-). (48) l=2.2 cm, b=0. 143 cm,

We choose c =0.5 to maximize 1; we then have A=12.4cm', n=2.63x10'.

a(3L/R) l/I = 3. 30 x 10 "' cm , In this analysis we have assumed that L"', the iner-tance of the screen protecting the absorbing medium, is

I = (3ar/2h) (L'jA/Rp)n = 6.07 x 10- (n/h) cm, negligible. Suppose this screen has radius a, thickness

b/l =3h/4, (49) t, and porosity h; then from Eq. (A8) of KN: I we ob-
tain

A/I =2p/L = 5.62 cm, ta"nL.. t/lha) + (p/4a) (55)
A = 3.41 x 10"'(n/h) cm . counting only one end effect instead of two. For illus-

For practical reasons I must be in the range 2-2.5 cm trative purposes take
and b should not be less than about 0. 1 cm; therefore
we choose the following specifications for illustrative a=1.0 cm, 1=0.1 cm, h=0.8,
purposes: L"'3.5x 10 " gcm, (56)

1=2.2 cm, b=0.2 cm, Vc=l cm;

A = 12.4 cm2 , (50) then we have

h =0. 121, n =4.39x10 4. IoL'/Zc I = wL.' Vc/ypo=0.1(f/3300)1 , (57)

The area A can be achieved if the port extends all with fin hertz. This justifies our assumption sc s,
around the circumference of the earpiece except for for the band of interest 300-3300 Hz.
structural ribs. The perforated plate is the "porous
leak" of Fig. 9. 1I. SUMMARY

This calculation establishes that the realization of In the preceding paper' (KN:1) we presented the de-
EQ is physically possible using elements of the approx- in prced pa tion of the de-imat sie ad poporionshon i Fig 9.In racice sign principles and optimization of the equalized re-
imate size and proportion shown in Fig. 9. In practice sponse of photophones containing either air or xenon.
It would probably not be economical to use a drilled The equalizers considered in that paper were hypotheti-
plate because of the large value of )r, but the desired cal ones represented only by impedances. One of the
acoustic properties could be obtained using one of the purposes of this paper is to show that the equalizer im-
standard acoustic insulating materials 7" in the port. pedances found necessary in KN: I can be obtained from

Alternatively the porous leak could be a rigid composite practical physical components. Since most of the equal-

material that requires no drilling. An interesting ex- pzation of the frequency respinse must be accomplished

ample of this latter type is afforded by the close pack- by ain elrete the absorption cell and the ta-

Ing of fibers. Consider a plate of area A and thickness pe e r betwef the absoption ce rnd t ;

b formed by close packed circular fibers of radius a pered tube, most of the calculations have concerned it;
which adhere along their Lines of contact. The tubes the additional equalization needed from the equalizer

which conduct sound in this case are the interstices be- between the tapered tube and the earpiece can be ob-

tween conductesor this gase a .the it s e- tained from a simple tensionless plastic membrance in
tween the fibers. For this geometry Eq. (46) is re- conjunction with a screen.j placed by

The simplest physical equalizer at the absorption cellh=O.-0931, hA/n=0.1613 a2 , (51) is an air column shown in Fig. 1: when optimized this

where the number of fibers is n/2, the number of tubes gives he response shown by curve (b) of Fig. 2. These
is n. An exact solution is known for viscosity limited calculations take into account thermoviscous danmping in
flow in triangular ducts'; in the approximation that the the tube and air column. We have also considered dia-
tubes are considered as having an equilateral triangular phragm equalizers and arrived at specific diaphragm
cross section we have designs. Figure 3 shows one possible design approxi-

mately to scale for a cel equipped with a polysty renLL'='.43(p/hA)b (52) diaphragm loaded with a ring-shaped mass of heavy

R =34.6(pjg/h2A1)ba , metal. The averaged response obtainable with this dia-
phragm is shown by curve (a) of Fig. 6. With the addi-

which replace E.(4.Crepnigt q (49) wwEq. (44). Corresponding to Eqs. we tion of an optimized unloaded diaphragm in the earpiecenthe overall response including equalizer resonances is

a=8.66(pL/R)/ 1 =0.0165 cm, that of cur:e (d) o Fig. 6.

1=65. O(L2 g.±Rp))n = 8.37>, 10 s it cm. We have also presented here am 'imlysis of ani equali-
ized direct-coupled (DC) photophma in order to demoa-

b/l =0.70a =0. 0651, strate the importance of th,, ,.tir tr..nsfornivr in the

A/ = 2p/L = 5.62 cm, form of an exponentially tapered tube present in the pre-
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ferred design. The DC-photophone is shown in Fig. 9 pedance z, and the output is equivalent to a pressure
and its equalized response is shown as curve (a) of Fig. source (pt/T 11) in series with an impedance z. This
10. Its sensitivity of 51 mWcompares unfavorably with agrees with the circuits of Figs. 1, 3, amd 7. Actually,
Ehe sensitivities of the xenon and air transformer-cou- the values of the sources sL, PL =(p,/T 1 ) in these cir-
pled (TC) photophones which are 0.89 and 2. 8 mW, re- cuits are not relevant since the circuits are only used
spectively. to compute ratios; they are never used to compute the

absolute response which rests on curve (b) of Fig. 10.
If optical subscriber loops are ever installed in the For-this reason the further liberty was taken in the cal-

telephone network, they will have to be compatible with
the existing telephone plant. The question is then
whether the present electrical signal power at the cen- The presence of reflected waves in the tube does not
tral office is sufficient to meet the sensitivity require- invalidate the simple circuits as long as they are only
ment of any of these three versions of the photophone. used to compute (H,), not H,. For the circuit of Fig. 3
In a study to be published elsewhere0 we consider de- of KN: I we have shown in Eqs. (24) of KN: I that (H,.,)
sign requirements of optical loops including their inter- does factor into the form Eq. (Al). The effect of re-

-* facing with the present telephone plant. We show in this flected waves on (H ,' is to increase it oy a factor
study that the optical signal power available from an (1 - e-iZl)" which does not depend on the terminations of
electrical-optical interface at a central office could be the tube. This applies rigorously only to reactive (pure
sufficient to meet the requirement of the xenon or air imaginary) terminations; if EQI or EQ2 are dissipative
TC photophones but not that of the DC photophone. the effective values of A is increased by the end losses.
Losses in an optical fiber transmission medium will be From Eq. (24) of KN: I we see that Gt(w) is
significant, however, and will prevent the use of the
TC photophone with fibers greater than a certain length. G,(w =[(i Z~) (-.)(.~(a
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helpful suggestions. where V' is the volume assumed in curve (b) of Fig. 10,

c =2.5 x 10 cm3 . Essentially the same numerical re-
APPENDIX A: EQUALIZATION FACTORS suits are obtained from the simpler form

For the purpose of equalizer design we have used G1(w) =r I + '-']r [ 1 (k" i ] " (A7)
simplified circuits shown in Figs. 1, 3, and 7 to com- R\ Zc1 \ IT 1  I '
pute the smoothed response (H,) in the form It is easy to show that Eq. (A6) agrees with the circuit

(H.) = (H/,)N1 Q G. (w) G z(w) , (A1) of Fig. 3 (neglecting V') and the general definition

where (l1.)Nza is curve (b) of Fig. 10, and G(w) and G,(w) = Is,(EQ)/sz(NEQ)l' , (AS)
Ga) are independent equalization factors depending where s2 (NEQ) is calculated for volume V ' and Z =0.
only on the parameters of the simplified circuits. This Replacing z, - 1z, I in the circuit gives Eq. (A7). Simi-
approximation is only appropriate for the smoothed re- larly, it follows from Eq. 24 of KN : I that G3(w) for the

sponse, since the oscillations in H,., depend on the cou- circuit of Fig. 3 of KN:I Is
pling between the cell and earpiece circuits through re-
flected waves in the tube. For large TVD the round- + + 2 ) -aV'trip amplitude attenuation factor is very small XE JI

e(A2) IkV~'2
where A is given in Eq. (B22) of KN: I; in this case Eq. x r r+ra (A9)
(B9) of KN: I gives the relations

T 1 .* a T=,, Tj% =, Tz , (A3) which agrees with the circuit of Fig. 7 (neglecting L'
a • and V') and the general definition

and it follows from Eq. (B5) of KN: I that

PiS p I =A (jw p5(J)ps() Q - (AT10) l A4

S(swhere pE(NEQ) is calculated for Z =0. Again it is valid
Our calculations only retain TVD in the exponential fac- to use the simpler form like Eq. (A7) of KN: I which
tors; in this approximation corresponds to replacing z* - I Z.

z~, "(il.,.) (plrr2)--pc tvr'I /n)w r) ' We have given Eqs. (A6) ..... (A10) to establish the

validity of the equalization factor method in a particular
.tz= (i/rn.) (w/i,) pc/rr, 

, (A5) case, the circuit of Fig. 3 of KN: 1. llowever, we be-
T . lieve the method applies equally well to more com-( '2 plicated equalizer networks EQl, VQ2 in Fig. 2 of

Thus in the !argc T VD Iimit !he input to the 'ube has ii,- K14:1.
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APPENDIX B: IMPEDANCE OF FLAT-LOADED 15.55, 18.67,... For n > 3. 196, FO() is mostly in-
DIAPHRAGMS ertial (F(n) and may be considered to oscillate about

Eq. (B10) shown dashed. The smallest slope !(dF/dfl)Here we summarize the theory of the acoustic imped- occurs close to the intersections of Eqs. (B9) and (BIO).
eiX() of cThe general nature of F(fl, Q, b/a) is similar except the

clamped without tension a, a radius a and carrying a lowest resonance is depressed and the antiresonances
concentrated mass m in the form of a concentric ring are not uniformly spaced. Figure 5 shows F(fl, 35, 0.47)
of radius bs a. The case n =o or b =a correspond to which has its lowest resonance at 1. 370 and first anti-
u,e uniform diaphragm whose properties are well resonance at 3.387. It follows that this diaphragm has
kiown. '8 The displacement w(r) satisfies the equa- an inertial range (F < 0) over which w, varies by a factor

tlon~a (3. 387/1. 370)8 = 6.112, which may be compared with the
1

3 BV 4 w-tpj2ww-P=O, (Bl) corresponding inertial range factor (5.885/3.196)2
t=3.391 of the uniform diaphragm. This is one advan-

where p is the pressure difference, p the plate density, tage of loading, a larger inertial range; the other is that
t the thickness, and B = Eq/12(1 - a,) specifies the elas- large values of - F/i 4 can be achieved in the slowly
tic constant of the plate for flexure. The normal shearforce per unit length isO 3 varying region of F, which is the useful region for equa-

ization. The displacement w(r) in the inertial range is

Nf- 3 BVS(dw/dr) . (B2) sketched in Fig. 4.

At rf-i0 w(r) must be finite. At r= b there is a discon- The significance of choosing b/a =0.47 lies in the fact
tinuity in N due to the acceleration of the load that the displacement w(r) of the uniform diaphragm at

the first antiresonance (5.885) has a node at r =0.47.
Ni- (mz/2rb)w(b) ,.(e3) Therefore, if b/a =0.47 there is always an antireso-

and at r a the clamped edge satisfies nance at 5.885 for any value of Q. As Q is increased
from zero the lowest resonance is depressed, thL low-

w(a) - (dw/dr). =0 . (14) est antiresonance remains fixed, and the inertial-range-

There is no discontinuity at b in w, dw/dr, or V'w. We frequency-factor increases. However, mere is a lim.it
are neglecting the rotation of the plate and of the load- to this factor because at very high Q >> 1 antiresonances
ing mass and assuming that the loading ring does not appear below 5.885; these can be continuously traced as

stiffen the plate. Figure 4 shows how the loading ring functions of Q back to higher antiresanances uf the uni-
can be broken up into segments to avoid any stiffening form plate. Nevertheless, /a = 0. 47 is the optimum
effect. The width I" of the ring will be considered neg- choice for achieving the maxitrum inertial range factor.
Ugible. The reactance X(w) is defined by It is clear that a loading as high as Q = 35 must cause

( * 2 \i r a concentration of stress in the diaphragm at r = b. To
X w( (B5) estimate the maximum rating for the diaphragm ex-

pressed as the maximum permissible flow s,(w), weWe have evaluated ,A(w) using a computer program assume failure will occur at the loading ring due to ex-

based on expressing w(r) in terms of Bessel functions cessive tensi stre s in the dlapdnragm. The tensile
with six unknown coefficients which are determinedcesvtnil re nthdaprgm Tetnie
frowith six nknow nofices hiare s dete tin stress varies linearly through the thickness of the dia-
from the six simultaneous linear equations representing phragm, being maximum in magnitude at the surfaces.
the boundary condition at r a and r=b. The result can The maximum tensile stress at any radius r is given
be written for the reactance by13

Xd(w) = ( /lia') (Bo,)' /2 F(0, Q, b/a) , (B6) T = 61BI V2 w - (1 - a7) (dw/rdr) . (Bll)

where For nearly all materials of interest it is permissible to

0a"(p., a/It2B)1/4, /
2 ,(B7) take a=fi; then the maximum flow can be written

Q=m/2b2 'p, , (Be) s.(w)=(va'T./6(p B)' 2)J/(n,Q,b/a), (B12)

and F is the computer calculated function. For the ,mi- where J is a computer calculated function and T, is the
form diaphragn s 4 (Q =0 or b =a) fatigue limit tensile stress of the diaphragm (complete-

,4 J(f) / _( ' ly reversed stress cycled indefinitely). Figure 5 shows
-+O' ( (B) J(n, 35, 0.47)x 10' plotted on the same scale as F. The

smallest value of J in the frequency range 300-3300 Hz
if the uniform diaphragm is free at the edge and moves determines the rating of the diaphragm.like a rigid piston (I. e., a pure inertance), the reac-

t 1
D. A. Kleinman and D. F. Nelson. "The Photoph.ine-An Op-

F0(n) •- - .l (Bio) tical Telephone Receiver." J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 59, 1432-

The general nature of F(Q) may be seen in Fig. 8. 2A. f(1976). the Propmrati a! Sad Wava it r,

The modes of vibration of the uniform diphragm car-
respond to the zeros of F (P), the lowest being at 3.196. 3,. :. Mott nd iR. C. .lir.e, "The lhiit- Ar:nxtulrv reteph,._n
Of greater importance are the singularities, or anti- lteceivr," bell1 Syst. Tech. .1. 30, 110-10 1,195!l.
resonar.ces, the first few being at 5. 885, 9. 190, 12.40, 4% P. Mason, vi,'ctrn,.,,o, ,c a Tr.'Ts lP'd V ,
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Photophone performance
D. F. Nelson. K. W. Wecht, and D. A. Kleinman

(Bell LaboratorieI. Murray Hill New Jersey 07974
(Received 15 September 1975; revised 28 February 1976)

A photophone consisting of a light guiding fiber, an absorption cell containing charred cotton suspended in
air. an exponentially tapered tube, and a standard earpiece volume has been made and tested. The pressure
in the earpiece versus the trequency in the 300-3300-Hz telephone band for a given optical power input
agrees well with the theory of the preceding paper. We conclude that the charred cotton suspended in air
can be treated simply as light-absorbing air. Measurements were also made on a photophone which
included an air column equalizer to resonate with the absorption cell in order to flatten the frequency
response. The high-frequency (1500-3300 Hz) response was enhanced as expected thought not quite as
much as predicted.

Subject Classification: [43185.76. [43185.40, [43185.60.

INTRODUCTION and contains charred cotton fibers suspended in air.
WThe exact volume is not crucial when no attempt atWith optical-fiber communication systems being ex- resonating the cell volume is made. The volume is

tensively studied it is worthwhile to consider the Ps- chosen within a range which is large enough to be in the
sibility of direct production of sound from light which thermal high-frequency or adiabatic limit 3 and small
is modulated at audio frequencies. By direct production enough to have a large acoustic impedance. The acous-we mean a conversion process which does not involve tic impedance must be large compared to the tapered
audio frequency electricity as an intermediary in the tube input impedance so that the former does not act as
process. With this motivation we have been led to con- a short circuit across the sound source. A charge of
sider the generation of sound waves from the absorption approximately 15 g±g of charred cotton fibers has been
of a modulated light beam in a gas or in a tenuous sub- found empiricaly to be optimum for this cell volume.
stance distributed in a gas. We have found that this is When distriluted throughout the volume, this clarge

an old idea, first studied by A. G. Bel?2 in 1881. We We itihtdtruhu h oue hscagan od ieafirs stdie by . G Bel z i 181. e • appears jus 'arely opaque to the eye. Under this con-

follow his usage in calling it a photophone. Since his apteon sustanaly aet the eyerin th is co-

stud wa ony o an mpiica naurewe avecaried dition substantially all, the light entering the cell is ab-study was only of ant empirical nature, we have carried soedbtechrectonItipouedyhain
Sout in the preceding papers 3 an extensive analytical sorbed by the charred cotton. It is produced by heating

oustdy in the precdig p pes and extnsizanaticfa at a temperature of about 500 0C for a minute or two in
study of the design principles and optimization of a

an atmosphere of flowing nitrogen. The absorption cell
diftophne hattdly ledm to aimphope structure uidb is contained in an aluminum block of centimeter-size

) differing markedly from the simple structure studied by dimensions. This size is believed adequate to carry
Bell. The purpose of the work reported in this paper is heat away from .he absorption cell so that a constant

to test exeietlythe main predictions of that study. hetaa3rmte.bopincl s htacntn
experimentally temperature cell wall, as assumed in the theory, 3 is

I. STRUCTURE maintained.

e sJoining the absorption cell in Fig. 1 with the stan-The photophon structure developed in the preceding dard' 6-cm volume representing the ear plus earpiece
papers3 consists of a glass fiber which guides intensity- is an air-filled exponentially tapered tube which acts
modulated light into a small absorption cell, a volume as an acoustic transformer to convert the high pres-
representing the ear plus earpiece, and a tapered acous-
tic tube which acts as an acoustic transformer between

* the absorption cell and the ear volume. It may also
contain acoustic elements for resonating the absorption

Ucel and/or the ear volume so as to enhance the high-
frequency response. This is done to make the response
of the photophone as nearly flat as possible over the
normal telephone frequency range of 300-3300 Hz. A
schematic, cross-sectional drawing of the photophone ABSORPTION&7. CELLis shown in Fig. 1.TAED

The characteristics of the light-guiding fiber are not TB VOUM

crucial to the photophone structure. The one used had
a germania doped silica core of 0.004 cm diameter and
a silica cladding with an outside diameter of 0.015 cm.
It had a numerical aperture of 0. 14 for coupling light LIGHT \ -

into a flat ecl. A length of fibher of a few mieters was GuiDING EETE
used. The output end was glued into an entry hole to FISCR/ CPiO, .

the absorption ci so as to avoid any air leaks. FIG. 1. Schematic cross-sectional vtew ot th,- phocop~hea:'

The absc; '. on cell has a volume of 4.5 x 10- cml with an clectret microphone attac!,Ld f!o .1..i;ul.'r.
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sure, low volume flow, acoustic source of the absorp-
tion cell to the maximum pressure attainable in the
6-cm 3 volume. The optimization procedure3 determines ARGON TON
the cross-sectional area A of the exponentially tapered LASER (5145A

* tube to be
LIGHT 

GUIDING
CALIBRATED GLASS FIBER

=Atez, x4-0 a =0) ELECTRET TAPERED

A circular cross section for the tube is best since the 6 N ABSORPTION iCT TC
perimeter to area ratio, which determines roughly the VOLUME CELL 4 TMODULATOR"- I CALIBRATED
thermoviscous damping losses to useful acoustic trans- TCALE
mission, is smallest. Ease of construction, however, DETECTOR

dictated the use of a square cross section tapered tube. PREAMPLIFIER OSCILLATOR
A numerically controlled milling machine produced two D

aluminum pieces having exponential surfaces which, FIG. 3. Schematic arrangement of the optic. acoLstic, and
when joined with two flat surface pieces, produced a electric components used in measuring the photophone per-
tube satisfying Eq. (1). The sides of the square are formance.
0. 064 cm at the input end and 1. 54 cm at the output end.
Air leaks in the joints of the photophone assembly were
prevented either with a viscous grease or with thin Tef- A third structure studied was similar to Fig. 1 ex-
Ion gaskets (7.6x 10-3 cm thick). cept the tapered tube was a single piece plastic castinc.

The design studies3 indicate that the simplest meth- It was made by using the four-piece aluminum tube as a
od of resonating the absorption cell volume is to couple mold in whicn to form a wax core. The core consisted
it to the tapered tube via an air column. The inertial of a mixture of 80% by volume of a microcrystalline
character of the latter can be made to compensate for wax5 and 20% of polyisobutylene 6 having a molecular
the capacitive character of the cell volume at 3300 Hz weight of 40000. The core was molded around a 0.025-
and so produce an acoustic resonance at that frequency. cm-diam reinforcing wire. A wax core of this type can

The thermoviscous damping losses in the system make be cast in a straight housing or after warming can be

the resonance quite broad. When these losses were in- coiled inside the hand-held portion of a telephone set

eluded in the calculation of the air column performance, before casting. After the casting resin has hardened,
it was found3 that an air column 1.8 cm long and 0.02 the entire casting is heated to about 80 'C to melt out

cm in diameter in conjunction with an absorption cell the wax core.

volume of 7. 5 x 10 " cm 3 would be expected to produce
the best resonant enhancement in the high frequency II. TEST ARRANGEMENT
range. A proportionately smaller amount of charredcotton Is used in this ceUl in comparison with the amount A schematic diagram of the arrangement used for
used in tio cell opig. 1. A hemu testing the photophone is shown in Fig. 3. Because thetheabsorptioncellofabsorber, charred cotton, is black, the laser wave-diagram of the photophone with the air column equalizer length used for testing is of little consequence. The

Is shown in Fig. 2. 5145-A line of an argon-ion laser was used because of
the laser's availability. Its beam, adjusted to be in the
lowest order transverse mode and in a state of com-

11A plete linear polarization, was directed by a mirror
through a modulator driven by an audio irequency oscil-
lator whose frequency was determined by a frequency
counter. The optical modulator was a commercal mod-

CLK Tel
6 that uses an electrically biased quadratic electro-

.SOR TI N optic effect to obtain in conjunction with the polari7er a

.TAP6RED cm range of linear amplitude modulation. The intensity o'
A OCUSUTMC UE M the output beam, which is the square of its amplitude,

can have a linear modulation range provided the. Uikasing
field on the modulating crystal is adjusted so that tne
two polarization components oi the beam emerging trom

LIGHT the modulator have a Ir phase difference in the absence
GUIDING ELECTRET of any modulation. Such an adjustment necessarily
FIBER MICROPHONE produces an urniodulated component to the output beam.

This component, however, produces no significant ef-
FIG' 2. Schematic cross-secti-inal view of the photophone feet on the measurements.

* I with an electret micropoI,e attched for me:sureent. This Following the polarize r I mirror can be jll- rtd t
version of the pIhotophonc cortains an itr volunn couplr to doroct the ola zer - 2 n lrat., d pe i
resonate with thc absorption cell so as to enhance the re- direct the modulated bean" Io a c , hbrat.d 'h,..
sponse o" the high-frequency end of the normal telephone band detectur.9 This allows a measurement of the po.er .'(300-,jiU d.). the liglht which is moduated at the irvquetocy ul he

J. Acoust. Soc. Am.. Vol. 60, No. 1, July 1976 E-26
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Saudio oscillator: With the insertable mirror reoved,
the modulated beam is focused onto a cleaved end of the 6/

light-guiding glass fiber by a 6.3x microscope objective /
lens. AIR

HEATING

The sound at the output of the photophone was mea- 5 MODEL /

sured with an electret microphone
1 0 which had a mea- 5 -

sured calibration of 1. 1 dyn cm'f/mV through the fre- /
quency range of interest. Its output was amplified 100 /
times by a low noise, junction field effect transistor in- -2 4/put preamplifier before being measured with a lock-in /
detector. ~

Several tests were made on the system prior to mea-

suring the photophone performance. One was the mea- _ /
surement of the transmission of the glass fiber including

coupling losses at the ends. This was done prior to /
gluing the fiber into the absorption cell so that the out-
put could be directed into the calibrated optical detector 2
(Fig. 3) just as the input could be. With the modulator La
In place this transmission factor was found to be 0.5
while with the optical modulator removed it was 0.9
showing that distortion of the wave front by the electro-
optic modulator lessened the coupling of the focused
beam into the fiber.

Because the charred cotton is an incompletely under-
stood component in the system, we have measured the 10 15
sound pressure versus the input modulated laser power. MOULATED LASER POWER (5W)

To simplify this test the arrangement shown schemati-

cally in Fig. 4 was used. The absorption cell is con- FIG. 5. Plot of the pressure amplitude (one half of the peak-
e 2-cm 3 volume in which the pressure to-peak signal) of a triangular wave versus the average opti-nected directly to a -cal power in a square wave that reaches the absorption ceil.

variation is measured by the electret microphone. In The dashed curve is a plot of Eq. (5) which represents an air-
order to reach higher laser power levels in the cell the heating model.
electrooptic modulator was replaced by a chopping
wheel which produced a 750-Hz square wave optical sig-
nal of up to 15 mW in the absorption cell. The pressure derived as follows. From Eq. (All) of the first paper 3

7amplitude (one-half of the peak-to-peak signal) of the
esulting we have that the pressure p [not specialized to a single-

triangular pressure wave is plotted in Fig. 5 frequency component as in Eq. (All)) is related to the
versus the average laser power. volume flow s in a small volume V of gas by

We also plot in Fig. 5 the predicted behavior of the dpldt =ypos/V (2)
pressure amplitude versus average power for a simple '

e air-heating model. The linear relationship plotted is where y is the specific heat ratio and p0 is the static gas
pressure. It was shown in the first paper 3 [Eq. (37)]
that the volume tlow s is related to the optical power P
which is converted to heat in the cell by

s = ( - l)P/Ypo (3)

in the high-frequency or adiabatic limit. Equations (2)
and (3) combine to yield

ABSORPTION dp/dt = (y - 1)P/V. (4)

If the power P is in the form of a square wave of period
T with a peak-to-peak signal of 2P,, then the resultant

ELECTRET triangular pressure wave p has a peak-to-peak signal cf
MIv, ,_ MROPHONE 2pA where

SLIGHT A = (Y - 1)TPA/4V • (5)
e GUIDING

FIBER The plot of this equation in Fig. 5. is in cxcellctt azree-
2 CM3  ment with the data for power levels beluw 2. 5 mW de-
VOLUME spite the fact thLat the actual aibsorpiiun cell cofttll, t ot.

FIG. 4. Schematic cross-sectional view of the arrangement just air but charred rotton suspend.,d tiiiough-it the .iir.
used to test the optu-:acoustic p. rforrmnne ef ih- ch:.rrc:- This justifies treatig the abFor-,,'"i cc!! as cc::)avning
cotton-suspended-in--air absorption cell. "light-absorbing air." We hae nlt explor.ed ti.

E-27
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of the nonlinearity evident in the data of Fig. 5 at high- 10

er power levels. s

III. PERFORMANCE 2

Because of the nonlinearity present in Fig. 5 the pow- I ,

er absorbed in the cell was held to 1 mW for perfor-
! 0.5

mance-versus-frequency tests on the photophone. The .

aluminum walled photophone of Fig. 1 was tested in the 02 A

frequency range of 150 to 4000 Hz, a range somewhat in
excess of the standard telephone range of 300-3300 Hz. a.
In Fig. 6 the pressure amplitude of the sound wave as 005
detected by the electret microphone is plotted versus
the modulation frequency in curve A. Curve B repre- 0.02

sents the predicted performance with the tube reso- 00 o,

nances averaged out. No adjustable parameters are -oo 200 500 iooo 20oo 4ooo
MODULATION FREQUENCY (Hz)

used in this comparison which can be seen to be very
good. The predicted performance including the tube FIG. 7. Plot of pressure amplitude versus modulation fre-

resonances is shown displaced for clarity as curve D; quency for the structure of Fig. 2 for 1 nW of modulated op-
tical input to the absorption cell. Curve A: measurements;curve C is a repetition of curve B . Though there isth o y w htu er s n c sav ag d u .curve B: theory with tube resonances averaged out.

some shift of the tube resonances between the predicted
(•0 and observed responses and a somewhat lower ampli-

tude of the observed tube resonances, the overall agree- arrangement versus frequency. It is obtained by spe-
ment is felt to be very good. The triangular points in cializing the time dependence in Eq. (2) to a single an-
Fig. 6 represent the response of the same charge of gular frequency w,

cotton as used in obtaining curve A when the absorption
cell is connected to the 2-cm3 test volume as shown in P =iypos/wV, (6)

Fig. 4. Curve E is the predicted response for this combining this with Eq. (3) to obtain

p =i(y -1)P/wV, (7)
10 ,and then plotting the magnitude o p versus the circular

5- ~frequency f S (/2w. Once again this demonstrates that
the charred cotton suspended in air responds very

% 2closely to "light-absorbing air" in the absorption cell.

t -The photophone with the air column equalizer shown
Ob - in Fig. 2 and described in Sec. 11 was tested next.

Figure 7 shows a plot of the measured pressure versus

2- the modulating frequency in curve A and the expected
!response in curve B with the tube resonances averaged

Iut. The experimental curve was measured for an
W05- absorption cell with a volume of 5 x I0 4 cm 3 since this

A enhanced the output somewhat over the calculated 7.5
02- " 10- 4 rn1 volume. From a comparison w'th Fig. 6 it

can be seen that the resonance between the air column0.!-
and absorption cell flattens the expected response curve

005- by boosting the high-frequency response. A similar

comparison of the measured response shows that it is
0.02 larger at frequencies higher than about 1500 Hz though
"1 I I I it does fall somewhat below the expected response

t00 MOULATION FREQUENCY (Hz) curve. Though these data do not represent the ultimate
for a resonant absorption cell photophone, they do con-

FIG. 6. Plot of pressure amplitude versus modulation fre- firm the usefulness of the concept for flattening the
quency for the structure of Fig. I for I mW of modulated op- frequency response curve.
tlcai input to the absorption cell. Curve A: measurements;
curve B and C: theory with tube resonances averaged out; A performance test was made on a straight one-
curve D theory with tube resonances shown; curve E: plot piece plastic tapered tube for comparison to the alurni-
of magnitude of Eq. (7) for the air volume of Fig. 4; triangu- nuni tapered tube. The configuration was the same as
lar points: mcas.;recnns on the structur' of isj. 4 for the in Fig. 1. The experimental points are shown on curve
charrud cottoi ch;atge usco for curve A ne:murements. ihe Ao! Fia. 8. Mere ineasurnients were matd1 in th,'
pressure amplitude p in dvn/cn" may h). voivcrted to sound
pressure level (FPl,) mna:ured mn dfly . XI 2 high-frequency region in the experiment in ordtr I.)

x 2x 104). Thus an SPL of SI dil, the a",r:age hvcl present better resolve the tube resonances which can be seen
at the cr In tie 'Tlcphonc network. " corresponds to 3. 1? clearly out to 3100 l1. The fit of ru-ve A to I'. pre-
dyn/c m2 . dictced response (with the tube resonances avvr.,gtd ou.)

E-28
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10 -- -.... need not be an impediment to the use of the photophone

5! described here.

2 Finally, we remark that a simple demonstration of
voice reception by the photophone was made. For this

E/ I c Ademonstration the amplified output of a microphone was
. 5 used to drive the electrooptic modulator. The photo-

phone of Fig. 1 with the aluminum tapered tube was
0.2 used. In this test the ear was pressed against a stan-

0.1 - dard earpiece attached to the output end of the tapered
n- tube.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No.. 241,000, date May 24, 1JIM.
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The loudest sonad's with the intermit-tent bain and galvanic circuit connected with the photo
have been o't-ained lBy mieains 0(40 open wire- phonsio rqciiInC'%ppna~4ij articulat* speech
g atze smokti or covered with a deposit of was reproduced photophonically.
lmp-black.* With a tubular resonator having WVe have discovered that the same medium -70

5 the interior smoked a loud sound is produced used to produce musical notes or to reproduce
when an intermittent beam, having the proper speech by the direct action of the radiatit ri-
rate bf vibration is allowed to fall Into it. brations can be used to convert tbe latter iota

Numerous experiments have been wade with -electric vibrations.
various 6ther substances. Black worsted way If a layer of lamp-black it included in 22 7

to be mentioned rA giving, with the intermittent 'electric circuit and is exposed to theaction of
beam, a good sound, although much inferior to a vibratory beam of rays (roms the s~un or other
lamp-black. Fibrous material coated with source, variaLtions are produced In the electric
lawp-black hb" also been used. resistance of the lamnp- black,w hich variations

Conducting-bodies generally, in a physical correspond to those in the energy of the ribra- So -
z5 condition similar to lamp-black, especiuilly if tory beam. If an intc-rmittent beam is allowed

of dark or black color, yield good sound. to frili upon the lautp- blackelectrical impulses
in Spongy platinum should be particularly men- are produced ia the circuit In which the lamp-

tioned. Other metals or metal liccow pounds- black is included corresponding to the radiant
as silver, cop~per, black oxide of inanganese, impulses; of the bea., and if a telephonic re- 85

2o and the like-are also sensitive to radiant en- ceiver is also included in the circuit atnosical
ergy, and give ont sound by the direct action note will be beard. If an undalatoryorribra
of a vibratory beam. The prod tiction of sound tory beam from the reflecting-transmitter be-
in this way is conceived to be slue to an ab- fore mentioned, or other speaking-transmitter
aorption and expulsion of the air by the vibra- which gives to the beami vibrations similar go

25 tory medium acting, as it were, like a sponge. in rate, amplitude, and quality to the sound-
Thus when the energy of the radiant beam in- wav-es of articulate speech, is allowed too fall
creases the particles composing the vibraLtory upon the lamp-black, the electric undulations
niedium expand andexpel theairfrom between or vibrations iii the galvanic circuit will rep-
them, anzl when it decr-eases the reverse action resent the wordqnnd sentenices which produced 9S

30 takes place and, the air is again absoz-bed. the vibratory Ueam, amid if the apparatus ia
These rep4.-atetd expulsions and absorptiors are sufficieutly sensitive these words aud sentences

Uproportionate (Lo the rine ard fall of radiartt en- can be reproduced by an ordinary telephionic
ergy, and produce corresponding condena- reciver. Tbe use of selenium, which'is W1.
tioue and rarefactions-o-, in other w-ords, jecti onable (or reasons based upon the niature too

S sound-waves-in the surroundingatmosphere. of the tiubstanice itaelf, as well as upon its high
Heat due to the abasorptlon of the radiar~t en- price and scarcity, can therefore be dispenised
ergy seems therefore to be the principala~gzat with. The same objections do not apply to
in producing the i&ound-wave.. latup-black.

In tMe photophone as desbribed in Patent The action of radiant energy upon the vi- toS
40 Ito. 235,199, above mnetioned, the radiaut vi- br-atory medium to produce variations in the

brations were convertiod into electrical vibra- electrical resistance of the latter appears to
tins by a different material from any urs.-d for be similar to that Ini producing sound by di-
the direc;t production of sound - waves, the rect action--that is to dtay, the particles are

Mi peculiar subtetauce selenium being employed, brought togcther or moved apart according 110,

45 The resistance which selenium, wbea pro-perly to the iioease or decrease of the ersergy of(
preare, ofer toan lecriccurtutwasthe beam. They consequently furnish to the

known to vary under the influence of rays from, electric current a path of less or gmeter re-
the f-un or other suitable source of rad iant en- sistance.
ergy, and it wa therefore employed am the me- All conductors in a physical condition simi- tt5

So diuta fur convcrting the radiant into ek-ectric lar to lamp-biack have their electrical resist-
vibrations. It was Included in the Circuit of ance at~ected by radiant energy. Spongy pla-
n galvanic battery and placed in such Iosition tinuni is Prn exampla.
thant thze radiant beaz fell upon it. T~ie va- We have devised it forin of cell whereby any

* nations in the radiant energy due to thle vihra- desired extent of snrrace of the lamp-black can i 20

S5 Lions in the benim produced corregponding; va- be cxpr-,Aed to thme radiant energy without in-
riations iii the reststance of the selenium amid troducing andue rebistance into the electric
in the galvanic circuit of which it forrmed a circuit.
part., anid consequeatly in the teanion of the Refcreuce has hereinbefore been made to tbe
current on said cir. uit, or. in other words,tlaey cells iaed wtth seleniumu. These cells, the con-12

6o produced electricil vibrations Iu that ci.-ciit. structionof which is fully deseribed in Letters
fly the aid of cells constructed t-o exptse a Paten-t No. 2:15,497 and 235,588, both dated
large mirrace of thelcunin, ai the pr-oper December 14, 1S80, Cousist, maiuly, of two or
pro-paration of the latter, in apjparatus Wns 'more coodticting strips, plates, or disks.placed
produced so sensitive to variations in radiaiA side by Pide aitd separated by thin shets Of t30

65 energy z hat, withj a anuitabN photophonic trans- ivan lating material, w hich extend nearly to the
mitter and with an ardivary hand-telephone: edgcs of the plate", ao as to leave a narrow
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ai shallow bit long KpaLce to rive~~ tilt- Kc- collent reml thil~l~i~mwtim conbs woe
Ii-nmn. 'Vhci poles of time bainlIll (i-haoil- firml by scraping rtsilvred Most from a flat
imtcd With tilt platesawii roriat tme coa.*lnct I g;ils pilate, as, joa.i tk4'cribill. 'Thiis forn of
or* of thle cell, thle ctirrett flowsi filatieO to Icuoctor' ka homwever, Obviuu.%ily of gcraml 70
; hc other throughi tile scloniliol, laaerw I iii buft I a:)ilititpil %=n bLecuapIcvi-d witlh various

11 malcl resistance onl aecola of tile tilinellm of Iwetals. For exilloplo. the eonbs can- be cut
thme sclenium layer. lim %ommme cas.i tilm scle. froua i toil ant pated aipoaigglas. Th'lelamp.
mium .woi eastaround inetallic jinsa ctbcdtv4 iblkwk Is tioplied to these cells by smoking the
1mm insutingi uuatoriml eomnt'fteil with I-Ike poios p.roper --urface over a dame from a col 7E

to of the battery. iMnzp or othier suitable burner. 'The lamp
f a the piresent luveutiont the co'atluctos's ait- black will be deposited on tLa Gonductors asR 6 ~ formed of thin strips, plates. Mteet;, wirmsli, or weal a4 sttween them; bt this does not iater-

filmus Bactd or mollieW upr'oan instilating back. fore with the practical wortings of the appa-
tng or support with their edlges opposed and 'ratum. 2T'le depth of Olte layer deposited may So

tS netr together, so as to Ilev ot or imore nar- lie jiasa sufficient9 to render the surfAce senui
row clonsinels to receive the sensitive inedintil. lil.y opaque. The cbariwter of theresult is af-
Ccl of tlmis character amre much siiampler than Ifected by tho (tlo~t I and alpo by tbe extent of
those alreally patented, anmd they are, hcidcis, siurihee exposed to tbe radiant. energy. Al.
better adaptnd to use in coumaacctiom will. lattap. though no special extent is requis;*te. a very 8~

2o black. TIke i latproved Cells thin he mzade wit It lNrge stirrace is riot dcillrable, and Ebert in a5
a curved orcyliodrical suirface, alt.hou1gh a fit cmtin limit at which the bftst results are ob-
sarmrfJe woulad ginerully tile pmellerredi.auim time tajurd in aaay case; but this liuiit varies with
conductors ii Lj nmade of varloe, Il ru-a aid the ehler 'Y of the radiact beans, the strength
mctals. of the battery, axid other conditions, so that go

2S E xctellent resnuts hove heema ul-yainetl with: a a n simpale rule ean 'be given. By depositing
CeLl havint; two comnductors which restnible in nrpou tbE silvered ghs,rtt1fd or scraped as

fll~e)r)J~4'afh5wih vid.~~ucdrc i, aa Iesplained, a laver which is sensibly opaque
vlaie are secured to thti insulim igm:'.b.kg and wiping it oii gradualij around the edges,
in such relative position illat tile, tox:tl of onme Ia spot of soibible size and character can be 9b

3'o comib alternate ox interintsl with the teeth of readily obt. ited.
the other, but are iiot inl contact with thena. Thecell is ordinarilyseenired in position ina
'le sunsitirc medium rlis Ilumspacill between sAUMI-cliambe~r havinga glasa plate for the ei-

Itlmt teeth of tile tio cuiductors, at bi- trmnce of (e raiat beaws, and itis soplale
creusiou, the nillauber an~d len-th of ii teeth tli'at said beamas fall npon the lamlp-black. It too

thesufae -;ll e iccadt~au dsfedl t i% f siedto reevearisignl di-
N-11. Te rsisanc totheeletri curen retly aswell as through the ituternie lary of

of mestiinediuma, and upon thle disttance vided with one or mnore ear-tubenl
whl~ch separateii the teeth of one eolb Cram The larnpl'iack cell call be located in the 10

C7 tli.,tA of tbje other. ma~in circuit iii which the elericaI or tele-
Iii orde~r that, the electric current nay flow phionic receiving sipparatus is placed, or it can

equally from the several teeth, or geuerally be conuected with a r-eiving-girctit blymesons
fi-oi oie conductor to another, !L. is uuecaiiary of a induction aoil or coils. astelephoutc trans-
that. the spacim between their aldj:vut edges tutters using a batery linlre beau conaneczed. ito

4S should be everyimihere tbesame. to mtHill explaiiued I(be general principlesi of
We have forud That ;r fill, of silvcr depos- our invention, we will now proeeckto describe

itc(" upon a glass place by the utite~dis oril appAzratus couxitrewted lia accorilan~l with the
narily Otl )uyoli for silvering mirrors is pea- stite, rererecp brtig had to the acelom any.
ssaed of great tomaghness, and ii, with a i!ug drawing.- whilh foriap rt of tb .isspci. - i

So s toi tatoI e tool, be r il ed o rscrapied o i I a st riples, fwation.
&P tw to leave sharp edges which appearedeama rigahre 1 Is& sevticalkl view, illustrating ap-
wimd, well dedijm. even underaRaamitlOscoae. As ~iratias for trcustitt tog sille photophoai-
tile silvered Almn is not rsffeted iujilriouwdy by cally WibboutUa ~bd of t4i efeciieircuit; Fig.
Ltiap-black, it is, fromn It& gareat conductivity *3. asediomticw of t slighitly altered frormn of 120
Ititl time accuracy with, which ib calla lie muic'l, a receivur, tilowa in commaettion with th6 appa-

-emammacaily adjtediil to use ima this invcmiom is mus for prsisctiig *an intermittent beam;
the coiititor .Nf the photopmoni receiver. Film 2,:t fronit view of one0 of the disks of the

Ts..ilvered filin cost be tlepo tl 1111011 a imtermalttcmat-hcu ;appartils; Fig. 2', a ini.
clarved or fix& surface, and CA), Je Sc.rapedi oil' lir view of' a wire-guz disk used iu the re- 2

6o fin. amraight, /.igzag. Cim-emahi3r, s'pinti, oi- othmem ctiver; Figs. 3andi4, views, insectIo.anad plan,
siattlile line. Thie wrilt of ot*Iile am ralie or afte liamp. llack cell with in:terni~slingeoalbis
at ri pea rieod is rcgnlatced boy tile scrai ng' ortilver filim; F.im. .5mm] 1 ltn iewoother
tool,andt the luaiitonof the latter Iit n rat itil i.A formas oi the erl Figr. 7, A view showing the
comit rolled amiid no-fjusted by aauecvhaMit3ue' uvana cell inl cia-uit withI pa:lvanic battery all,. hand. i~o

65 go that the ultauoL extactnes cuts be obtained. telepwma aud the iternstteut- beamt appa.
athe cell before referred to as giving ex- rawms asthe pbotpuonic rasmitterh and k g.
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8, a view, partly in section, illustrating the ap- any ord4nary or suitable way. The desirs4
paratus for transmitting'speech, aid showing portions are removed or scraped off by means
a photophonic receiver connected with a telc- of a tool with a flat end. This tool en be
phonic circuit, and also provided with means made like a chisel, or a -punch with couacal 70for collecting and conveying to the ear of the point can be ground offer cut at ri(-ht angles

listenuer souud.waves directly produced. to the axis, so as to leave a fiat end with 6
The same letters of reference indicate like diamnter eqal to the desirel width of the

parts in the several figures In which they oc- stripe to be removed. TI:e mechauical ral'o
car. or scraping of the plate can be easily effe(Aed 75

to Aisareflectiogphotophonlctransmitter; B, by wasus of an ordinary lathe provided with
the intermittent-beam apparatus; C, the pho- a slide reat. The tool is held in a frame sup-
tophonic receiver; D, a galvanic circuit; E, an ported between centers. The plate isciatp,5d
ordinary hand* telephone; F, an induction coil. to a bed.-plate beneath with the silvered side

The refiecting-transwitter A consists of a u ppermot, in such position that when the tool so
Smirroroftbinsilveredglass, ,whichisthrown is pressed down and penetrates the film its

into vibrations by the voice of a person speak- operating end rests fiat upon the surfa of the
ing luto the tube a', and reflects more or less glass. The bed -plate carrying the silvered
of the beam of sunlight or other radiant beam plate can be worked lengthwise of the lathe to
toward tnc receiver C. rale or scrape off the lines in one direction, and: 85

20 The intermittent- beam apparatus B com- then moved across at right angles to the length
prises two disk-wheels, b, wxith a series of ra. to bring the plate iuto position for scrapings
dial openii gsintbepathofthp beam. Oneof new line.
these disk-wheels is stationary and the other It is not necessary t6 remove the tool from
revolves, or they both revolve in opposite di- the plate. The lengthwise movement under go

2S rections, or in the same direction at unequal the tool removes the film so R3 to form the
velooities. The beam, being consequenuy cut spaces between the teeth of the combs, and
off by the blank spaces sad allowed to pass the transverse movementeounects these spaces
through the openings when those in one ttisk with each other alternately at opposite ends.
register with those in the other, isintermittent The binding-poets are fastened to the glass 95

o in its action. A beam from the sun or rrom plate in any ordinary or suiable way, and ar-
an artificial source can be employed with this in electrical connection with the two parts of
apparaLtus. Tht beaui cjil be conieiirated be- the conducting-film. To apply the carbon the
fore or after pwssing through the disk-wheels, silvered side of the glass plate isemoked over
and can be reflected by mirrors to the proper a suitable burner. oo

35 path,orallowed to fall directly uponthewbeels. In Fig. 5 the silver film is scraped off in the
These two forms of transmitting apparatus form of a double spiral, leaving the oonduct-

areshown as typea. Any photophouic trans- ors e d'. In Fig. 6 the conductorse #d' have
mitter of ordinaryor soitableconstructioncan curved intermeshing teeth. In these figures
be used with the improved receiver, the lamp-black z is shown as confined to the ic$

40 In Fig. I the receiver C consists of a funnel- spaces between the conductors in order to
shaped iound-chamber, c, the interior flaring show the latter more clearly; but in practice
walls of which are smoked or covered with a the conductors would ordinarily bethemselves
deposit of lamp-black, x. The mouth Is coy- coated.
ered with a glass plate, c', and a sound-donvey- In Fig. 7 the poles of the galvanic circuit D tso

45 lug tube, a', communicates with' the contracted are connected with the biuding-postsff'. A
portion inthe rear. Speechorothersound ut- musical note produced by thesctionoftheim-
tered into the tube d' of the transmitter A can termitteut beam can be heard by applying tle
be heard by listeuing at the tube c' of the re- telephone E to the ear.
eeiver C. The distance over which speech can In Fig. 8 the lamp-black cell is placed In a it

50 be transmitted in this wayand thedistinctness soaund-chaiuber, c, and isconnected with a bat-
of the sounds repioduced depend upon the en- tery in the primary circuit of the induction-
ergy of the beam employed, coil F, t he telephone E being cooeced in the

In Fig. 2 the receiver C contains a piece of secondary circuit of the coil. Thecbambe C
wire gauze, c', upn which the lamp-black: is has a glass plate, as W Fig. 1, through which t2o

55 deposited. The walls of the sound. chamber e the radiant eargy is I-,nsnmitted, and a hear-
can also be smoked, as shown, or aot, as de- lug-tube, el, for conveyiug the sound-waves
Lir d. The sound is received by the tube e', produced in the receiver to the ear. Sonuds

-W fore. I uttered into the tube a' of the transmitter can
In Figs. 3and 4 the receiver is alampbl&ck be heard either by lisLening at the tube C' or m:5

6o cail, aud comprises the glas plate or insulat- by means of the telephone 11
lug support d, the intermesbing combs or oon- It is obvious that various modifications may
doctor, e e', of silver film, the biuding-postaf be made without departing from the spirit of
f', connected with theconductors # 0, respect- the invention, and that parts of said inveution
ively, by'the neta'lic plates gg',aUd the lamp- could be used without the others. The forms 13o

65 black x. of cells used for selenium can be used with
In forming the cell the silveris deposited in lamp-black, and the improve4cell can be eft-
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241.909

ployed wiLli any eInitahle form' of sensitive use- po~rl, of insulating material, and conductors by
ilium; butthe m~etalicompoiilg the cond(uctors Which ihlit lampj-blark can he incladed in an
idiaoitd besticli as not to be iiijn.. ioaisly affected electric circuit, s set forth.
b~y the actionr of the seutiftive inediutiti. 8. A ccii com prisingr sheets, 1,J.itte, or strips 6S

5 'be insulaiing-plate with ithe ruled or ac'itped of conducting unaterda fixed or mousted upon
silver filni thereon can be emiploye.t t es- a miiport of insulating material, with their
ure the electric conductivity of variouis sub- edges opposite each other and separated by a
stancep, liquids, arid gasez by cont-cng the tuitablc disho-nce, and sen3itivO coudncti
binding-pois withb the poles of :1 gralvasilorn- Material in the space or spaces between asif7

to eter-circuit and isnmcrang L110 plate with the edtzoa, subwtaifiily a described.I isntanco to be tested, or covtritug the sil- '. As.upport of inaulatling material, baving
veretl side with the sameI. In some tcas'es i e cowld) shaaped conduetors fixed or mounted on
silver film can be deposited on both sides of said support, as indicated, so that the teet'A Of
the plate and ruled as before described, the combs i,,ternicsh but wip not In contact 75

t* Telephonic transnitteis and receivers cau with each other, ubstantially, as described.
be formed by weansof appar-tus like the larnip 10. A silvered plate having the silver film
black cell; but these wilt Worn Oie suildi~t of rutchamntualy auled or dvrapeil, us describied,
separate applications, so as to leave parallel lines or stripes of equalIThat pairt, of the invention which relates to width, and with sharp, clean edges, eubstan- So

20 the convcrsiou of tbe radiant, vibrationis into tially as set forth.
electrical vibrittions is not limnited to lamp)- 11. Thi n1 su lating-plate hav ing on one or
black, but includes other forms of carbon, and both sides a silver Olin ruled or scraped, a4
also other materials which operate in a sub- described, so'as to divide the silver film Into
stantially similar mariner to lsmp-black. I two, or more conductorr, in combination with 85

25 Hiaviug now fully described our *aid inven- Linding-poulaconnected with the parteof said
tion and the manner of carry ing the same Inato, film or films, substantially as set forth.
effect, what we claim is-- 12. The comblination of the insulating-plate

1. Ia a pbotophon~ic receiver, the sound. and ruled silver dii with the lamp-black or
chamber toL containing theosensitive medium, sensitive medium included in the ruled or go

3o haviug a wall transparent to light or radiant scraped spacits in said film, substantially a
energy, but opaqueor less transparent to sounid, set forth.
substantially as described. 13. The combination, with agnlvaniccircait,

2. Tbe cona i nation of the soaud -Wiamnbe, of 3 pbotophoniocelil comprfiing a glaus flat*
having a wall troasparent to radiant energy, with rnled silver film thereon, lamp-blac de- 9S

55 bnt opaque or less transparent to sounad, with posited inthe rled spacesInaaid film andoon-
the siensitive medium therein contained, and nece~ona for completing the galvanIc circuit

sound conveyer or opcuing communicating through said cell, aubstactlaliy as described.
'with the interior ofsil clsaiberasnbstantially 14. The omtbinat~ion, with a pbotophoulo'
as dtocribed. cell, of an indtad~on-coll, electric coune~tions too
40 3 Ina potophonic ecevr h est for including said cell in one. circult of said

medium, composed of vibratory material in am coil, and a teleplione-clrcult conaected with
open, porotuaorsabdivlded condition, subatan- the other circuit of odailsbtnilya
tialy -is described, described. - -dcisbtnilya

OU4. In photophonla receiver,% sensitive mes- I&5. photophonfc receiver comprising a' t05
45 diumn of lamp-black or similar material, sub- sonad-chanibor having a well tn.asparent to-

stautially as described. radiant epergy, but opaque or lees transparenO
5. Aphotopbolc'recelverhavings~stheaen- to soo!4, a cell having a vibratory sensitive

sitive medinu a deposit of vibratory material mediuma such as lamp-black, electrical con-
in a loose, porous, subdivided, fitoecieaN or ucetiond for connocting said vi~el In an eleo- tio

50 spongy condition; substantially as deacribed. trLeal circalt, and a hearing-tube connected
(L Ia a photophonic receiver, theo 'omblna- wit-h the interior of said sound-chamber, sub-

tion of a sensitivei mnedlam conluct; ye of oleo. stAntally a.1 described.
triclty, In a loose, porcrAaor subdivioded oQrdi- in tebl~tuony whereof we have sigvned this
lion such as lamp-bnrck, end counductors for iv- specification I'a tber presegoe of two subac-lb- i z3

55 dueling the samxe in an electric clrcnlt,subetan- lug witnesses.
till a dscibdsotatra lutvirWIosALEXANDER GR&HAXM 8J-,

6vibratory cnucnelg mtaterial in loose PSAi- PumaI MAVRO,
ese therigid onabstmntJaiy toextenaibleasup. A. POLL401
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ALL OPTICAL TELEPHONE DEVELOPMENT

by

B.G. Grossman. S. R. Adhav, L M. Ralston. and . K. Morse.
Harris Corporation, N. Feldmaa, CECOM

1. • INTRODUCTION Z. TALK FUNCTION

The optical fiber, as a medium for corn- The function of the TALK mechanism is to
municaciosa, has been successfully replacing convert spoken words int modulated light. This
metallic cable trunks. It is presently serving the Light is coupled by optical fiber to an e lectronic
communication industry in both high capacity and switchboard and then reconverted into sound at a
low capacity links. Thus far, with few exceptions, HEAR. mechanism. The frequency response of
the.highest volume users of transmissions ines, the TALK mechanism must be reasonably flat
subscribers, have been neglected. over the voice band, 300 to 3300 Hs. and typical

voice levels must generate sufficient optical
When Mr. Feldman discussed his "AUl modulation to be detected and reconverted to

Optical Telephone" at ICC-81 in Denver, Colorado sound with a sufficient signal to noise ratio, as
in June 1981, it was a step toward correcting this in a conventional telephone set.
neglect. He described an instrument served by
optical fibers, simple, and inexpensive, requiring Two basic modulation methods, phase
no electrical power. His conceptual system con- modulation and amplitude modulation, were
tai4ed six components, two of which, earphone and considered for the talk mechanism. Phase
ringer, seemed to present some measure of modulation of light by pressure waves recently
barrier to successful implementation. A govern- has been explored and optimized using optical
ment contract was awarded to Harris Corporation, fibers for underwater sensor applications. The
Melbourne. Florida. in November 1981, to demon- major disadvantage of this method is that cor-
strate the feasibility of the concept. The barrier pLicated interferometric techniques are usually
items would get special attention in the execution required to demodulate the phase encoded in-
of this contract. formation. It was decided, therefore, because of

their easier implementtion, to concentrate on
In this paper, we wildescribe the work amplitude modulation techniques. There are

pursued and accompUshed by Harris. Three of the numerous passive amplitude modulation tech-
six components, hear (earphone), talk, and ring. niques, including sound dependent fiber mis-
will be addressed. The expended effort has con- &lUgnment, frustrated total internal reflection.
sisted of a judiclous mix of computer modeling, microbending loss modulation, etc. The approach
brainstorming, engineering, and model shop work. selected by Harris for the TALK function was the
Our efforts will be described, our results docu- first represented as loss modulation by variable
mooted. and our designs discussed, optical coupling between two end-to-end coaxially

aligned fibers. In this technique. one of the fibers
It should be noted that one barrier corn- is fixed in position, while the other is attached to

ponent. the optical to sound converter, was the center of a thin membrane diaphragm. Sound
addressed 100 years ago by Atexsandor Graha waves incident on the membrane cause it to

Bell. Thouh several experimenters have worked vibrate resulting in changes in the coupling
on it since, we believe that this is the first work efficiency between the two fibers. The amount
directed at its use in a complete telephone instru- of coupling, and therefore the magnitude of the
ment. Whna is reported here is a first cut effort intensity variations, depends on the amplitude
to demonstrate feasibility. We realize these of the diaphragm vibrations.
efforts are primitive, but. fuliy expect that the
refinement process and optimization will follow The TALK mechanism model is a
rapidly. homogeneous circular membrane driven by a

constant pressure across the surface with no
damping forces. Solution oi the wave equation
of this system fo the ampLitude of the mem-
bran. displacement, y, results in:

-resented it the Sixth tnternational Fiber-Optics
and Communmcations -xoosition.
September I1-17. 1432
:os .nteLes
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absorbed as heat in optical tibers having a high
P Jolkr) Youngs modulus. low specific heat and a large/coeffcient of thermal expansion. The fibers

expand and contract under tension as a function
of the modulated optical input and drive a dia-

w.vhere: phragm element which is impedanced matched for
the desired voice bandwidth. Input modulated

So(kr). Bessel function of order zero. Light is thus converted into sound pressure waves
P, drive pressure, dyneslcm2 . by the moving diaphragm.
T, membrane tension, dynes/cmz
k x w V_9sT, rad/cm. The second approach, the Kleinman-NeLson Z
s. area density, gm/cm2 . approach shown in FIgure 3. Z. consists of a small
a, cell radius. cmZ. photo-acoustic cell, which converts the Light
j, frequency, rad/ sec. modulation into sound waves, and an acoustic
r, the radius at which the displacement is impedance matching system. The last impedance

measured, cm matching element is an exponentially tapered horn
which couples sound to the ear. The photo-

This equationwas used to generate plots of mem- acoustic interaction occurs between the light and
brane displacement at the center of the cell. where a small quantity of suspended carbonized cotton.
the fiber ends were placed, as a function of As the input light intensity varies with the HEAP
frequency. Since the fiber ends, one fixed and one signal, the cotton and surrounding gas beat and
moving with the membrane, are at the center, the cool and thus expand and contract producing an
plots represent instantaneous fiber coupling acoustic pressure wave. The impedance
and thus. light amplitude. A typical plot is shown matching system maximizes the acoustic energy
in Figure 2. 1. As mentioned previously, in order transmitted to the ear. Calculation@ made of the
to reproduce ideally the individual voice charac- expected performance of the EdeLman 3 and the
teristics of the user, the response of the TALK Kleinman-NeLson 4 approaches indicated that the
mechanism should be flat across the voice band Latter approach had a 10dB higher conversion
irom 300 to 3300 Hz. One way to accomplish this efficiency. Because of this and the provenI is to set the membrane parameters such that the nature of the Kleinman-Neison approach, it was
first resonance Ls above the band of interest, decided to incorporate this technique in the
The other option is to generate resonances across Harris design.
the frequency band, especially at the high
irequency end where overtones typically give The Harris HEAR mechanism design coa-
voices their individuality. siats of an exponential horn similar to that of

Kleinman-Kelson approach. The Harris design
The Harris design for the talk mechanism was computer optimized and resulted in a

s shown in Figure 2.2. A disk of 12. 7 micron mechanism with 10% less overall length and an
thick mylar was stretched across a 4 cm ring and increase of approximately 3 dB In output over
fLed at the edges. The input fiber was attached the desired bandwidth as compared to the
to the mounting ring and to the center of the mem- KMeinman-Nelson approach. Air was chosen as
brane by a small drop of ecoxy. The output fiber the internal gaseous medium for ease of fabri-
wvas mounted inside a hypodermic needle cut and cation, although it has been shown that other
noLimhed flat at both ends. The 5

0um core input internal gases can increase sensitivity. How-
and outut .ibers were aligned to maximize the ever, this requires added complexity of a
coupling eificiency of the light in the static mode, diaphragm for gas confinement.
and then the needle attached to the ring mount by
epoxy to hold the fiber stationary. It was decided to fabricate the horn by

machining a two piece aluminum mandri on a
k 3. HEAR FUNCTION lathe, electroplating copper on the outside of the

mandril and, subsequently, etching the aluminum
The passive HEA. mechanism must in a hot suLphuric acid bath. The resulting form

convert Light into sound with a bandwidth of is a rigid copper horn whose inside dimensions
300-3300 Hz and a sound pressure Level at the ear are the same as the outside dimensions of the
af at least 81 dE. Two design approaches were aLuminum mandril. Inertance tube equalizers.
considered. In the first, the Edelmana approach photo-acoustic cell and ear-siece coupler can
shown Ln F-Igure 3. 1. the optical energy is :hen be attached.
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Following the nomenclaure oi leian,,- Further manipulatioa yields the transter mnction,
Nelson (K-N) 3 , the equivalent circuit of the photo- H,::
phone is shown in Figure 3. 3. The solution of

the circuit shown reduces to:

H0 =0  9.1X 10-4 cm 4'

2 .1 zrl r (3)
SLrrl -T

_)Z expl(-ro/ri) 2

+(k) h(k) exp (Zjl j & - z ec 2

where: C m , figure of merit for the gas; air = 1.

w here: j(k) a -h(k) s (1 I + J-) + Gw, dispersion function for a sphere
zc zc volume approximation of the cell.

# a ZaL+ 4 - CP

- -p) g(k)

Integration of I-Ze 4 
Cos 4 + • -

ZA over

lr equation 3 (the ter of which ar ses from
2. 2 m- r- , characteristic impedance ocileation de to resorces of trvelling waves

in the tube) results in an average or a smoothed
of a loseless tub*. response. < H >:

-n z 2 z jn, loesless solutions.

a In (rZ/rl))/l. exponential taper constant. 2Z 9.1 . 10-4 4<Hw> 20 G ( 2

L. Length of harm, cm. c d I ?rz )
ME, pressure at ear-piece coupler, dynes/cm?-.

. coustic impedance of ear coupler.xp I ro/r l )
gmj sac cm 4 . ii I .i a C

z c . acousti imc edance of source volume.
am/sec cm.
Svelocity flow of photo-acoustic source, The output intensity is the product of Hw

SL /velc with the following function. Du.
cc/ sec.

Z, . equalizer impedances. gm/sec cm 4
.

TVD. thermoviscous damping, gm/sec cm
4

. D = z (
Y 

- 1) 2 (Popt x O')4

density of medium. m/cc. 2 (y P 1

Is4 c. velocity of sound, cm/sec. 00
"1,2- input and output radii of the horn, cum. where:

R, 880 gm/sec cm
4

, a constant to
r , boundary layer radius, cm. normLize H..

n. complex term of propagation constant. Y0e, specific heat ratio of gas.
Jtc. rad/cn. P~.P ELMS optical power, roW.

,.1, frequency dependent functions for boun- Po. atmospheric pressure. dynes/cm= .
dary layer approximation. 2. 

" 
. 10 . 4 

dyoes/cm.
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A computer predicted plot o: the Harris through the action of the hook switch which.

HEAR mechanism response compared to the when depressed, can be used to compress a
K-N photophone appears in Figure 3. 4. spring, twist a torsion bar, or displace a

weight. etc. The actual production of sound
4. RING FUNCTION can be accomplished with a bell type device.

a bellows/vibrating reed, etc.
As in the case oi the HEAR function, the

technical challenge of the RING implementation i"he initial investigation concentrated on
lies in the need to obtain a noticeable acoustic the trigger mechanism. When irradiated. the
output from the telephone met at a level of trigger released a predetermined amount of
approximately 75 dB sound pressure Level (SPL) mechanical energy into the sound producing
at 1 meter with only an optical input from the device. The designed mechanism incor-
fiber link. However, the RING function, unlike porated a bimetallic strip; when heated by
the HEAR, does not convey detailed communi- optical energy, the strip bends from its nor-
cations. but serves only to alert the telephone mal position releasing the mechanical energy.
user to an incoming call. There are two After the Light pulse ends, only a few seconds
possible means for producing the required is required for the strip to cool to ambient
sound; direct conversion of the optical RING and return to its initial latching position.
signal to acoustical energy as in the HEAR Thus. each light pulse can trigger a ring cycle.
function and the use of the optical ring signal to
trigger the release of stored mechanical energy The Harris RING mechanism, incorporating
into a predetermined acoustic signal, Loud and the bimetallic trigger, is shown in Figure 4. 2. V
noticeable enough to attract the attention of the Mechanical energy is stored by means of a spring
telephone user. Both approaches were investi- geared to a low torque governor. The blmet&Llic
gated. trigger in its normal off position Latches the

governor. When a ring signal is sent, the light

The direct conversion of optical to output from the fiber is focused by two Lenses onto
acoustical energy can be obtained, as in the a blackened bimetal strip which deflects as it
HEAR function, by the photo-acoustic effect, heats up, releasing the governor. The drum

The problem is the same as that of the HEAR rotates, causing a set of bells to be struck,
function, except for the value of the Load im- producing a sound much like that of a con-
pedeonce. The HEAR couples into a fixed volume ventional phone. Although the feasibility design
;oad, whereas, to be useable in a manner corn- implementeted was constructed of metal, ringers
parable to extisting systems, the RING must can be fabricated of plastics and ceramics. For
couple into free space. Using the HEAR corn- this program, it was decided to build and test the
puter programs, a design for a RIN hor which ringer shown in Figure 4. Z, primarily because it
optimised the sound output for a load impedance was easier and faster to build, as well as Lower
of a massless air piston was derived. In this risk than the RING horn described previously.
case, bandwidth was not a major concern and was The experimental results are described in the
traded off for increased response over a narrow following section.
band. The RING horn is similar in design to the
HEAR horn but the larger diameters are due to 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
the different load impedance. The input radius
:s 0.05 Ocm and the output radius is I5.0 cm. An electronic interface unit (EM ) was con-
The overall length Is 17 cm. The cell volume structed to test the three components. Three
is 5.0 x 10- 4 cm 3 and the equalizer tube Optical information Systems, Z0mW laser diodes
diameter and Lengths are 0. 02 cm and 20 cm were incorporated In the ErU along with their
respectively. The predicted acoustic output is associated signal circuitry and power supplies.
shown in Figure 4. 1. The predicted peak The laser diodes were biased at 20 mW for the
response 1 meter from the horn is 75dB with RING and 10mW for the TALK and HEAR. The
z. 5 mW of light and increases to 92 dB with optical telephone side tone feedback signal was
18 mW of Light. generated electronically. A 3000 cm, 4 iiber

The second approach investigated utilized optical link was used for interconnection in
:no optical ring signal to trigger the release of testing the components.
Mechanically stored energy which was then con-
verted into acoustic energy to alert the user of The TALK signal levels were measured as

an incoming call. The released mechanical a function of input frequency. The measurement
energy is restored at the conclusion of the call breadboard is shown in Figure S. 1. A helium
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aeon laser was coupled to the input iiber through technologies required already exist wLth low loss

a ZOX microscope objective. An optical power optical fibers and high power laser diodes con-

meter was used to detect the light variations; mercially available. The authors are hopeful

the output of tha meter was fed to an oscilloscope that the all optical telephone first envisioned by

or measurement. An audio oscillator provided Alexander Graham Bell over 100 years ago, will

the sound frequency input which was normalized soon become a reality.

to 90dB at each frequency. Data was taken under

three conditions: the cell placusi flat on the

bench, placed over a 7 cubic inch volume, and ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

finally a mechanical voice filter (a standard
telephone mouthpiece) was placed over the mer- The authors wish to thank

brane. The measured voltage as a function of Mr. Rolle McColum and Mr. Thomas Conroy

, input sound frequency is shown in.Figures S. z, for their work on the mechanical and electronic

5. 3, and 5. 4 for these three cases. These interface designs and Mr. Scott Stewart for his
Sexperimlentl results are of the same form as assistance in the fabrication and testing. The

the theoretical prediction shown in Figure Z. 1. funding for the program was from the U.S. Army,

The response, observed when the diaphragm was CECOM at Fort Monmouth. New Jersey.

backed by a reasonable volume, has a series of

resonances with the primary peak at about REFERENCES AND FOOTNOTES:

Z375 Hz. Tests were then run in which different
people spoke into the mechanism and the resulting
light modulation was converted back into sound by 2. D. Kleiman and . Nelson, The Photo-

the EIU. The response of the cell was such that phone - An Optical Telephone Receiver,

the individual voices were easily understandable J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 59, No. 6.,
and identifiable. Tonal quality was similar to June 1976.

that of the conventional telephone set. 3. S. Edelman. Private Communications,

The HEAR mechanism was fabricated and Acoustc-Optic Workshop Ft.96o2.mouth,

initially tested by placing the absorption cll31, 1982.

the ear and detecting the output. The Laser diode, 4. D. Nelson, K. Wecht and D. Kleinman,
biased at 10mW, wax 100% modulated by the audio Photophone Performance, J. Acoust. Soc.

generator and the light signal was applied to the Am., Vol. 60. No. 1., July 1976.
Hear cell. The tone was easily audible. Final

* ," HEAR horn testing its continuing.

The Ring mechanism described in Section 4

was fabricated and tested with the EIU. After
four seconds of a 16 mW ew light signal, the ring

signal began and continued untl the light pulse
turned off. The ring produced an audio output of
75 d at a distance of I meter from the mechanism,
as required.

6. CONCLUSIONS/FUTURE OF THE CONCEPT

The results of the current study indicate that
an all optical telephone set is technical feasible.
The implementation methods and subsequent

designs were chosen after an intensive literature

survey of past research and brainstorming
sessions for new ideas. The techniques selected
were determined primarily on a risk/performance

basis where the lowest risk approach having the
greatest chance of success was chosen. It is

obvious that much work still needs to be done both
4. in optimizing the pero rmance and manufacturing

cost parameters of those functions investigated
in this study as well as other functions such as
hook switch. sidetone and dialing. The associated

5
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Harris Optical Systems specialists convert lightA
into sound using fiber optics.

A second method, not yet tested, involves a w.Z
more simplified and reliable process. A tone
generated at the switchboara drives a laser-

* ~diode to produce a frequency-modulated beam---
of light. The light is transmitted to the phone -

set by an optical fiber, and, as in the "hear"
function, it is absorbed by a small expansionb
cell. The resulting sound waves are relaved

.j through another exponentially tapered norn and
heard as ringing.

Recently, a series of experiments was con-
- - ducted to test each individual function on the

-~ ,.Harris phone. Results demonstrated that the
tonal quality from the optical phone is similar

* to that of conventional phones, that conversa-
tion is easily understood on the new phone.
and that voices are recognizable. Tests on the
mechanical ringing device showed that ringing
begins 4 seconds after the light pulse is sent

.. ** .,and continues until the pulse is stopped.

For the military, the Harris all-optical telephone
will have a number of advantages over a con-
ventional phone. It can supply both the conven-

- .~ ience and the security which the military needs
~ in tactical situations. Electrical outlets and

~, j generators will no longer be necessary in the
battlefield itt erate the phones. Attempts at
external wiretapping will be easily detectable.
And electromagnetic radiation, which does not
affect optical fibers, will no longer be a poten-
tial hindrance to communications.

~. In addition, the all-optical phone has commer.
cial advantages which may well lead to its be-

6
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coming everyones "phone of the future.' The
new phone requires no electronic interfaces,
and thus has no need for metal-specifically,

t~5b6B. copper-parts. With the world's supply of
copper decreasing and the cost of the metal
rising comparably, fiber optics provide a cost

SM,,d 24. 1188. effective alternative. The raw materials from
Mu 24. which the fibers are made are inexpensive and

abundant. High-powered laser diodes, which
supply the light source for the all-optical phone.
are already commercially available. In general,
the future looks bright for an all-optical phone.

.- ,It's been a century since Alexander Graham
Bell's photophonic receiver was stored in the
Smithsonian Institution for safekeeping. Since
then, the technology has been developed to
make an optically powered telephone practical.
as well as possible. The all-optical phone devel-
oped by the Optical Systems Department of the
Harris division is an important breakthrough to
a whole new way of communication by tele-
phone and has proven the feasibility of this
new technology.

The all-optical phone, shown in its breadboard
state, will require no metallic parts.

"4"

| : 4

This illustration of Bell's 19th century patent
shows the inventor's concept of anoptically powered phone. Today. his
design is a model for a more"

feasible phone system. 7 f
E7
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The use of fiber optics in telephone communi- is thus modulated and transmitted to the
cations systems is not new. Already. optical switchboard. Here it is coupled into the "hear"
fibers have been demonstrated as an effective fiber of the receiving phone and into theUsubstitute for the metallic cable trunks between earphone of the originating telephone for side
switchboards. The fibers are readily available tone generation.
and are capable of handling the large band- Hearing in the Harris phone results from

widts nededto ccomodae hevy ser direct opto-acoustic conversion. The voice-traffic: however, todays telephone systems still modulated light signal being sent through
require electrical power and electronic inter- the optical fiber is absorbed in a small expan-
faces at the user instrument level. For the mili- sion cell filled with carbonized material. Air
tary. which uses telephone communications in within the cell epadancotcs with the
many tactical situations, this often presents a varying light intensity, sending out pressure
great inconvenience, waves. A specially designed, exponentially
At Harris Government Communications Sys- tapered horn captures the sound waves and
tems Division. communications specialists in relays them to the listener's ear, where they

S the Optical Systems Department have taken the are heard as speech.
first major step toward designing a phone Two potential methods have been designed by
which can alleviate this problem. Working with the division to perform the ring function. The
CENCOMS, the U.S. Army Communications first method, which has actually been built and
Research and Development Command, the tserle nlgtfo pia iest
division has designed. built, and successfully tserle nlgtfo pia iest

testd aphon sytemwhic uss th diect release stored mechanical energy. The action
conversion of optical energy into acoustic and of depressing a hook, like the receiver button

mechnicl enrgyto prfom th thee bsic on a conventional telephone, sets a spring
meh n ica eun ergyns tok peror the r eeas. geared to a low torque governor. Normally, the

phon fuctins: alk her, ad rnggovernor is held fast by a bimetallic strip. But
To accomplish the talk function in the all- when an incoming call is being received.
optical phone, the division has designed a beams of light from an optical fiber focus onto

- small, thin diaphragm with two fibers optically the strip, causing it to heat up quickly bend,
coupled across its center. The fibers-one and release the governor. Once released, the
attached to the diaphragm, the other mounted drum rotates, striking bells and producing the
in a fixed position-become misaligned as ringing sound which alerts the user. When the
sound waves hit the diaphragm and cause it to light pulse stops, the strip cools and returns torn vibrate. Light passing through the optical fibers its original latching position.

The ning, talk, and hear func-
tions of the all-optical phone
were tested by connecting
each mechanism to an
electronic interface. Results

compared favorably in quality
and performance with

5
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